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1.1  Overview
Auditory display uses sound to explore structures in data [94] [72]. However, re-
search on auditory display has yet to provide a comprehensive framework that 
incorporates the basic principles for this exploration, such as sound design, 
strategies of interaction and software tools. The goal of this thesis is to provide 
new building blocks that contribute to the development of such a framework for 
auditory display. We conceive these building blocks both from the viewpoints 
of concept and implementation. Our ultimate goal is to establish a working 
framework that can be used for building different use cases within the auditory 
display field.
Our inspiration for developing these building blocks is based on two sources, 
namely (i) the theory and practice of electroacoustic music and (ii) the theory of 
embodied music cognition and its viewpoint on mediation technologies.
(i) Throughout its evolution, electroacoustic music composition forged several 
analytical and production directives that aimed at unifying the manipulation of 
micro and macro levels of sound based communication. Micro levels of sound 
can be comprised as sonic materials, such as timbre, texture, pitch, while mac-
ro levels of sound may be conceived as larger structures that comprise these 
sonic materials. In addition, the directives are to a large extend based on human 
factors, as they constrain the materials and structures towards a perceivable 
and meaningful communication. 
The objective is first to identify the relevant guidelines that have been used in 
electroacoustic music composition, and then to develop these guidelines as 
functional components of an auditory display framework. The main focus will 
be on interaction strategies, as this is a domain of study that is less explored 
than mapping strategies between sounds and meanings. Interaction strategies 
address principles such as “scope transposition” and “embodied multilevel 
access”. These principles aim to provide the necessary guidelines for the 
development of tools for a multiple perspective analysis of the sonic context and 
the individual auditory streams.
(ii) To make the implementation of the above mentioned guidelines successful, 
we adopt a paradigm of embodied music cognition [99]. The theory of embodied 
music cognition considers the human body as a mediator between the (sub-
jective) experience and the (objective) environment. Interestingly, this media-
tor can be extended with technologies, in such a way that mental access to a 
new and previously unreachable domain becomes accessible. By considering 
technology as an extension of the human body, a virtual object mediation model 
is adopted through which the user communicates in a multimodal dialogue, 
using principles such as “scope transposition” and “multilevel access”. In this 
way, the involvement of the multimodal spectrum (visual, aural, spatial) in both 
user and system facilitates the perception of its constituent elements and thus 
relieves the cognitive load imposed to the user when dealing with high dimen-
sional, multivariable scenarios. By acknowledging the interconnection between 
functional sounds, interactive sonification and music/media arts [72], these 
guidelines are explored from a utilitarian viewpoint. This viewpoint constitutes 
the basis for the implementation of a mediation technology for auditory display.
In this thesis, multimodal interaction and multimedia technology are consid-
ered to be fundamental for implementing interaction models based on the hu-
man body’s capabilities to enhance the understanding of sonically illustrated 
behaviors. Through its active “closed loop” participation in the exploratory, 
monitoring and production tasks, it then becomes possible to fully integrate 
and take advantage of the expertise and intuition of the user (either sonifier or 
composer).
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Given the composed and hierarchical nature of sound objects on one hand, and 
the human auditory and motor system on the other hand, a connection can be 
achieved through the exploration of multimedia technologies that places them 
in a shared, three-dimensional multimodal space. Although adaptable to other 
interaction scenarios, this embodied approach is maximized when operating 
in a three-dimensional immersive environment where spatial and temporal 
aspects of human cognition can be fully expressed. This approach constitutes 
the core of the development presented in this thesis. Given the participation of 
the human body in the perception and cognitive process, both multimodal ele-
ments and the field expert inhabit a common space of multimodal interaction 
through which their dialogue can be intuitive and streamlined. As such, in order 
to objectify the participating elements (e.g. data and sound) as well as the tools 
for accessing it, several electroacoustic inspired metaphors were developed. 
They are called the “virtual inspection window” and the “virtual inspection tool”. 
Through “scope variation” and “multilevel mapping”, the targeted elements are 
metaphorically transposed and represented in space as virtual volumes onto 
which the concepts of “virtual inspection window” and “virtual inspection tool” 
can be applied. This enables its access by user through embodied inspection 
actions that are of the most natural character.
Drawing on previous work in virtual, augmented and mixed reality domains, 
we developed the JOINDER software framework as an infrastructure for audi-
tory display research. Based on object oriented modular implementation, this 
software framework focuses on the support of multiple input sources, multimo-
dal output, distributed execution, multilevel communication and cross platform 
compatibility. Furthermore, a wrapping strategy is followed in order to estab-
lish a central bridge for expert, heterogeneous technologies - such as visual 
engines, audio synthesis environments and multimodal interface managers. 
By incorporating mature state of the art technologies and providing a commu-
nication platform between them, the JOINDER framework allows the testing of 
new interfaces through rapid prototyping. In addition, previous developments 
can be incorporated in a straightforward, modular way.
Consequently, by creating a technological framework for embodied mediation 
interfaces, this work aims at giving an answer to the research needs in the field 
of auditory display. More importantly, it aspires to render a scalable informa-
tion systems’s infrastructure over heterogeneous technology and environments 
used in multimodal and multimedia domains. As such, its implementation rests 
on a dependable environment - Java - strongly firmed in virtually all IT develop-
ment areas. This facilitates the expansion of the current version to other tech-
nologies such as database connectivity, web access and servicing (e.g. RESTFul, 
RMI), data mining, CMS integration, and so on.
In order to test and refine the present implementation, a rapid prototyping and 
user centered design methodology was followed, ranging from laboratory con-
fined preliminary studies to a on-site four months use case development (the 
Sound- Field project). Focusing on an implementation within interactive arts do-
main, this last stage offered an expansion of the initial requirements extracted 
from interaction sonification practices. Furthermore, it provided a demonstra-
tion of the functional, neutral character of the developed interfaces and related 
metaphors concerning its applications in both scientific and artistic domains. In 
general, this strategy presented the means to refine top down initial design and 
architecture strategies through bottom up, real world deployments.
Although targeting auditory display, interactive sonification and later music 
composition, JOINDER’s range of application can transcend these domains, 
given the rapid adoption of multimodal interfacing in many fields and mass 
consumer products. These might include, among others: interactive advertis-
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ing, and web content distribution, game development, holographic prototyping, 
organic interfaces design and mockup implementation.
In summary, this thesis presents:
• An analysis of the intersection between the interaction elements involved 
in interactive sonification and musical composition (e.g. sound object, 
sensorimotor constrains of the human body).
• The extraction of interaction metaphors (representation and access) based 
on electroacoustic theory and practice (e.g. Schaeffer, Stockhausen, 
Wishart, Smalley) and embodied spatial interfacing.
• The design and implementation of the JOINDER software framework to 
deploy multimodal applications based on the developed metaphors and its 
validation (e.g. Interactive sonification use cases, the SoundField project).
By focusing on interaction strategies and the added valued of the relations 
provided by embodied interfacing, it establishes a conceptual and technologi-
cal bridge between mapping strategies and multimodal/immersive/multilevel 
interaction. As such, this approach aims at relieving the burden of the so called 
“right mapping” quest and at closing the semantic gap between sonic informa-
tion and high levels semantic representations of the user.
1.2  State of the art I - interactive sonification
The auditory display community has produced several software packages since 
its establishment as a research field. These results can be considered a conse-
quence of the agenda sketched in the seminal NSF report [94] concerning the 
development of generic data sonification tools for research and application. On 
one hand, it acknowledges the existence and variety of software tools for sound 
analysis, synthesis and manipulation, but one the other hand, it highlights the 
often encountered limitations concerning computational efficiency, realtime 
configuration, user accessibility and design flexibility (which is recurrently ex-
posed through integration issues). 
Concluding that the current tools are either too complex, specific and/or cum-
bersome, the report proceeds in outlining several aspects considered to be of 
imperative relevance for the development of a software infrastructure for the 
auditory display field. The first directive concerned portability, which means 
that users should be able to use their tools in various systems and configura-
tions with a high degree of consistency and reliability, independently of their 
level of complexity. The second directive covered flexibility, as developed tools 
should be able to embrace new multimodal technology with a minimum con-
figurational effort and use them in realtime scenarios, as interactivity should be 
a standard feature in accessing a sonification system. And finally, a third direc-
tive addressed integrability, which underlines the importance of open design 
and implementation in facilitating data migration and adoption of new rendering 
systems within, for instance, virtual reality and assistive technology domains. 
With these objectives in mind, the new software solutions should offer a “stand-
ardized software layer” that is easy to maintain and expand to future needs. This 
item is finalized with a research proposal that focuses on the implementation of 
a generalist and accessible software framework through the use of a “platform-
independent, object-oriented technology (such as Java)”.
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As previously stated and illustrated in [7], a number of software systems for 
sonification have been developed since the NSF report publication. These 
systems range from applications (ex. Listen [157], MUSE [104]) to software 
frameworks/toolkits. Among these last, we will focus predominantly on the 
ones that already aim at addressing the above mentioned portability, flexibility 
and integrability directives. 
• The Sonification Sandbox [35] offers a GUI-based Java application and 
respective class toolkit for sonifying generic data through MIDI. Besides 
value mapping to common auditory dimensions, it provides interval notifi-
cation’s configuration as well as import and export functions to Excel and 
QuickTime formats.
• The SoniPy framework [163] is a Python based software framework for data 
sonification. It presents a highly structured implementation and is com-
prised of modules for data acquisition and mining, mapping and perceptu-
al modeling as well as sound rendering. These modules are monitored by 
the user through the defined Sonipy Data and Control Network. Besides its 
comprehensive contribution, it has the advantage of being build in Python, a 
multi-platform, multi-paradigm development framework that enjoys a vast 
popularity among the scientific and creative community.
• The AeSon Toolkit [7] is a collection of Max/MSP patches that aims to put 
forward a user-centered customization of the inspected data’s aesthetic 
representations. Its theoretical background lies within musical aesthetics 
(Xenakis, Varèse) and information visualization theory (Fry, Maeda, Turfe). 
It focuses on conveying intuitive and simplified tools for sonification of mul-
tivariate data by providing scaling and zooming representation of the data. 
Although being GUI (Graphical User Interface) based, it emphasizes the 
importance of including gestural controllers for data exploration (ex. touch-
pad, touch-screen, graphics tablet, WiiMote). 
• The SonEnvir [36] is a generalized sonification environment built on the 
SuperCollider3 and Pure Data environments. It enjoys a considerable user 
community and it targets the analysis of scientific datasets. It offers a modu-
lar implementation regarding data handling, data processing, sound synthe-
sis processes, mappings options and real-time interaction possibilities. 
• The Interactive Sonification Toolkit [121] is a sonification package that fo-
cuses on tackling issues that rise both from the interactive navigation and 
real time data gathering. The base environment of choice is Pure Data and 
the GUI is divided in two areas, namely data scaling and interactive sonifica-
tion. The sonification engine offers a considerable range of mappings options 
(audification, data to note pitch/duration, additive synthesis, noise filtering) 
and quick dataset comparative tests.
Several observations can be made about these systems. First of all, most of 
the presented solutions refer to the user as a (near) passive element within the 
auditory investigation process. The user can turn knobs, cut or enhance sec-
tions of the sonic output and even alter, in real time, the mappings. However, 
none of the presented solutions fully embraces the potential of the embodied 
listener, that is, a listener who fully uses actions in space as a basis for ex-
ploring the auditory environment. As it will be shown further in this thesis, in 
order to explore the trans-modal affordances given by a fully integrated multi-
modal system, the user control module is regarded as the main logical kernel in 
JOINDER. Consequently, its architecture is structured around a human centric 
modality division.
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This, as it will be further developed in Section 2.2, will facilitate both embodied 
sound exploration processes and multiple user collaboration across different 
levels of participation.
In addition, the proposed solutions are mostly based on technologies that 
present limitations regarding the reuse, extension and exchange of the imple-
mented prototypes, such as Max/MSP and Pure Data. Therefore, despite the 
fact that these environments offer a very efficient prototyping platform for real-
time audio (and, in some cases, 3D visuals) through their interactive, visual pro-
gramming paradigm, they fall short concerning the above stated requirements 
of portability, flexibility and integrability. In this thesis point of view, the latter 
are considered fundamental for a system to be adopted and further developed. 
The same type of criticism can be formulated with respect to the SuperCollid-
er3 environment although, here, the main problem is the specific programming 
knowledge required to take advantage of his template system. 
In summary, although acknowledging the efficiency of these systems in their 
own domain, most of them should not be considered as the base technology 
for an immersive, multimodal software infrastructure which aspires to remain 
open to the rest of the IT world’s developments. An exception to this last obser-
vation is the David Worrall’s soniPy. By choosing Python as a development plat-
form, the extensibility, availability and maintenance of this project are very well 
safeguarded. In fact, the wrapping as an extension model strategy developed 
in this thesis had unquestionably an inspiration source here. However, and be-
sides the last point regarding the user’s embodied role in the sonification proc-
ess, the choice of Java for the current implementation is due to the popularity 
of this development platform (TIOBE index 2 versus Python’s index 8), not only 
in scientific and artistic domains (ex. the Processing environment) but specially 
also in the business world. This is reflected, for example, in the difference of 
the volume of projects related to the two platforms in SourceForge (as of July 
2012, the ration between Java versus Python projects is approximately 4 to 1). 
Further advantages concerning the use of Java as main technology will be pre-
sented in Section 1.8. However, the existence of several projects regarding the 
interoperability between Java and Python implementations (e.g. JPython [84], 
JPype [83], JEPP [81]) as well as their standards’ compliance (e.g. SOAP) safe-
guards the possibility of a future collaboration between these two frameworks. 
The same applies, to a certain extent, to the above reviewed implementations.
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1.3  Functional processes and electroacoustic techniques
As in music, it is relevant to establish a hierarchical context of communica-
tion when presenting multivariable data through sonification. For illustration 
purposes, consider the situation where three data variables are sonified at a 
given moment with, respectively, the C, E and G pitches. The presence of these 
pitches implies the existance of higher and intermediate levels of meaning, re-
spectively, the major chord and the ones related to the intervals formed by the 
combination of the mentioned pitches. These emergent sonic meanings some-
how suggests that the data is structured in a similar way. Consequently, the 
presented sonic structure should take into account all the additional levels of 
meaning with the same degree of importance as the individual pitches. This can 
be directly transposed with a concrete sonification example. Consider a pitch 
sonification of ten stocks’ variables representing the assets of a given company. 
If one wishes to go beyond this immediate representation (e.g. hearing the pitch 
curves of each stock) and wants to analyze the stock set’s trends and correla-
tions (e.g. the company’s financial health), the combined behavior of the stocks 
has to be implemented as well. And perhaps more importantly, the percep-
tual interpolation between these two levels of sonification should be addressed 
in order to convey a better comprehension of the dataset (e.g. which stock is 
determinant for the overall fluctuation of the company’s assets). 
These examples illustrate that sonification practices bring with them their own 
emergent meanings that should be taken under consideration as they can be 
used as an asset to successful data exploration. Although this work does not 
dispute the fact that music composition and sonification serve mostly different 
intentions and purposes, this reflection points to a link between these two ar-
eas. As such, the central hypothesis of this thesis is that electroacoustic music 
composition employs systematic data-manipulation processes that can be very 
useful for developing the framework of interactive sonification. As Delalande 
pointed out [37], there is a communality of processes in electroacoustic compo-
sition practice that concerns the relationship between the singularity and regu-
larity of events used in the musical discourse which underlines their structural 
dependencies.
Although, as argued by Vickers, one can establish a close relationship between 
sonification and musical composition through a perspective shift [153], music is 
different than sonification regarding its origin and purpose. On one hand, mu-
sic serves as a medium to convey the composer’s artistic goal. Sonification, on 
the other hand, aims at a systematic auralization of the data’s properties and 
behaviors. Furthermore, one of the main differences between musical compo-
sition and sonification is that the latter uses exclusively systematic processes 
in the conversion between data and sound [72]. However, this doesn’t imply 
that musical composition only uses subjective approaches or unsystematic 
processes. In music composition, systematic technics are often applied in or-
der to create discourse coherence and thus a workable environment for the 
composer to reach his audience. As expressed by Emmerson, “communication 
between composer and audience rests to some extent on a common code or at 
least common expectations and assumptions” [16, pp. 4]. As such, the original 
idea undergoes transformations according to certain guidelines (either newly 
created or already established ones) in order for the intention of the composer 
to be materialized in the musical piece. 
Following the seminal inspiration, idea and other subjective motivations leeds a 
composer to undertake the creation of a musical work, a great part of an artist’s 
endeavor is to apply his craftsmanship in order to convert the original thoughts 
into an art piece. There is an conceptual stage that is followed by a realization 
path. This realization path is often, if not always, supported by the application 
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of systematic rules that allows the composer in converting his intention into 
sound. These systematic processes are typically disrupted by the inclusion of 
subjective elements and choices which are dictated by the composer’s intuition 
and creativity. If not, the work would easily be interpreted as a sonification. For 
example, if one disregards the sound mapping choices as authorship (as one 
does in sonification), one can argue that a musical piece that results from a 
conversion of the Fibonacci series to pitches is not a musical piece but a soni-
fication, in the sense that the content of the final result is dictated by the series 
and not by the composer. However, the use of systematic processes in musical 
composition allows for the composer to establish a common language through 
an idiomatic soundscape. This regular progression serves then as a platform 
for the insertion of the composer’s own voice and so, the final work is separated 
from the technique (as a letter document is separated from a generic template). 
As Emmerson pointed out, “we must establish sufficient agreement to allow 
communication, but build in the ability to evolve to suit changing situations” [16, 
pp. 6].
The development and application of processes that allow the transmission of 
information using sound has always been a main concern of music composition 
practice. Particularly in the 20th century, several theories have been suggested 
for establishing a meaningful and coherent binding of individual sound streams 
or events. In the two main initial historical trends in electroacoustic music’s de-
velopment, namely the french Musique Concrete and the Electronic Music from 
Cologne, the search for ways of establishing relations between material and 
form is present in the theoretical and compositional production of their leading 
advocates, Pierre Schaeffer and Karlheinz Stockhausen. Although based on dif-
ferent backgrounds and artistic ideals, both authors developed highly regarded 
and widely adopted theories. Respectively, these theories address the dynamic 
relationship between sonic elements, their confining context and the interde-
pendence of their perceptual relevance. For example, concerning layered sound 
objects, reference can be made to the “sound object theory” [27]. In regards to 
scope transposition mechanisms between the micro and the macro level of the 
musical discourse, the techniques of “integral serialism”, “moment form” and 
“formula composition” [70] can be highlighted. 
Besides these examples, one can further refer to Iannis Xenakis’ stochastic 
processes [164] [69] [42] and György Ligeti’s micro-polyphony [147] [8] [33] 
as guiding principles for structuring sonic objects. However diverse these 
approaches might be, they all address the same problem, namely, how to 
establish a unified context between hierarchical levels of communication that 
are exposed simultaneously through time. As such, it was often the case that 
the technique would then become separated from their composer(s) subjective 
musical goals and become a compositional devise in its own right.
For example, the so-called french spectralism is a compositional practice that 
spans over generations of composers, called the french spectralist school 
[124]. In this practice, “sounds and musical colors (timbres) can be sculpted in 
time to produce musical effects” [55, pp. 2]. Although being more “an attitude 
towards music and composition, rather than a set of techniques” [55, pp. 2], 
spectral music often relies on mathematical spectral analysis and other knowl-
edge provided by the fields of acoustics and psychoacoustics [125] in order to 
devise interpolation processes that assist the compositional practice [128]. As 
Gerard Grisey, one of the historical founders of the spectralist movement, stat-
ed: “Spectral music offered a formal organization and sonic material that came 
directly from the physics of sound, as discovered through science and micro-
phonic access” [66, pp. 1]. An illustrative example of this influence can be found 
on the emblematic electroacoustic work “Mortuos Plango, Vivos Voco” by the 
english composer Jonathan Harvey, where a spectral analysis of a bell is used 
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for generating both the harmonic content as the sections’ duration of the work 
[3] [71]. Consequently, if systematic processes are extracted from the above 
compositional practices and the information resulting from their use is not 
cluttered by the presence of subjective musical elements [26], the conditions 
presented in [72] concerning the definition of what constitutes a sonification 
can be respected. For example, the operations contained in Pitch Set Theory 
[57] or Boulez’s chord generation algorithms [14] are systematic and reproduc-
ible as it can intentionally be used with different data or in repetition with the 
same data (yielding the same results).
In summary, the point of departure of this work is to analyze the suitability 
of electroacoustic compositional concepts within the interactive sonifica-
tion domain. The goal is to apply these concepts as ways to manipulate sonic 
materials and structures in relation to multilevel data representations. As such, 
data-dependent hierarchical levels are generated that preserve their infor-
mational identity and significance. As highlighted in the work of Scaletti con-
cerning the specification of the Kyma environment, the adoption of Schaeffer’s 
concept of sound object as a base design directive is fundamental for allowing 
the manipulation of multiple levels of complexity under one unifying abstract 
structure [129].
Finally, it should be noted that (i) the techniques that operate on data offered 
by electroacoustic composition have a large field evaluation throughout music 
practice and, (ii) they often are founded in close articulation with the human 
psychoacoustic idiosyncrasies and embodied cognition. This last observation 
will be fundamental as basis for the extraction of interaction metaphors con-
cerning the representation and access of sound objects through an embodied 
music cognition approach.
1.4  Electroacoustic techniques as guidelines for interaction 
metaphors
In this section, we present the main composers and their compositional theo-
ries and techniques from which the work in this thesis found inspiration for 
the creation of interaction metaphors. The application of the compositional 
techniques to sound material gives rise to intrinsic (relations within the musi-
cal work) and extrinsic (relations to non-musical experience) mechanisms of 
contextualization [135] [22] [161]. In addition, these compositional techniques 
present a wide flexibility regarding the syntactic representation of sounds [48]. 
As such, this work takes as premise that it is possible to extract from these 
compositional techniques general metaphors, which can be used as guidelines 
for making a given dataset more accessible and easier to mold according to the 
user’s inspection goals. In the following paragraphs, we present the electroa-
coustic music theories that have been explored in this thesis.
1.4.1 Sound Object Theory
The theoretical work developed by Pierre Schaeffer has been recognized as an 
important source of concepts for sonification design [153][65]. As Grond and 
Berger stated, “the first level of the perceptual domain can be considered as 
the abstract object sonore constituted by idealized reduced listening” [74, pp. 
373]. Indeed, the Sound Object Theory pioneered a rethinking of the general 
composition practice where (recorded) sounds constitute the point of departure 
for a musical work. This stands in opposition to the abstract foundations (e.g. 
extra musical concepts) on which the traditional creation of musical works was 
typically based upon. This process of gathering compositional material relies 
on acousmatic and reduced listening. By highlighting the pivotal role of the hu-
man listening and defining the sound object as “the meeting point of an acoustic 
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action and a listening intention” [27, pp. 27], the separation of perceptually rel-
evant sonic artifacts from both its (physical) origins and its acoustic constitution 
is emphasized. This provides an important contribution for a new type of under-
standing of how we listen [159].
Despite Schaeffer’s goal of generating purely musical building blocks from cap-
tured everyday sounds and the distinctions made between everyday and musical 
listening (as expressed in [61]), the sound object theory can be useful in provid-
ing guidelines for the constitution and classification of metaphors for sonifica-
tion. Of particular interest are metaphors that apply to the idea of extracting 
meta-information present in a given sound[65]. By separating the sound from 
its source, these metaphors can be applied to events that share perceptual 
equivalences according to the listener’s own perspective or viewpoint [89]. 
Consequently, this led to Chion’s formulation of causal (which inquires about 
the sound source’s information) and semantic (which relates the sound to se-
mantical and linguistic codes) listening modes [153], as an expansion of Schaef-
fer’s work. According to Chion, reduced listening “does not consist in denying 
natural perceptions (...) but in placing them in a new perspective” [27, pp. 29]. 
This view is also shared by Emmerson who states that “it proves very difficult 
to hear sound only in terms of an appreciation of its shape and spectral prop-
erties as Schaeffer seemed to advocate.” [50, pp. 136]. By putting the focus on 
the listening subject and not on the listened object, it is possible to conceive 
new sound mappings and sonic interactions that present a higher degree of 
significance to the user and his expertise. Even if one’s intention is to identify 
the source or cause of a sound object, the preliminary separation proposed by 
reduced listening enables a deeper evaluation to what is perceptually relevant 
to the user. As stated by Chion, “attention of reduced listening can use what it 
knows about the event, or even the meaning, the better to understand how the 
object is made” [27, pp. 32]. 
Furthermore, the identification of sound objects through recursive exploration 
of its structure is of special interest here. Schaeffer’s analysis attributes an 
identity to a sound object only as a member of a structure and to a structure 
only as a combination (set) of specific objects (See Fig. 1). As stated in [27, pp. 
58], ”every object of perception is at the same time an object in so far as it is 
perceived as a unit locatable in a context, and a structure in so far as it is itself 
composed of several objects”. Concerning multi-level meaning representation 
and the interpolation between these meanings, this symbiotic relationship es-
tablishes a dynamic, perspectival dialogue between levels of sonic presenta-
tion. As such, the identification of a sound object in regards to a given structure 
and the description of a structure based on its (sound objects) composition both 
become central concepts in top-down decomposition and bottom-up composi-
tion processes.. They form the basis for analyzing the morphological structure 
of sound objects and the informational value that they might carry (concerning 
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Fig. 1 The sound object and structure relationship in Schaeffer’s Sound Object Theory.
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source and semantics) in multiple levels. Identification and description unveil 
the affinities between the micro-structure, sample level and the macro-struc-
ture, dataset level.
1.4.2 Material/Form Transposition
In his compositional practice, Karlheinz Stockhausen devised several strate-
gies for a unified control of the musical parameters present in his composi-
tional works. Early in his practice, Stockhausen was an adept of integral seri-
alism, which is a compositional technique where all parameters of a musical 
work are developed on the basis of a simple series of values. Based on the sys-
tem invented by Schoenberg and his disciples for dodecaphonic pitch material 
generation, as well as Messiaen’s compositional ideas presented in “Mode de 
valeurs et d’intensités”, integral serialism became widely adopted and expand-
ed by so-called 1950’s avant-garde composers such as, besides Stockhausen, 
Pierre Boulez, Luigi Nono, Bruno Maderna, Luigi Dallapiccola and Luciano 
Berio. Through matrix-based permutations and transformational processes, 
compositional material is obtained by regular derivative procedures which would 
then be applied in melodic, harmonic, duration, dynamic, attack and register 
composition [18][19]. In this context, Stockhausen used serialism as a way of 
thinking as well as an algorithm for establishing a bridge between two intuitive-
ly defined values (as in, for example, the logarithmic metronomic scales) [29].
However, given the fact that the development process of each musical para-
mater (pitch, duration, articulation….) was perceptually unrelated as it was 
merely based on mathematical parameterization procedures, Stockhausen saw 
in the available electronic studio an opportunity and the technical means for 
controlling musical structures and their parameters under one single com-
positional principle [28]. He observed that by accelerating the playing speed 
of a recorded series of (rhythmic) pulses, different pitches could be perceived. 
As such, Stockhausen “was able to make transformations between pulses and 
frequencies, rhythms and timbres in a single continuous movement, as if part 
of one spectrum” (which led to the development of a pitch-tempo scale [71]) to 
even incorporate form, which is “is rhythm expanded to a larger time-scale” 
[28, pp. 223]. This idea for parameters’ unification was applied in the composi-
tion “Kontakte” for electronic sounds (see Fig. 2).
Although to some extend he was always relying on serialism as a general con-
struction principle, Stockhausen developed several mechanisms for structuring 
his works. Of such compositional techniques, one can highlight two interesting 
techniques called “moment form” and “formula composition”. 
The technique called “moment form” [141] is based on a non linear distribu-
tion of ”gestalts” units (known as moments). These units are set apart by their 
so-called gestalt character (defined in terms of melody, timbre and duration), 
which results from the interconnection between points (that represent a set of 
sound parameters) and groups (collections of points brought together by a giv-
en quality in terms of statistically measured direction, range and density) [29]. 
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Fig. 2 Stockhausen’s unified musical structure (as depicted in [28, pp. 224])
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“Moment form” arose from the need to devise a new form that would be co-
herent with serial material [95] and the pitch/duration unity described above 
[38], as the above mentioned work Kontakte was one of the earliest pieces 
where he applied this concept. A detailed exposition of this technique’s ap-
plication in the emblematic work “Momente” can be found in [138][139].
The other technique, called “formula composition”, also presents a methodo-
logical evolution from the musically sterile material offered by twelve tone rows. 
Being already music itself, the formula functions as a mechanism for “the pur-
suit of the highest possible level of coherence between morphological micro-
structure and musical macrostructure” [103, pp. 64]. Consequently, “formula 
composition” was used by Stockhausen in almost all of his works since the 
beginning of the 1970‘s. As an example, one can refer to his over twenty-nine 
hours long opera cycle ”Licht”, which is based on a three-part, eighteen-bar 
only score. Being comprised of three twelve tone, melodic lines, the formula is 
subjected to serial transformations (such as inversion and retrogradation) as 
well as vertical aggregation methods and rhythmic conversions. This provides 
the base material for projection processes, which are used to generate“all lev-
els of the composition”. As such, the formula “At its slowest speed, (...) provides 
the background structure for all of Licht” [92, pp. 274]. These processes under-
lying the formula-based composition of “Licht” are described in [91] and [92].
Similar to “moment form” and “formula composition”, it is possible to deduce 
metaphors in relation to Stockhausen’s transposition of information theory’s 
concepts into musical composition practice [70]. By basing the musical dis-
course on the sequence and identity of sound objects, a technique such as mo-
ment form is in close affinity with the principles of similarity, opposition and 
belongingness that are known from Gestalt theory [17]. Furthermore, such 
techniques establish a close link with the idiosyncrasies of the human auditory 
system, such as the precedence of relative over absolute relations in param-
eter discrimination. Such gestalt-based processes constitute the core of, for 
example, “Mikrophonie I” [140], a work that employs a tam-tam, the active use 
of microphones for capturing the execution and the processing  of the captured 
sound via bandpass filters and potentiometers. Among others, “Mikrophonie I” 
is one of the works where the main structural strategy is based on the amount 
of identity variation of a given gestalt segment or “moment” in relation to the 
previous ones. Furthermore, by using a single sound source, “each sound and 
gesture in the work is audibly related to every other, and all contribute to a 
resonant image of the whole, the tam-tam itself”. Consequently, “Mikrophonie 
I” “is not only theoretically integrated in form, but aurally integrated in sound” 
[106, pp. 101]. 
In summary, the presented scope transposition mechanisms illustrate the ap-
plication of consistent techniques for uniting different levels of sonic perception 
(see Fig. 3). Furthermore, as these methods are designed to highlight the vari-
ational’s rate and the quality as well as the character of a given sound material, 
these procedures can provide powerful guidelines for articulating the presen-
tation and encoding of interrelated levels of sonification [64], from sample (as 
material) to dataset (as form).
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Fig. 3 A summary of Stockhausen’s techniques (as depicted in [29, pp. 215])
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1.4.3 Dynamic Morphology and Sonic Landscape
According to Trevor Wishart, the concept of dynamic morphology can be applied 
to a sound object “if all, or most, of its properties are in a state of change” [161, 
pp. 93]. In this definition, perceptual properties are emphasized over physical pa-
rameters as “it is important to view sound objects as totalities, or gestalts”[161, 
pp. 93] and “the qualities of the processes of change will predominate in our 
perception” [161, pp. 94]. Such qualities are considered by Wishart to be highly 
relevant in our perception and apprehension of the relationships between sound 
objects. This is further linked with the concept of gesture, which Wishart defines 
as “an articulation of the continuum” [161, pp. 17]. He believes that similarly to 
the dynamic morphology of objects, gesture cannot be separated into discrete 
components as “it is essentially a time-varying property of a whole sonic ob-
ject” [161, pp. 112]. The similarity between dynamic morphologically described 
sound objects and gesture is considered to be fundamental for why the latter 
“can be applied to the analysis or control of sound-objects which are varying 
in a continuous manner in many dimensions of the continuum” [161, pp. 112].
 
Interestingly, the conceptual affinity between dynamic morphology and the rel-
evance given by Stockhausen to time-based identity variance (see above) leads 
Wishart to highlight “Mikrophonie I” as “an interesting example” [161, pp. 104]. 
This remark is related to the rendition and control of dynamic morphologies, 
namely, in the score’s use of morphological and gestural description of the 
sound objects (e.g. scratching, cracking, whimpering) and the use of relational 
notation for establishing a coherent discourse throughout the work (“The de-
velopment and interaction of the individual parts is organized according to a 
simple set of relational and transformational symbols” [161, pp. 116]).
Closely related with the gesture and dynamic morphology concepts is the redef-
inition of the notion of sonic landscape [160] (see Fig. 4). Sonic landscape refers 
to a conceptualized sound source and not the actual, physical one. The advent 
of sound recording introduced the existence of a virtual acoustic space that of-
fers new creative possibilities for musical creation as “the virtual landscape 
introduces a new way of sound representation and recognition” [16, pp. 110]. 
The new creative possibilities can be obtained through variations in aural 
perspectives during the capturing process, which is implemented through 
proximity changes of the microphone to the targeted sonic sources. This ges-
tural interplay, which is analogous to the one of a visual magnifying glass, is 
carried out by the listener and allows the sound object to transcend its physi-
cal sources, becoming an entity in itself (as in the sound object as defined by 
Schaeffer). Once the capturing process is carried out, a vast range of electronic 
post-production manipulations are available to the composer. For instance, the 
nature of the acoustic space can be altered by applying a simulation of depth 
and dynamics to the stored sound object, further detaching it from its physical 
source. This is achieved, for example, through the manipulation of attributes 
such as amplitude, reverberation and filtering of higher partials. 
Consequently, the created “distance” between the user and sound object can be-
come a tool for foreground/background interpolation within the auditory scene 
as well as a group/individual comparative analysis of sound objects. Keeping in 
mind that “the translation of performance-gesture into the gestural-structure 
of the sound object is most complete and convincing where the technology of 
the instrument does not present a barrier” [161, pp. 17], the “distance” meta-
phor entails new possibilities for representing sonic events and contexts within 
interactive sonification and auditory display when using the appropriate tech-
nological means to implement it. If that is the case, this concept can constitute 
the backbone of user centered inspection of a dataset. The application of the 
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microphone metaphor can make a sound object’s content easier to perceive 
and, consequently, enable a more straightforward comprehension of both its 
enclosing context and his role in the latter (in relation to Schaeffer’s object/
structure analysis).The process of continuous feedback, enabled with scope 
variation (for sound object parsing) and simulation of depth (through amplitude 
and reverberation), allows the combination and segregation of sound objects 
(and the data they represent) within a multi-perspectival analysis of environ-
ment (dataset). As noted by Paine [117], both the concept of gesture and sound 
object’s dynamic morphology are intimately related and equally relevant if a 
system aims at fully incorporating the user’s gesture within an interactive, real-
time operation. 
To sum up, this dynamic exploration can contribute to a clearer identification of 
sound objects through their participation in a sonic context as the user’s gestural 
activity puts forward his interpretation of the information present in the data. 
1.4.4 Spectromorphology
The spectromorphology classification [134] [136], as defined by Dennis Smalley, 
“is an approach to sound materials and musical structures which concentrates 
on the spectrum of available pitches and their shaping in time.” [134, pp. 61]. 
Although its unified application in both material and form is an ongoing re-
search topic [49], spectromorphology presents one of the most complete analy-
sis and production frameworks for electroacoustic music’s practice as “Smal-
ley’s examination becomes a systematic re-formulation and enlargement of 
Schaeffer’s affirmations, preserving some of their original characteristics and 
conferring generality on many aspects” [22, pp. 6] and the terminology used by 
Smalley seems to be in tune with “the perceived attributes that people use to 
classify these kinds of sounds” [21, pp.588]. 
In order to achieve a fruitful communication through music, Smalley highlights 
the importance of aural perception as “Listeners can only apprehend music if 
they discover a perceptual affinity with its material and structure” [134, pp. 62]. 
This perception is strongly linked with semantic associations with the non-mu-
sical realm. As such, the relevance of the intrinsic and extrinsic processes of 
the electroacoustic listening are emphasized in his theory. As stated by Smalley, 
“the intrinsic approach emphasizes formal relations within a work (‘music is it-
self’), while the extrinsic approach concentrates on relations with non-musical 
experience” [135, pp. 105]. Consequently, “If you inquire into a listener’s re-
sponse to a sound or musical work, trying to elucidate what it is that attracts or 
repels, it is impossible to avoid extrinsic references, such is the nature of verbal 
communication. However, identifying extrinsic relationships will not of itself 
uncover the meaning of a sound-event or work. In order to explain extrinsic 
workings and qualities we shall need to focus our attention on an intrinsic anal-
ysis of spectro-morphological features and their structural context. In other 
Fig. 4 The sonic landscape components’ axis (as depicted in [161, pp. 140])
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words, the extrinsic is determined by the intrinsic and vice versa” [135, pp. 105]. 
The degrees in which gestural sound objects are related with external sources 
or causality are defined by Smalley in a “surrogacy” scale, through which the 
degree of recognition and specialization of the sound body is possible [136]. 
At the same time, Smalley recognizes the importance of reduced listening (see 
Sound Object Theory) as a means for analyzing the characteristics of a sound 
object and assessing its potential for musical communication: “to find out what 
happens in the life of a sound or sound structure (...) we must temporarily 
ignore how the sound was made or what caused it, and concentrate on charting 
its spectro-morphological progress” [134, pp. 64]. 
Throughout the exposition of his theory, Smalley elaborates a framework for 
the classification of sound objects by classifying the types of spectral content 
through a noise-note continuum (constituted by noise, group of notes and the 
harmonic/ inharmonic note) (see Fig. 5), the types of morphologies (by describ-
ing the types of attacks present in the sounds), the models of interconnection 
(morphological string) and the types of motions (sound’s directionality) [134] 
[22]. Furthermore, by acknowledging the importance of the physical character in 
the definition of sound objects, concepts such as gesture and texture constitute 
the foundations of his spectromorphological classification [136]. Using these 
concepts, he addresses sonic attribution, deployment and articulation within a 
comprehensive framework. In his classification, gestural energy-motion trajec-
tory (defined by the onset, continuant and termination stages) is viewed as a 
wrapping mechanism concerning the perceptual grouping, scope transposition 
and translation of sound objects. 
This work considers that the above concepts provide a rich source for 
interaction metaphors in the context of sonification. Using these concepts, it 
is possible to think of sonification in terms of an interactive process in which 
the user may control the exploration of sounds through spectromorphological 
feedback.Moreover, the user may control this aspect through gestures. As 
such, in interactive sonification, upon interactively investigating a dataset, the 
intentions of the user can be transmitted through gestures. This possibility can 
further expose or highlight behaviors in the data, as the realtime feedback in-
formation may be used to fine tune the way in which the user explores his goals 
or uncovers unexpected phenomenon in the data. This information may be of 
use to fine tune the way in which the user explores goals or reveals unexpected 
phenomenon in the data. As such, the combination of gestural framing (actions 
upon the data) and sonic texture setting (scope of the actions) can pave the 
way for a spectromorphological analysis of a dataset through an interactive and 
embodied sonic exploration.
Finally, it is important to mention the notion of space as a multiple viewpoint 
provider for the perception of sound objects. In his Spatiomorphology [136] 
analysis, Smalley highlights the affordance of multiple perspectives as a base 
component of sonic perception and cognition as “listeners can only become 
really aware of the variants if they have had an opportunity to compare per-
ceptions of the same work under different listening conditions” [136, pp. 122]. 
In the space-form analysis [137], the spectral content-driven classification is 
extended as the concepts of scale, viewpoint and resolution are connected with 
cross-modal stimuli integration and structure analysis. In this context, Smalley 
points out the use of immersive spaces as an optimal scenario where “the lis-
tener gains from adopting, and is encouraged to adopt, different vantage points 
(...) freeing aural elements from continuous, concentrated scru- tiny” [137, 
pp. 52]. Also here, interactive sonification can be informed by electroacoustic 
practices concerning the use of space. In particular, the use of immersive 
environments can be promoted as an ideal technological support for this type of 
sound-based exploration. 
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An in-depth comparative discussion between the spectromorphology and 
space-form classifications and interactive sonification design is presented in 
Section 2.3.
In summary, the above described electroacoustic music’s theories and 
practices are adopted throughout this work as guideline providers for the 
representation and access of sound elements and the data that they illustrate. 
It is important to mention that these guidelines are all rooted in gestalt theory, 
as the base applied  principle is that sound in itself is multilayered and there-
fore, can be accessed from different viewpoints. The two main gestalt principles 
that underlay the above exploration are, first, that representation is conceived 
from a multi-level perception and meaning viewpoint [17], and second, that 
access to data relies on a multimodal and dynamic participation of the user in 
the interaction process.
By acknowledging as well as spectromorphological potential of sound, it is 
possible to expand sonification design on the relationship between sound 
objects and their enclosing structure. Furthermore, this analysis underlines 
the concrete and abstract duality and, consequently, the inherent property 
of electroacoustic music’s compositional practice to symbiotically define and 
be defined by external elements. Such dependence leeds to the possibility of 
applying this relationship in interactive sonification research as a dataset can 
be sonically represented by multilevel sound objects in a structurally coherent, 
perceivable and thus meaningful way.
harmonicity 
inharmonicity
saturategranular
NOTE
NOISE
(notes)
Fig. 5 Smalley’s Note-Noise relationships (as depicted in [136, pp. 120])
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1.5  Embodied music cognition, virtual object mediation and 
interaction metaphors
In order to implement the metaphors described in the previous section, the 
proposed strategy of interaction follows an embodied music cognition perspec-
tive [99]. In this approach, the involvement of the human body in sonification 
assumes a technology that mediates between body and data. Corporeal media-
tion technologies are conceived as tools that extend the human body as a kind 
of prosthesis in order to allow the human explorer to mentally access the digital 
realm in which the data resources are assessed. Consequently, this methodol-
ogy can be of service for deploying interfaces that provided an integration of the 
variable resolution of the human motor system and sound objects [63].
The implementation of this approach is here based on three design directives. 
They constitute a common ground within human perception mechanisms and 
software tools through which natural communication can be explored and im-
plemented in an ecological scenario. The design directives are direct manipula-
tion, object-oriented paradigm and virtual object mediation.
1.5.1 Direct manipulation
Directly manipulation [34] is here applied since it focuses on making the target 
objects that constitute the interface accessible in a way that mimics our natu-
ral, physical interaction with real world objects. It brings forward an inspection 
process that is intimately related with human everyday experience when ana-
lyzing their surrounding environment. Actions like grabbing, turning, shaking, 
hitting or molding are a part of investigating procedures that we have learned 
to conduct since birth. By using a multimodal approach based on an embod-
ied exploration, one can activate multiple sources in an natural, intuitive way. 
In electroacoustic music, the concept of direct manipulation as method for 
realizing a musical intention is commonly used. For example, one can point out 
the expressive use of the mixing board’s faders in both the mixing and spatializa-
tion processes. It is a trivial but nevertheless good example of an embodiment-
based discourse that incorporates the physical/gestural factor in the creational 
process. Even more interesting is the fact that this process can be used across 
different levels of granularity throughout the work, ranging from the individual 
amplitude envelope of a sound object to post-production panning of entire sec-
tions. Additionally, this procedure can also be found in realtime performance 
practice. For example, as Stockhausen commented on his work Mikrophonie I, 
”Someone said, must it be a tam-tam? I said no, I can imagine the score being 
used to examine an old Volkswagen musically, to go inside the old thing and 
bang it and scratch it and do all sorts of things to it, and play Mikrophonie I, 
using the microphone” [141, pp. 89].
1.5.2 Object-oriented paradigm
The adoption of an object oriented paradigm is founded on the composed/hier-
archical characteristics that are shared by the entities involved in the interac-
tion process, namely, sound and spatial/visual objects [149]. If interconnected, 
these structural similarities can positively contribute to further expand the 
user’s cognitive processes by adopting a coherent set of representations and 
actions within a gestalt theory framework [118]. Also, object oriented interfaces 
are closely related to direct manipulation approaches since the entities that 
are the target of direct manipulation procedures are easily defined through an 
object oriented paradigm. As such, an object oriented interface guides the us-
er’s intention by the explicit manipulation that it affords. Its conceptual nature 
drives on the easy identification of an operation’s results via the instant feed-
back of a given object’ state change. Consequently, this work aims to provide an 
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architecture that defines the way components relate and interact. As a result, 
the system should convey a platform for user-centered, rapid application devel-
opment by reducing the effort for development of customized applications and 
by providing a state management. For that purpose, the application of object-
oriented design patterns is favored in this environment as it improves quality, 
reliability, and interoperability of software projects by promoting access and 
communication standardization between components.
1.5.3 Virtual object mediation
A central concept in the presented interaction system and consequently in 
JOINDER framework concerns the use of virtual objects to represent both the 
users and the data within a three dimensional environment. Following Mulder’s 
3D virtual sculpting as a metaphor for sound synthesis [108] and previous ap-
plications of immersive interfaces in sonification [67] [15] , the main concept is 
that users can access the data in a way that mimics their natural interaction 
with real world objects. This directly manipulation strategy allows for multiple 
mapping layers, different viewpoints and degrees of resolution [129]. 
The superimposing strategy of real and virtual world three dimensional coor-
dinates in the same interaction space, allows to take advantage of the natural 
constrains of the user’s body, according to personal space and extra personal 
space concepts [101]. Therefore, much of the work presented here is conducted 
within immersive 3D environments, as it provides an optimal way for the rep-
resentation of data through real world geometry [148]. Finally, virtual objects 
mediation and Virtual Reality can be of service in the development of user in-
terfaces by simulating their behavior and functionality without requiring a real 
life prototype at early stages of development. As a result, the virtual environ-
ments can provide a set of functional mockup facilities for prototyping either 
alternative output/input geometries and activation strategies.
By enabling a configurable location and form representation of the data in 
space, these methodologies invites the user to adopt a physical approach for 
the inspection process through a shared space of multilevel interaction. As 
visual, sound and tactile modalities are integrated within a spatial domain, an 
embodied cognition approach is expected to further enable a perceptual link 
between the data under inspection and the semantic high level representations 
of the user.
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1.6  Interaction metaphors
As mentioned previously, the interface paradigm adopted is based on the inter-
action with virtual objects as a way for accessing the variables belonging to a 
target dataset. In this section, a summary of the interaction metaphors based on 
the electroacoustic theory and practice are presented. Our approach is divided 
into two symbiotic main aspects, called multilevel mapping and scope variation.
• Multilevel mapping 
 Multilevel mapping aims to aurally illustrate the different degrees of gran-
ularity of the sonic landscape generated by a given dataset. It focuses on 
how to convey information about both individual samples and whole of the 
collected data (ex. a dataset containing the daily temperatures registered 
in a given location throughout a month). As stated previously, the activation 
of these levels should be in conformity with the variable resolution of the 
human motor system [63].
• Scope variation
 Inherently related with the previous metaphor is the scope variation strategy. 
Scope variation presents a way of grouping a set of sound objects or, in an 
inverse perspective wise, of analyzing its constituents, by manipulating an 
activation radius. This zooming facility provides an intuitive support for the 
our natural methods of processing multi-level information.
Multilevel mapping and scope variation are at the heart of the process for design-
ing and implementing versatile and scalable interfaces that can convey both rep-
resentation and access using real world metaphors for the active molding of the 
sonic output. These aspects  led to the two main interaction metaphors’ catego-
ries, called the virtual inspection window and virtual inspection tool (see Fig. 6).
1.6.1 The virtual inspection window
The virtual inspection window offers a generic metaphor for generating access 
points to sonic entities and the data they portray. This strategy allows a versatile 
spatial rendition as sonic objects can be represented through any morphology 
that best fit its origin and the user’s preferences. As such, data (through sound) 
and user are placed in a common, dialogue prone scenario that maximizes 
embodied cognition through physical interaction, thus alleviating the cogni-
tive load of the specialist. Furthermore, this approach allows the illustration of 
time dependent variables. For example, a set of virtual objects can be used as a 
timeframe representation, following a first in, first out methodology: w(t) = [v(t), 
... , v(t + 6t*size(w))]. This functionality can be of service in numerous contexts. 
Fig. 6 An early implementation of the virtual inspection window (array of “blue” objects) being 
activated (“red” objects) by the virtual inspection tool (pyramid-shaped transparent object).
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For example, consider a dataset containing last year’s average day tempera-
tures in 5 cities of a given country is to be sonified. Instead of representing every 
value for every variable simultaneously, which would easily cause a conges-
tion of the virtual scene and, consequently, difficulties to the inspection proc-
ess, the representational virtual objects can be configured to allow simulta-
neous access to a subset of these values. For instance, an array of 30 cubes 
can be assigned to each variable constituting a temporary access to a period 
of approximately 1 month. The remaining values of each variable can then 
be accessed through the “sliding” of the inspection window, controlled by an 
auxiliary device (Ex. a WiiMote). Finally, the 5 arrays could then be placed in 
various arrangements in order to allow multiple views of the dataset’s content.
Additionally, this approach constitutes a viable option in the analysis and com-
parison of real-time data. The values can be made available to the user for a 
certain amount of time (depending on the generation rate) and then ”hidden” 
from him, being available for later inspection. Moreover, the morphology of the 
virtual object(s) can be data dependent, conveying a more informative visual and 
spatial representation of the values being analyzed. This dimensionality reduc-
tion strategy represents an evolution from the one variable per axis approach 
found in other sonification explorations within immersive environments [15]. 
In summary, variables can be represented and accessed through multiple win-
dows (with different time intervals, for example), multiple morphologies (linear, 
circular, ...) and dynamically assign to different sonic representation through 
multilevel mapping.
1.6.2 The virtual inspection tool 
Virtual inspection tools implement a metaphor for physical and gestural son-
ic activation of the scene’s virtual objects and the data that they represent. It 
materializes a virtual microphone tool that can be used to inspect the virtual 
world’s objects through a spatial, user centered approach. It allows the user 
to zoom in and out in order to investigate either one element’s output, or its 
relationship with other members of the set. This scope variation enabler proc-
ess was strongly inspired by Stockhausen’s Mikrophonie I [140] (composition 
where the active use of microphones is a base concept in the performance of 
the piece), Wishart’s analogy of the visual magnifying glass to the microphone 
(see Section 1.4) and is related to previous research presented in [158] and [67].
Besides collision detection and distance threshold based activation, it can be 
used also for controlling depth simulation effects and sonic modulations. Ad-
ditionally, the activation procedure can be further extended within the physical 
interaction simulation domain, by taking into account the velocity and direction 
upon collision and/or gesture’s typology (e.g. scratching, shaking, touching, hit-
ting, etc). It can be use with multiple instances (N microphones positioned at 
different points of the user’s body), each paired with one or multiple sonifica-
tion levels. Furthermore, a global (all microphones can activate all windows) 
or selective (microphone/window pairing) activation strategy can be explored. 
Finally, its basic principles can serve for configuring the position, orientation 
and morphology of the virtual elements. Going back to the example described 
in the last subsection, the inspection window (the parent object) was composed 
of 30 spheres (the child objects). Upon activation, the individual object’s pa-
rameters are fed into the sonification engine. Although the overall sonic output 
is implemented by the individual elements, it conveys information about the 
activated set as a whole. Following the previously referenced theoretical guid-
ance, it stimulates a perceptual interpolation between the whole (a month) and 
the individual nodes (the days). 
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Moreover, through the use of the inspection tool and the spatial arrangement 
of the inspection window’s elements, the user can group several consecutive 
”days” and have an ”on the fly” composed sound object which conveys the pro-
gression of the temperature in one city. On the other hand, several ”days” from 
different cities can be grouped, sonically illustrating the relations between dif-
ferent locations’ temperature reading. Being so, the inspection interface para-
digm can convey multiple perspective views between different levels in the time 
domain, by representing the evolution of a variable in time, and in relationship, 
by establishing and comparing different groups of N variables.
The presented paradigms implement the representation and access of multiple 
sonic mappings to the virtual element(s). For example, in order to illustrate 
relationships in the data concerning the previous example, several sonification 
levels can be superimposed (ex. intervals and chords in addition to individual 
pitches). Either enabled through distance, collision or realtime configuration, 
sonification levels can be accessed or assigned to any virtual inspection tool. 
This strategy expands the multi-perspective analysis possibilities offered by the 
virtual microphone metaphor and conveys further support for the researcher/
composer/performer’s expertise and intuition while conducting his task.
These above interaction metaphors were implemented in both prototypes in-
terfaces, namely the “dataset” sonification use case [44] [45] and the “dance” 
sonification use case [43]. In both cases, the virtual inspection window and tool 
were used to explore variables’ behavior through multilevel mapping and scope 
variation approaches. Following a demonstration setup where users were in-
vited to interact with a virtual string placed in the middle of a room, the first use 
case comprised of a more elaborate prototype. A test dataset was represented 
and explored through a variable number of virtual windows (each window was 
implemented by an array of fifty virtual objects), inspections tools (using one 
or both hands of the user) and mapping levels - pitch (one object), interval (two 
objects) and chord (three or more objects). These mapping levels were assigned 
to the virtual windows in various combinations (ex. all active in one window, one 
active per window, etc..). Furthermore, the virtual inspection tool provided both 
the activation and a distance based modulation of the sonic representation of 
the dataset (through reverberation and amplitude setting). 
The second use case (“the dance use case”) applied the virtual window meta-
phor for illustrating the spatial and kinetic parameters of a dance choreogra-
phy. Given the scattered nature of the resulting path’s object array, the virtual 
inspection tool was upgraded in order to include radius variation. Being adjust-
able through the opening degree of the user’s arm (measured by a ICubeX bend 
sensor), this feature allowed the adjustment of the number of activated objects 
and conveyed a method for interpolating between the sonic representation of 
the whole path and segments of it. In summary, all interactive sonification itera-
tions provided a study regarding the users’ initial reception to immersive virtual 
object mediation, the coherence within the combination of different metaphors 
and the system’s response to “on the fly” configuration and performance re-
quirements. A detailed description of this research can be found in Section 2.1.
In a later stage, these metaphors were used and further expanded during the 
SoundField project [31], an interactive art installation developed in collabora-
tion with Pieter Coussement and Alexander Deweppe. During four months, on 
site development period, the Soundfield project generated multiple interfaces 
for supporting various artistic disciplines’ workshops (such as dance, literature, 
music, theater, sculpture and audiovisual arts). 
Among others, the interfaces developed comprised of:
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• a soundscape generation interface based on users’ collaboration (where 
each user controlled a sphere object and through their proximity, other 
objects - strings and planes - were generated and played),
• a variation of the dance use case path metaphor for two dance performers 
(where the sonic output was generated by the second performer which ac-
cessed in realtime the path laid by the first dancer in a contrapuntal style),
• a grid of virtual objects for melody or sequence of sounds recreation, 
• sound sculpting and audio/visual selection and mixing interface based on 
three dimensional absolute position.
Focusing on collaborative interaction [30], these iterations ranged from sound 
manipulation to theatrical audiovisual augmentation and multimodal rehabili-
tation tasks. As such, the SoundField project provided an opportunity for the ex-
pansion of the presented methodology and metaphors as well as its validation 
as a useful mean for the development of embodied, virtual mediated interfaces 
within an ecological setting. A more detailed description of this project can be 
found in Chapter 2.
1.7  State of the Art 2 - multimodal technologies
As mentioned previously, the majority of the toolkits/frameworks developed for 
(interactive) sonification and auditory display relies either on interactive, visual 
programming environments such as Max/MSP and Pure Data or on special-
ized platforms such as SuperCollider3. It has been argued that, although these 
environments offer an excellent base for prototype development in realtime 
audio (and sometimes, visual rendering), they are often of a self-confined na-
ture, used in a very circumscribe domain and demand a high level of expertise. 
These properties makes them ineligible for providing a solid and accessible 
main hub for multimodal management and routing environment that respect the 
portability and extension requirements stated earlier on.
As such, and given our virtual object mediation interaction strategies, our 
attention turns to the research and development conducted within the broader 
fields of multimodal interaction, virtual/augmented reality, distributed comput-
ing and environmental/ubiquitous computing domains. The following overview 
of the state of the art is based on several survey articles [51] [77] [119] [144] 
[46] as well as on original papers and websites of the reviewed systems (when 
available). The overview reveals a panorama of the technological efforts in the 
past decade. However, given the vast bibliography available and the wide range 
of target scenarios, the software packages that were analyzed are the ones 
considered closer to the focus of the present thesis. A table containing a 
reduced version of this discussion is available in Section 2.2.3. 
• Dwarf [20] is a service oriented, CORBA based middleware. It is conceived 
as an interactive visualization environment for remote monitoring. It offers 
a component-based P2P model network for collaborating distributed serv-
ices, being a runtime reconfigurable system. The services are interdepend-
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ent and expose their “Needs” and “Abilities” as interfaces respectively for 
event sinks and sources. The middleware is lightweight enough to run on 
the Linux-based palmtop. Does not possess a global scene graph for scene 
management.
• The AR-Room [120] presents a set of deployable components for augment-
ed reality technologies, modules for hardware abstraction and an authoring 
toolkit for the rapid content design. The content scenario is represented by a 
set of event-action pairs. It provides image analyzer, an interaction handler, 
a rendering engine and an image synthesizer. The base technology is C/C++ 
and it runs solely on Windows platforms.
• Studierstube/Opentracker [131] [127] offers a collection of C++ classes that 
extend Open Inventor’s scene graph. It provides a distributed system with 
replicated scene graph and observer pattern implementation for propagating 
changes in the scene to all hosts (master/slave model). The session manager 
serves as mediator among hosts and known point of contact for newcom-
ers hosts, providing also load balancing facilities. Further extensions must 
implement using Inventor objects and it runs solely on Windows, Linux and 
Android. Its final version is 4.4 and project maintenance stopped in 2008.
• The ARToolkit [87] provides a specialized computer vision library for ana-
lyzing camera’s video stream. More specifically, it allows recognition for 
markers with their pose, identification and marker position and orientation 
in a data structure suitable for OpenGL-based rendering. It offers support 
for a wide range of platforms: Windows, Mac OS, Irix, Linux, Matlab and MS 
PocketPC. Although supplying Java wrappers, it is based on C API close to 
OpenGL.
• Squidy [93] is a recent framework (2010) with custom configuration visual 
environment. It implements a data flow (pipes and filters) and semantic 
zooming paradigm in a multi-threading system for multimodal device inte-
gration and versatile usage. It also provides run time configuration. It does 
not provide a state management infrastructure.
• Unit [113] is developed in Java and Java 3D graphical API (Application Pro-
gramming Interface). It delivers a modular development environment for in-
teractive user interfaces. It provides a semi distributed component through 
RMI over TCP/IP, a framework, API as well as visual, data flow programming 
of behaviors. However, it is closely coupled with Java 3D API.
• Based on data flow and pipes/filters paradigms, the ICARE/Open Inter-
face [13][132] provides wrapping facilities for integrating components writ-
ten in several languages (C/C++, Java and Python). Through this integration 
process, it allows the use of generic devices according to the interaction 
needs, leveraging expressiveness with reusability. However, being a .NET 
based system, its usage is restricted to Windows platforms.
• JReality [156] is an open sourced thread-safe scene graph API written in 
the Java language. It provides a separation of the scene graph and render-
ing backends, flexible attribute-inheritance mechanism in scene graph and 
device-independent user interaction through the Tool abstraction. It mainly 
uses JOGL as a visual backend and provides distributed rendering (for CAVE-
like environments). For audio rendering, it supplies audio output through 
Java Sound or JACK and provides spatialization through stereo, VBAP, 
second-order planar Ambisonics, and first-order 3D Ambisonics. Although 
a very complete solution, its main architecture design does not provide full 
modality rendering independence.
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• YVision [2] is a C#/CLI framework for deploying “natural user interfaces”. 
It is Mono compatible, which allows a wide range of supported platforms. 
By assuming a component based architecture and implemention on a tree 
behavior implementation, it allows the replacement of rendering and behav-
ior cores (e.g. Axiom and BulletXNA). Furthermore, it supports concurrent 
programming (MS Task Parallel library) and provides an input abstraction 
and management system. Finally, web application deployment is possible 
through the use of MS Silverlight. Although an interesting approach and 
Mono framework compatibility, it heavily relies of Microsoft technologies 
(both specification and implementation), which affects the portability and ac-
cessibility, nor does it provide a centralized management kernel.
• The JMonkey engine [82] is a open source Java based framework for 3D 
game development. It provides a very complete solution by including shad-
ers, lighting, effects, multi format import, textures and animation features. 
It also provides physics integration (JBullet) and networking facilities. How-
ever, its main focus is on desktop visually-oriented game development as 
the other modalities (sound, human interfaces) present a much less level of 
development.
• Max/MSP/Jitter [107] and PureData/GEM [126] are popular environments 
in the creative coding communities, specially in the interactive music per-
formance’s systems development. Following a data flow visual programing 
paradigm, both platforms allow rapid prototyping of realtime multimedia 
applications and can be extended through externals written in C, C++, Java 
or JavaScript (Max/MSP). However, it lacks the organizational structure (as 
in Object Oriented programming) to fully develop extensible code. Moreover, 
Max/MSP/Jitter is commercially licensed.
• Corsaire [52] is a system developed through the combination of heterogene-
ous technologies in order to achieve high level multimodal solutions. It uses 
Pymol (python based OpenGL framework) for visual rendering, Open Sound 
Control for communication, distributed and component based sensor man-
agement via ARTrack, central management via VEServer and Max/MSP for 
sound rendering. It presents a component based architecture for command 
creation and execution, scoring, rendering and supervision as well as a rule 
based, context-sensitive platform. Although offering a modality component 
separation and the use of specialist tools for each purpose, it is unclear how 
the replacement of these components would affect the whole system.
• Morgan [112] is a C++ API for implementing AR/VR prototypes and applica-
tions. It provides its own visual rendering engine, synchronization between 
distributed scene graphs and a publisher/subscriber methodology. However, 
it is a commercial system and the inclusion of a default proprietary scene 
graph discourages the re-use of code already developed for another visual 
engine.
• VHDPlus/VHD++ [123] is a C++ framework that provides a component ori-
ented simulation engine and software middleware solution for the domain of 
VR/AR, particularly virtual character simulation. Its design’s intentions re-
flect the need of a unifying “glue environment” for multiple technologies and 
respective features by establishing a common vocabulary between them. The 
system provides a generic, high performance runtime engine, set of plug-
gable service components for encapsulating heterogeneous simulation tech-
nologies and hierarchical data components representing both system and 
simulation states. The latter is used to form the runtime application graph 
and to allow concurrent mechanisms to operate on them. Finally, Python is 
use for rapid prototyping scripting. This project addresses one of the main 
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concerns reflected in this article - the unification of heterogeneous tech-
nologies. Although having a respectable code base and development team, 
it is mostly oriented towards virtual human’s simulations. Furthermore, it 
relies on C++/VisualStudio technologies as well on a considerable number of 
plugins. Lastly, it’s distributed capabilities are unclear.
• The InTML [54] project focuses on providing a language for representing in-
teraction techniques and applications in the areas of Virtual and Augmented 
Reality. It describes the high level elements of an application: references to 
VR objects, to devices, and to interaction techniques and proposes a common 
way to represent the latter with three main objectives: execution, understand-
ing, and data consolidation. In short, it aims on adding a component-based, 
reusable architecture to Mixed Reality appications on top of open technolo-
gies such as VRJuggler, VRPN, and OpenSG. However, it doesn’t describe the 
visual (i.e. geometry and texture), haptic or sound properties of VR objects, as 
third-party languages have to be used for such details. 
• Delta3D [32] is an open-source C++ 3D engine for game and simulations 
development. It is available as a precompiled SDK for use with Visual Stu-
dio 2008 and as source code only (.zip). It aims at connecting multiple open 
source projects such as OSG, ODE, CAL3D or OpenAL into a custom graphics 
engine. However, it lacks single point configuration.
• VR Juggler [10] provides an abstraction layer between the hardware of a VR 
system (head-mounted display, projection-based system, etc.) and the vir-
tual world created in software. It has no dependency on a specific rendering 
engine as it requires applications to bring their own. VRJuggler does support 
render distribution, but it has no direct high-level support for application dis-
tribution. Furthermore, it does not provide a custom scene graph for state 
management as it relies on the visual modality for scene representation, 
which undermines modality’s independence.
• Osgart [105] extends OpenSceneGraph with the ARToolkit. It aims at provid-
ing a scene graph to marker-based AR. Furthermore, the design envisions 
the generalization of available technological concepts, supplying techniques 
for mixing real and virtual feedback in multiple spaces. However, it does not 
provide task specific utilities. It is written in portable C++ with Python, Ruby 
or Lua scripting.
• The Virtual Choreographer [76] is a open source 3D graphic engine with 
XML-based configuration. Its main target is interactive spatialized scenes 
for artistic design and multimedia scene. Being designed to specify complex 
geometrical scenes, it provides graphic and sonic components and facilities 
such as high dimension particle systems through GPGPU, MPEG4 facial and 
skeletal character animation, vertex and pixel shader support, audio source 
localization, and collision detection. It runs on Windows, Mac OS/X, and 
Linux. It uses OpenGL for interactive rendering and POVray or Renderman 
for offline rendering. Sound computation is achieved through OSC messaging 
with PureData or Max/MSP. However, it does not present a clear separation 
between the scene management and the visual rendering.
• Avango [97] is a platform developed in C++ for multi-sensory, scalable VR 
application development and rapid prototyping through Python (previously 
Scheme) scripting language. Through the use of reflection, all objects can be 
manipulated in a common way. It provides a concept of active nodes, sink and 
containers for dynamic event propagation as well as a straightforward design 
to incorporate new interaction devices. Furthermore, it supports distributed 
environments by transparently broadcasting scene graph nodes’ information. 
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This is done by sharing the nodes’ data between the different client applica-
tions viewing the common environment. Previously based on the commercial 
Performer/SGI library, it now encapsulates and builds on top of OpenScene-
Graph. It is mainly developed for Linux (partial multi-platform capability is 
achieved through ports for MS Windows and Mac OS X).
• The MRSS [75] system integrates a collection of concurrent cooperating 
components. Although MRSS is not strictly tied to Mixed Reality, that’s the 
focus here. The central component of the system is the MR story engine, a 
container for agents (actors), one for every user. This container stores virtual 
and real interaction objects and abstract agents that might be useful for the 
story line. Additionally, the system consists of three rendering engines for 
multimodal simulation (visual, audio, and special effects) and a fourth en-
gine drives the integration process. The engines are interoperable with other 
commercial components. The network central node receives and integrates 
sensor data such as tracking, registration, and orientation. The key technolo-
gies used in this MR system are OpenSceneGraph and Cal3D for graphics and 
Port Audio for sound.  Authoring of stories is done in XML, which can include 
C or Java-style advanced scripting. The MR system can run stand-alone (one 
user) or in combination with multiple MR systems (each managing one or 
more users). 
• Processing [59] is an open source programming language and environment 
for creating images and animations. Build over Java, it was initially devel-
oped to serve as a software sketchbook within a visual context. It provides 
an authoring environment for creating interactive programs using 2D, 3D or 
PDF visual output. It uses OpenGL integration (through JOGL) for accelerated 
3D and it runs on GNU/Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows. It is extendable, with 
over 100 libraries for sound, video and computer vision rendering. It is free 
and open source. It favors the vision modality (original target) and does not 
provide scene graph management facilities.
• Similar to Processing, the Open frameworks [114] project aims at providing 
an open source toolkit designed for “creative coding”. It is written in C++ and 
it runs on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. It offers a simplified programming 
interface for media, hardware and communication.
• Open Wonderland [86] is a 100% Java open source toolkit for creating 
collaborative 3D virtual worlds. The users can communicate through high-
fidelity, immersive video and audio as well as share live desktop applications. 
It mainly targets educational, business and e-government application devel-
opment. Additionally, it is completely open for extensions by developers and 
graphic artists. Its technological foundations are Project Darkstar (platform 
for scalable communications and persistence in games), Glassfish (highly 
scalable, open source web server) and JMonkeyEngine (for visuals). Fur-
thermore, it incorporates other libraries such as MTGame Graphics Engine. 
However, it provides an enterprise scale solution, which can be inadequate 
to small projects. 
• Syzygy [130] is a programming toolkit for writing virtual reality or other 
graphical applications, especially designed for the creation of applications 
that run on clusters of networked computers. The rendering is synchronized 
on all hosts, giving different simultaneous views on the virtual world. The in-
tegrated utilities handle communication with 6DOF trackers as well as other 
input devices and spatially-localized sound is supported using the Fmod li-
braries. It runs on Windows, Linux, MacOS X, and Irix. Furthermore, it sup-
ports heterogeneous clusters as different operating systems can be mixed 
following a master/slave configuration. The toolkit’s libraries are written in 
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C++ and applications can be written in either C++ or Python.
• The CHAMBRE [12] system targets the integration of real and virtual world 
sensors and actuators as well as traditional multimedia environments within 
a single architecture. It consists of a open framework able to accommodate 
different protocols, sensors, generation and interaction techniques. It sup-
ports multiple processing definition of the same input. This definition can be 
loaded in real-time and controlled by interaction with users or other soft-
ware sources. It follows a component-based paradigm, where components 
are endowed with communication interfaces. These components can act as 
synchronizers among different inputs, providing a basic form of coordination 
through an observer/observable pattern implementation. The Chambre net-
work is modified through the addition or removal of plugins. A plugin node 
defines communication, computational and output features as well as graph-
ical user interfaces (GUI) for user interaction. It uses Java RMI for inter-node 
information exchange, Java Media Framework for multimedia streaming and 
Java 3D scene graph. However, it is closely integrated with some technolo-
gies, which might compromise modularity.
• OpenNI [116] is a API developed in C/C++ for writing natural interaction ap-
plications. It consists of a middleware that provides device abstraction via 
modules and a data processing design through production nodes and chains. 
It is multi-platform (Windows, Linux, Android and ARC) and it offers Java and 
C# .Net bindings. However, it provides no global scene management of the 
target classes involved.
When analyzing the previous descriptions, some of the outlined requirements 
for our research can be found in the referred systems. Examples are the inter-
operability oriented design (ex. VHD++), distributed execution (ex. Studierstube; 
Corsaire), separation between application and rendering backends (ex. JReal-
ity), functionality encapsulation through command classes (ex. Corsaire) and 
software framework as a design choice (ex. VHD++).
However, the overview of the reviewed systems reveals that:
• Most of them provide development environments that focus on one main 
modality (ex. visual, in the case of game engines). Additional modalities 
are implemented as an extension of the original one (ex. visual) which of-
ten leads to a dependency on a particular engine. In this way, it is difficult, 
if not impossible, to use another rendering engine for the original modal-
ity. Furthermore, applications that use only the added modality (ex. sound) 
are difficult to implement without using modules of the latter.
• Most of them don’t supply an independent state management solution. 
The ones that do present a form of centralized access to its elements (ex. 
scene graph), use the one provided by the main library/framework that 
supports the rendering of the main modality (ex. Java 3D).
As a result, the focus of this work turned onto the development of the JOINDER, 
a software framework for multimodal, immersive interfaces implementation. 
The JOINDER framework will be the subject of the next section.
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1.8  The JOINDER software framework
The JOINDER (Java Omni Integrator for NetworkeD Embodied inteRaction) 
software framework implements our goal to provide a virtual reality based, 
object-oriented software environment for:
• Interconnecting different hardware interfaces and heterogeneous soft-
ware environments. 
• Developing multimodal, embodied interfaces that use space as their inter-
connection paradigm.
JOINDER offers a distributed execution design that conveys a multithreaded, 
modality rendering management, input devices administration and independ-
ent state supervision. The application of object-oriented design patterns is 
favored in this environment, contributing to improve quality, reliability, and 
interoperability of software projects. As such, the framework offers an archi-
tecture that provides element encapsulation through interface definition and 
reflection class loading in order to better enforce the modularity requirement. 
Furthermore, it presents a client/server architecture where the central node 
manages the three dimensional scene content for every element (e.g. visual, 
audio, tactile) and synchronizes modality and auxiliary (e.g. physics) cores. This 
implementation follows the state of the art’s conclusions for the need of a new 
infrastructure that is compliant with the NSF report (e.g. portability, flexibil-
ity, integrability) along with reliability and realtime performance objectives. 
Consider the following example of a JOINDER deployment in Fig.7. The central 
node (e.g. Virtual Core) provides the interconnection between several technolo-
gies. Using different binding levels (see below), both sound and visuals are im-
plemented by distinct rendering technologies, respectively two instances of the 
environment Max/MSP (for scene visuals and sound), Java3D framework (for 
monitoring visuals) and SupperCollider3 synthesis server (for scene sound), all 
running in independent machines within a Ethernet network. A visual and audio 
core were developed using Java3D framework and JCollider library respectively. 
The sensor interfaces’ input is obtained via the Human Interface Core (generic 
input device manager and virtual element targeting enabler) for ICubeX sen-
sors and Natural Point’s Optitrack system (via a custom NatNet to OSC driver).
Fig. 7 An example of a JOINDER’s deployment. The modality (visual/Java3D, sound/Supercol-
lider) and human interface (HI) cores as well as other technologies (Max/MSP) are interconnected 
by the central core (virtual).
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The advantages that JOINDER offers can be summarized into three main cat-
egories.
1.8.1 Wrapping as the central integration strategy
One of the main objectives of JOINDER is to maximize past efforts and special-
ized tools through integrating them into the framework’s work flow (see Fig.8). 
The objective of JOINDER is not to provide an all round solution to all the areas 
involved in data sonification and artistic sound production. 
Besides the obvious “re-invent the wheel” waste of resources, it would have 
been unrealistic to try to provide an alternative to specialized tools and their 
state of expertise and testing. Instead, by developing a system that is capable of 
interconnecting these tools, it is the purpose of this work to allow developers to 
take full advantage of the expert level of their functionalities as well as re-use 
prior developments made in their environments of choice. 
For example, all of the previously described toolkits and frameworks using the 
Max/MSP, SuperCollider3 and Pure Data environments constitute an extremely 
valuable code base that can be incorporated and used through wrapping with-
in JOINDER. For this purpose, four levels of binding were specified: Strong 
(for Java libraries), semi-strong (for C/C++ libraries through JNI), semi-loose 
(element-based network connection) and loose (behavior-based network 
connection). These levels express the integration degree of a given external 
technology and standardize the coupling procedure of the latter into the system. 
As such, the integration levels ranges from full library’s embedding with a 
dedicated management service (provided by the respective core) to stateless, 
message based communication between JOINDER and the external environ-
ment (ex. OSC).
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1.8.2 Space as central mapping paradigm
This strategy aims to represent the multimodal spectrum into one mapping 
domain (e.g. space). By rendering visual and audio within a shared space of 
interaction with the user (see Fig. 9), their combined use can occur in a more 
straightforward fashion. In this way, the user’s multimodal interaction possi-
bilities are integrated into the system’s design as a fully integrated structural 
paradigm. This design is derived from both a perception driven musicological 
framework based on electroacoustic analysis and production as well as immer-
sive environments’ interaction possibilities. Given the variety and abundance of 
specialized technologies in the latter field, these premisses can only be met by 
establishing a standardized operational and technological bridge between them 
and by facilitating their interconnection with information technology standards. 
For this purpose, a simple scene graph is implemented in the central node (e.g. 
Virtual Core). It provides a synchronization hub for the modality core’s instances 
of a given deployment and a scene element’s data center for global behavior 
tracking and task execution.
1.8.3 Java as the central technology
Oracle’s Java SDK 6 was chosen as the main base technology. According to the 
classification presented in [163], it provides the industry standard mature solu-
tions regarding integrability (Object oriented paradigm; JNI wrapping), flexibil-
ity (virtual machine based; real-time specification for Java), extensibility (de-
sign pattern prone; various open source libraries), accessibility (standardized 
language specification; web oriented technology), portability (cross-platform; 
Web Start), availability (free; open source) and durability (strong rooting in the IT 
development practice). Furthermore, there are several additional points worth 
underlining. First of all, Java’s server-side infrastructure is very well devel-
oped, maintained, documented and tested, in great part by its application in 
a multifaceted commercial realm. This makes it an excellent bet concerning 
future web oriented development. 
Additionally, the list of Java Virtual Machine’s compatible languages (Python, 
JavaScript, Lua, Ruby, PHP, Scala, Lisp, etc.) further extends the integration 
possibilities of already existing implementations within the same base environ-
ment. Finally, the performance of the chosen platform is of high importance 
given the interactivity and responsiveness requirements inherent to this project. 
The standard inclusion of HotSpot/JIT (Just In Time) compilation in Java virtual 
machines - which replaces interpretation by compiled versions regarding com-
monly, repetitively executed code blocks - contributes for average performance 
achievement comparable to commonly used compiled programming languages 
(ex. C/C++). This is difficult to achieve in other interpreted languages such as Py-
thon given its dynamic type nature (in opposition to the statically typed Java) [145].
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Fig. 9 Users interacting with virtual objects in the SoundField project. Through an Optitrack 
motion capture system, the users manipulate the virtual objects’ parameters (line and plane), by 
defining the position and orientation of the object’s vertices in space. these objects can then be 
activated through collision detection with a third object. 
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The table depicted in Fig. 10 summarizes JOINDER’s functional areas and 
their respective components. An in-depth discussion of these components 
is presented in Section 2.2.4 and a schematic representation of their imple-
mentation is available in the Appendix. Up to the current point of develop-
ment, the JOINDER framework has met the challenges outlined by this 
research’s requirements. In terms of design, the multi-threaded and dis-
tributed core environment was able to deliver a solid platform where multi-
ple devices fed data at a high rate (e.g. 100 Hz sampling rate of the Natural 
Point’s Optitrack system) into a concurrent environment, composed by mul-
tiple cores. Additionally, JOINDER’s modular approach allows independ-
ent and switchable assignment of input devices to virtual object’s proper-
ties. Although the immersion factor is not always possible due to technology 
access restrictions, one should expect that today’s state of the art devices will 
be tomorrow’s standard input paradigms, as tracking technology gets increas-
ingly available (Ex. MS Kinect). As such, the system’s architecture takes into 
account future integration demands in order to reduce later adaptability efforts. 
Concerning output, the separation of the rendering tasks through independent 
cores enabled a distribution of the modalities’ processing load. For instance, the 
implementation of two visual cores allowed for differently intended visual feed- 
backs to be simultaneously rendered, one for monitoring purposes and another 
for providing aesthetically rich visualizations to the user.
The table presented in Fig. 11 summarizes the technologies used in the 
JOINDER core implementation and throughout the iterative use case develop-
ment process. This result originates not only from using a scalable, mature 
technology (Java) but also from the “on location” refactoring process afford-
Fig. 10  A summary of JOINDER’s modules and their description.
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Fig. 11 Table summarizing the technologies used in JOINDER throughout this thesis.
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ed by use case scenarios. The use cases provided not only the evolutionary 
scenarios to improve various design and implementation initial decisions but 
also a phased performance assessment that validated the outlined methodol-
ogy. The user-centered stages will be focused in the next section.
1.8.4 User centered development
Throughout its development, the design and implementation of JOINDER fol-
lowed an iterative approach. Given the diversity of the areas from which it origi-
nates, a prototyping strategy provided a phased progression for testing the im-
plementation choices devised for the interaction metaphors. It also supplied 
a way for monitoring the impact on performance as deployments grew wider 
(in terms of number of technologies involved) and more complex (through the 
increase of monitoring and action threads). A user centered methodology [110] 
allowed to collect valuable user feedback at early stages of development regard-
ing the virtual object mediation viability, the realtime performance compliance 
of the system and the dynamic configuration of the metaphors’ implementa-
tion. For example, the rendering cores were made independent and completely 
detached from the central virtual core. As such, the rendering computational 
weight was spread over multiple machines, in a fully distributed system.
However, given the research laboratory’s confinement of the interactive sonifi-
cation use cases, there was the need for a broader, more ecological approach 
that would allow the development of features through a participatory design 
strategy [39]. This strategy was fully deployed in the SoundField project. In con-
trast with the predefined setup and fixed content of the interactive sonification 
case studies, the SoundField project used the users’ demands as a catalyst for 
the software’s innovation and interaction modes’ assessment.
Over a period of four months, the user-centered stages followed the same 
structure in every use case. After the presentation of selected demonstrators, a 
pre-interaction meeting would discuss the preliminary evaluation and require-
ments assessment in relation to the workshop’s goals. This would be followed 
by an implementation of the gathered demands and the respective interaction 
session. Afterwards, a post-interaction evaluation collected feedback infor-
mation concerning this session through questionnaires, group interview and 
debates. In total, 14 distinct deployments and additional variations were 
developed and used by a total of 77 active participants.
This series of iterations aimed at gathering new usages of the mediation 
paradigms described earlier and assessing the user’s evaluation regarding 
the implementation of such new approaches. Besides the development of the 
framework’s code base, the main target was to test how well the framework’s 
structure would respond to rapid prototype development challenges in terms 
of modularity (i.e. addition of device drivers components) and scalability (e.g. 
the increase in the number of concurrent processes and autonomous machines 
involved in the deployment). As a result, a wide coverage of user driven require-
ments was obtained, guidelines for the system’s optimization were extracted 
and steering directives towards future developments were formulated (ex. web 
based access and multiple virtual scenes’ synchronization).
A in-depth discussion of the user centered process is presented in Chapter 2 
and will be available in [40].
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1.9  Introduction to the Development chapter
In this section, a summary and the main results of the following article based 
sections is presented. The first section, entitled “An embodied music cognition 
approach to multilevel interactive sonification”, is published in an interactive 
sonification special issue of the Journal on Multimodal User interfaces [81]. 
This article has been reformatted in order to fit this thesis’ layout. The second 
section, entitled “JOINDER, a software framework for networked multimodal 
interface development” is submitted. The third section, entitled “Multilevel 
immersive interfaces for electroacoustic music composition and performance” 
is to be submitted.
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1.9.1 An embodied music cognition approach to multilevel interactive sonifi-
cation
 
Summary
• In this paper, a new conceptual framework and related implementation for 
interactive sonification is introduced. 
• The conceptual framework consists of a combination of three components, 
namely, gestalt-based electroacoustic composition techniques (sound), user 
and body-centered spatial exploration (body), and corporeal mediation tech-
nology (tools), which are brought together within an existing paradigm of 
embodied music cognition. 
• The implementation of the conceptual framework is based on an iterative 
process that involves the development of several use cases. 
Results
• The use cases provided a preliminary validation concerning the interaction 
metaphors, the applicability of immersive interfaces for interactive sonifica-
tion and the prototype system’s performance. 
• Through this methodology, it is possible to investigate new approaches for 
structuring and to interactively explore multivariable data through sound and 
further develop the related tools for future tasks’ compliance.
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1.9.2 JOINDER, a software framework for networked multimodal interface 
development
 
Summary
• This article introduces JOINDER (Java Omni Integrator for NetworkeD 
Embodied inteRaction), a software framework for multimodal interface 
prototyping in Java. 
• JOINDER envisions the implementation of a bridge for interconnecting differ-
ent technologies together within a common, virtual reality based representa-
tion. 
• This development has been motivated by research in two areas, namely, 
multilevel sonification of multivariable data, and more recently, the explora-
tion of interactivity within the sound art installations.
Results
• A novel software framework for distributed multimodal interfaces creation 
was developed through the combination of electroacoustic theory and em-
bodied music cognition models. 
• The effectiveness of the applied user-centered methodology for technology 
development and interaction modes implementation was ascertain within 
auditory display and interactive art.
• The resulting software solution can provide a scalable, portable and versatile 
solution for multimodal interfacing, heterogeneous technologies’ integration 
and real-time performance.
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1.9.3 Multilevel immersive interfaces for electroacoustic music composition 
and performance
Summary
• This article presents a conceptual framework and related technological 
environment for electroacoustic music performance and composition. 
The approach is comprised of multilevel mapping, scope variance and spatial 
interaction within an embodied music cognition’s approach. 
• Originally aiming to establish an interface development methodology for the 
interactive sonification domain, this paper presents a roadmap for the design 
of user centered interfaces within the electroacoustic music field based on 
an experimental validation within interactive art’s domain.
Results
• A user centered methodology was successfully applied for the interaction 
strategies’ implementation and validation.
• A validation of the conceived interaction metaphors and implemented tools 
for both interactive sonification domain and electroacoustic practice is pre-
sented through Smalley’s Spectromorphology and Space-Form classification.
• A framework for the development of embodied, space based, immersive 
interfaces for music performance and composition is formulated.
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Abstract 
In this paper, a new conceptual framework and related implementation for in-
teractive sonification is introduced. The conceptual framework consists of a 
combination of three components, namely, gestalt-based electroacoustic com-
position techniques (sound), user and body-centered spatial exploration (body), 
and corporeal mediation technology (tools), which are brought together within 
an existing paradigm of embodied music cognition. The implementation of the 
conceptual framework is based on an iterative process that involves the devel-
opment of several use cases. Through this methodology, it is possible to inves-
tigate new approaches for structuring and to interactively explore multivariable 
data through sound.
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2.1.1  Introduction
Interactive Sonification has been proposed for displaying multivariable infor-
mation through non-speech sound-based communication. However, the search 
for efficient methods to address this remains an open issue [56]. For illustrative 
purposes, we consider a scenario in which a user has to analyze the simulta-
neous variation of 10 stocks in real-time and needs to make decisions on the 
low level (i.e. the individual stock as in buying or selling) and on a higher level 
(i.e. the combined behavior of sets of stocks as a reflection of the company’s 
assets). When sound is used as a way to investigate each individual stock, then 
it is clear that the simultaneous sounding of ten sound streams may be rather 
overwhelming if no internal structure and emerging properties of sound fusion 
are taken into account. Overwhelming sounds will likely prevent the user from 
efficiently parsing, analyzing and reacting in real time to the information that is 
conveyed to him. However, when electroacoustic composition techniques that 
deal with combined sounds are incorporated, there is a possibility that the data 
display becomes manageable and more accessible. The main issues can thus 
be stated as follows:
• How to make multiple levels of sonification both perceivable and meaning-
ful, in such a way so that their interrelated nature can be used to their best 
advantage?
• How to make sonified information available, in such a way that it can be 
manipulated and apprehended in a straightforward manner?
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The traditional approach to sonification is based on a one-way flow of informa-
tion from system to user. As shown in Fig. 12, this approach consists of a model 
that first performs feature extraction on the data, and then applies a mapping 
strategy for sonification. Prototype examples of this approach are the Auditory 
Icons [60] and Earcons [11].The one-way approach generally entails a high de-
gree of abstraction regarding the static data mining processes intervening be-
tween raw data and icons. Other techniques are often closer to the data, such as 
parameter mapping (e.g. Audification) [94]. However, these approaches seldom 
allow the user to address the data from multiple perspectives, such as sound 
streams grouping and global versus local behavior analysis.
Given the limitations of the one-way approach, the question can be raised 
whether a two-way approach can be developed in which the user would be able 
to explore the data interactively. This means that the user intervenes between 
model and sonification. Hence, this requires a more flexible approach to data 
encoding and exploration techniques in order to cope with emergent possibili-
ties of multivariate data. In fact, the techniques must possess a dynamic nature 
so that they can mutually influence and redefine each other. This approach to 
sonification implies a shared responsibility between preconfigured relations on 
one hand, and the user’s expertise and intuition on the other hand. 
In this paper, we propose a methodology for the sonification of multivariate data 
based on the idea of interactive sonification [73]. This involves the display of 
information on the basis of interaction and scope. Interaction implies that the 
perceptual viewpoint of the user can be controlled through his movement, while 
scope implies the possibility of zooming in and out for a discrimination or fusion 
of sonified levels. As we will discuss in the following section, these concepts are 
closely linked with electroacoustic gestalt-based composition and theories of 
musical embodiment.
2.1.2  Theoretical background
In the two-way approach to sonification (Fig. 13), the user and the sonification 
system may affect each other on the basis of interaction. To handle the com-
plexity of such an interaction, it is necessary to further decompose the notion 
of interactivity into different elements. In what follows, we present a perspec-
tive on interactive sonification based on three components namely, (1) gestalt-
based electroacoustic sound generation (sound), (2) body-centered spatial 
exploration (body), and (3) corporeal mediation technology (tools). Together they 
form the pillars of an integrated approach to sonification, which is based on 
the embodied music cognition paradigm as described in [99].
Data Sonification
Model
Feature
extraction
Mapping
strategy
Fig. 12 One-way sonification: the model performs feature extraction on the data, and uses a fixed 
mapping strategy for sonification.
Data Sonification
Model
Embodied
approach
User Interaction
Fig. 13 Two-way sonification, or interactive sonification: the model performs feature extraction 
on the data, but uses a modifiable mapping strategy for sonification based on embodied cognition.
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2.1.2.1 Gestalt-based electroacoustic sound generation
Sound-generation is here conceived from the viewpoint of gestalt theory. As 
known, gestalt theory is strongly determined by principles that affect the mean-
ing of sound streams in such a way that the whole provides a level of informa-
tion that is different from the sum of its parts. In our view, we aim at controlling 
sonification by exploiting principles of gestalt theory as guidelines for multi-
level meaning generation. Such an approach considers both analysis and syn-
thesis as well as segregation and integration. Analysis and synthesis account 
for the decomposition of sounds into frequencies and the subsequent integra-
tion into pitches and chords [98]. Segregation and integration account for the 
grouping of time-varying patterns, depending on intervals of time and pitch [17].
In our view, these concepts need to be implemented using a language that in-
corporates these elements in a culturally aware context. Our focus then turns 
to the electroacoustic composition domain, and its internal and external con-
textualization mechanisms [134]. Given its wide flexibility regarding syntactic 
representation [49], electroacoustic composition theory and practice may help 
to make a given dataset more accessible and easier to mold according to the 
user’s inspection goals.
The search for successful scope transposition techniques in sound based com-
munication has always been a central concern in this art form. Several techni-
cal processes that are concerned with the relationship between singularity and 
regularity of events [37] are addressed in Sound Object Theory [27], Concept of 
Unity [28], Moment Form or Formula based composition [141], as discussed in 
[45]. Consequently, they might encapsulate guidelines that can be of service in 
functional sound based communication [72]. For example, the dialogue condi-
tion that is imposed to the sound object and the enclosing structure holds a 
dynamic perspective shift, which reassures the relationship between the two 
concepts. As a result, this unifying concept connecting sound object to enclos-
ing structure, is taken as a design directive, as in [129], for the manipulation of 
multiple levels of complexity.
Furthermore, electroacoustic practices also address structure in time. As an 
example, Stockhausen’s take on Information Theory [70] focuses on the behav-
ior of sound objects through time, which is in close affinity with the principles 
of similarity, opposition and belongingness in Gestalt theory [25]. The sequence 
in which the auditory stimuli are presented is in Stockhausen’s view crucial for 
perceiving the musical discourse. Among others, Mikrophonie I is one of the 
works where the main structural strategy is based on the amount of identity 
variation of a given gestalt segment or “moment” in relation to the previous 
ones [140]. Such considerations are an imperative requirement, given the hu-
man auditory system’s idiosyncrasies (i.e. the precedence of relative over abso-
lute relations in parameter discrimination).
These concepts from electroacoustic practice present themselves conform to 
the flexibility requirements related to the two-way sonification. Furthermore, 
in our approach, it is assumed that the explorer of the data controls these 
changes through body movement. As an extension of the referenced guidelines 
of Schaeffer, the concepts of gesture and texture in spectromorphology theo-
ry [134] are included as a methodological base concerning sonic attribution, 
deployment and articulation. In his classification, Smalley addresses the conse-
quences for the musical discourse emerging from the loss of physical character 
in sound objects. Such a loss undermines the bases upon which the internal 
relations of sonic elements are perceived and reasoned upon. As such, gesture 
can be viewed as a wrapping mechanism for scope transposition. It provides a 
translation device between the physical user and the sonic texture (or spectral 
identity). Furthermore, it allows the perceptual grouping of individual sound 
objects. As a result, multivariate data access should include the representa-
tion of the variables’ progression as an energy-motion trajectory of gesture.
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To summarize, the aim is to transpose the compositional strategies to the inter-
active sonification domain and to apply the relationships between material and 
structure to the micro and macro sound levels of data presentation. As a result, 
functional contexts are generated by data-dependent hierarchical levels that 
still preserve their informational identity and significance.
2.1.2.2 Body-centered spatial exploration
Interaction with sound assumes a user dealing with information resources from 
the viewpoint of his/her proper actions [62]. Accordingly, we assume that the 
user’s conception of sonification proceeds from the viewpoint of an attribution 
of action-relevant values to sonification, in such a way that the information re-
sources may lead to meaningful experiences. Given this action-based viewpoint, 
it is important to keep in mind that natural ways of processing multi-level infor-
mation in our environment is often based on the physical distance between the 
user and the resources. This physical distance defines the scope in which one 
is dealing with these resources. Therefore, we can say that the action-value, 
attributed to a resource, is dependent on the distance grounded in actions that 
imply zooming in or out, and on experience.
For the purpose of sonification, we consider different spaces that surround the 
user as subjective body-centered spaces. These define the scope for a sonic 
exploration of the information resources [101]. Three levels may be considered 
here. A first level is the pericutaneous space, directly surrounding the body, 
which is defined as the space that provides fine-grained control over interface 
technologies. A second level is the peri-personal space, which is defined as the 
area that immediately surrounds a person and that is reachable by the limbs 
of the subject. A third level is the extra-personal space, which is defined as 
the space out of the reach of the subject in reference to the absolute position 
within an environment. This multilevel spatial awareness is attuned with the 
hierarchical nature of sound object exploration in such a way that the spec-
tromorphological gesture contained in the sonification can be transposed 
from audi- tory parameters to an exploratory process. By placing the interac-
tion within a context of spatio-temporal representation, it becomes possible to 
engage in an embodied dialog with the data. The latter is then converted to a 
human scale, in reach of the user.
In summary, by enabling a configurable location and form representation of 
the data in space, this methodology invites the user to physically approach the 
inspection process through a shared space of multilevel interaction [88]. An 
embodied cognition approach is thus expected to further enable a perceptual 
link between the data and the semantic high-level representations of the user.
2.1.2.3 The corporeal mediation technology
The involvement of the human body in sonification assumes a technology that 
mediates between body and data. Corporeal mediation technologies are con-
ceived as tools that extend the human body as a kind of prosthesis in order to 
allow the human explorer to mentally access the digital realm in which the data 
resources are assessed. These tools can provide guidelines for deploying an 
interface that presents an integration of the variable resolution of the human 
motor system and sound objects [63]. Our approach is based on expanding the 
mediating role of the body through interaction with an immersive 3D environ-
ment, using virtual entities [108]. The present framework’s ongoing implemen-
tation [45] is a consequence of the need for generic data sonification tools for 
both research and applications [94]. It aims at supplying a software infrastruc-
ture for integrating the base concepts discussed above while addressing issues 
concerning portability, flexibility and integrability.
A Java framework has been developed, based on a functional division of 
the multimodal interaction realm into individual branches around a state 
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representation. In this framework, the concrete implementation of a virtual 
world, its visual and auditory representations, and the human interfaces, can 
be defined according to the desired performance, access or functional needs 
of the intended use cases, using external libraries and platforms (e.g. Java3D, 
Supercollider 3, Max/MSP, Ableton Live). An overview of the technological setup 
is shown in Fig. 14.
Since the framework is intended to provide various solutions depending on 
certain research and/or application needs, the following technical description is 
restricted to the main use case that is discussed in the present paper namely, 
the dance use case (see Section 2.1.3.2):
• Optitrack motion capture system - This system is used to capture the 3D po-
sition and orientation of IR reflective marker sets, that are typically attached 
to the human body. The data is transmitted through the NatNet protocol via 
the Arena software and converted to OSC by a custom driver.
• Micro-controller - An ICubeX system is used for connecting a bend sensor in 
order to control the radius of the virtual inspection tool. The data is received 
in a Max/MSP instance through Bluetooth and sent in the OSC protocol to the 
Java framework instance.
• Java Framework - The Java-based framework constitutes the core of the 
system concerning virtual scene state representation and monitoring and 
behavior triggering. All the above OSC formatted information is gathered in 
the virtual core and used to place and configure the virtual objects in the 
scene. Based on this information, collision detection and additional informa-
tion (for example, the distance between virtual inspection tool and activated 
sound object for sound amplitude and reverb parameterization) is calculated 
and sent in the OSC format to Max/MSP. Also, through the Java 3D imple-
mentation, a visual core is responsible for the rendering of the visual projec-
tions and the file logging of all relevant data that can be used for offline anal-
ysis (e.g. position of virtual objects; velocity associated with virtual objects 
at creation time; distance between virtual objects; time-stamped collision 
detection and activation of sonification elements, etc.).
• Max/MSP - The Max/MSP environment is responsible for the sound synthesis 
and spatialization (together with Ableton Live through MaxforLive) based on 
the data transmitted by the Java framework.
NaturalPoint Optitrack
IR cameras
3D positioning 
Micro controller
Wireless/Bluetooth
Bend sensor
Java framework
Data manipulation
Sound synthesis
Visual feedback
Max/MSP
Sound synthesis
Sound Spatialization
Visual feedback
Projection
4 projectors representing virtual world
Quadrifonic audio setup
NatNet OSC Bluetooth/serial
OSC
SW
HW
Fig. 14 An overview of the Technological implementation
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The above mentioned portability and flexibility requirements are met by means 
of the use of Java technology in the framework’s core implementation for 
state management and monitoring. Respectively, portability through multiple 
platform support and flexibility in terms of new functionality incorporation as 
well as rapid prototyping development through object-oriented component 
hierarchization are more easily achieved. In the dance use case, the use of an 
Optitrack system is due to the specific need for capturing 3D position in a large 
interaction space. It is completely detached from the framework’s scene repre-
sentation, which processes 3D positions, independently of the device through 
which they are collected. As an example, for a given “laptop centered” use case, 
a set of three optical cameras might be sufficient for 3D position tracking and 
this adaptation would not have any repercussions on the core’s state manage-
ment and monitoring implementation.
To sum up, sonification is conceived from the viewpoint of an interaction, which 
is based on principles that couple perception and action through gestalt-based 
awareness perception and body-centered spatialization. Mediation technology 
is needed for the coupling of these elements, in order to make sure that body 
movements can naturally be extended and deployed in the digital environment. 
As such, interactive sonification based on scope variation can be formulated 
as a disambiguation asset towards the variables’ behavior and its sonic corre-
spondence. This is achieved through an active molding of the variables’ output 
and the added value concerning the result of this interaction.
2.1.3  Use cases and implementation
In this section, we present two use cases that have been set up in the context 
of implementing the approach above described. In our approach, the use cases 
form a core element within an iterative development cycle, in which the inter-
active system is tested and refined through cycles of user validation. For that 
aim, interface affordance, hierarchical sound levels generation and the related 
mapping needs to be developed and tested in an integrated way. By applying 
this integration in combination with a user-based, phased validation strategy, 
we obtain an early detection of preliminary issues. On this basis, it is possible 
to steer the development of a system combining the three main components of 
our embodied approach to sonification, namely sound, body, and tool. As point-
ed out in [165] concerning electroacoustic music analysis in music information 
retrieval research, there is a need for user-oriented approaches. In what 
follows, two use cases and their evaluations are described.
2.1.3.1 Prototype use case
In the prototype use case, we tested three hierarchical layers of sonic data [45], 
using the musical concepts of pitch, interval and chord. The pitch mapped data 
according to a model of variables’ value. The interval represented a numerical 
relation between two variables values. The chord represented the occurrence 
of a given set of relations among the data. Pitches, intervals and chords were 
accessed through the use of a virtual inspection window and a virtual inspec-
tion tool that allowed an interactive inspection. Sound generation was based 
on Schaeffer’s concept of sound objects and on the structural relationship 
between these objects. The virtual inspection window consists of a finite set 
of virtual objects that represent a time frame of the variable’s values. When 
activated through body movement and collision detection, the current value 
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attributed to a given virtual object is fed to the sonification engine. In this use 
case, the virtual inspection window is represented by an array of several cubes. 
The sonification process is assigned to the latter objects, and conveys informa-
tion about the activated set as a whole, stimulating a perceptual interpolation 
between the set and the individual nodes. The virtual inspection tool functions 
as a virtual microphone that enables the activation of the inspection window. 
This approach was inspired by Stockhausen’s microphone use in Mikrophonie 
I, as well as by Schaeffer’s view on the recording process in Concrete Music. It 
provides a perceptual play with the distance between object and microphone 
in terms of a sonic realization that was related to reverberation and ampli-
tude modulation. The virtual microphone that allows sonic scope variation was 
visualized as a small pyramid, following the user’s hand movements and 
orientation. An explorative example is illustrated in Fig. 15.
2.1.3.2 The dance use case
The dance use case was based on the previously described prototype, taking 
into account the users’ observations and comments during its evaluation ses-
sions [45]. This time, the array is scattered in space, enabling users to vary their 
inspection in space and time even more. An extra bend sensor and wireless ADC 
allowed a basic signaling of an open or closed posture. 
This made it possible for the participants to vary the scope of the virtual mi-
crophone by changing their posture from an open (global) viewpoint to a closed 
(detailed) one. Varying the scope of the virtual microphone made it possible to 
inspect the individual grains of the sound when the user resides in his/her peri-
cutaneous space. A decrease of the index of contraction into the peri-personal 
space provides access to the macrostructure of the sound-scape. The contrac-
tion index, defined in [23], is a time variable value that is defined by the ratio 
of the area between the bounding box of the human body posture and its sil-
houette. The sound diffusion of the microstructures was directly linked to the 
user’s scope variation approach (the inspection vector), using sonification ideas 
based on Smalley’s concept of spatiomorphology. That means that on a macro 
level, this scope-driven sound diffusion defines the spectromorphology of the 
soundscape. The interactive sonification implies the use of space in relation to a 
body-centered spatial exploration over time. Since composition is imminent and 
ongoing, it can only be molded through this kind of interaction. 
The dance use case consists of two parts, namely, a setup part and an explora-
tion part. In the setup part, the data objects are set out in space. In this case, 
the data objects represent dance movements. A sequence of these data objects 
thus represents a trace of the dance movements. It is worth noticing that the 
sequence of data objects is not to be regarded as a dance choreography in the 
Fig. 15 A user exploring 2 variables’ data. The two object arrays represent each the virtual in-
spection window of each variable. The triangular shaped objects represent two virtual inspection 
tools (virtual microphones) operated by the user.
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strict sense, but as an occupation of space. In the exploration part, the user is 
given specific tasks in order to explore the trace of the initial movement (Fig. 
16). The users had no visual representation of when the virtual objects creation 
took place within the choreography. The user’s task was formulated as follows: 
“Your predecessor laid out a small choreography, can you recreate this chore-
ography?”. The user was informed about the interactive sonic scope. Each user 
was explained that by reaching out the arms (small contraction index), the sonic 
scope would increase. Inversely, by closing the arms (large contraction index), 
the sonic scope would decrease. Furthermore, the user was informed that a 
low pitched sound signaled points in the beginning of the sequence, while high 
pitched sounds signaled points towards the ending of the sequence. The pitch 
would gradually increase from begin to end. When participants were unable 
to recreate the choreography on their own, the task was divided into smaller 
tasks, namely, to locate the start position, end position, and global direction of 
the choreography. Additionally, when activated, the spatially located path ele-
ments allowed access to the velocity related information. Besides indicating the 
direction of the path through an increase in pitch, variation in the velocity of the 
original movement was conveyed by the variation in the pitch’s increase. 
For example, if the velocity of the original movement is 3/2 of the maximum 
velocity (based on physical constrains) at the instant of creation, the pitch 
would increase a perfect fifth from the previous one. This strategy is inspired on 
Stockhausen’s take on Information Theory, as discussed in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.3.3 User evaluations and feedback
In line with our user-oriented development approach, feedback of the users’ 
exploration was recorded and analyzed in order to better understand the pos-
sibilities of interactive sound scope variation. The necessity of this level of user-
involvement also stems from the implied wielding strategies [41]. A range of 
methods, mainly adopted from the field of HCI-usability studies [155] [90], is 
applied for this purpose [100]. Questionnaires, a focus group discussion and the 
video footage of the interaction sessions were collected. In addition, all move-
ment data of the users tracked by the motion capture system, and all events 
occurring with the virtual objects were logged to files for further offline analy-
sis.In the prototype use case, users were able to perceive and to discern the 
information in multiple levels of sonification [45]. Users found the system to 
be responsive and its operation to be intuitive. Their performance of appoint-
ed tasks was improved by the use of different levels of sonification (i.e. pitch, 
interval and chord). The outcome of the evaluations made in the prototype stage 
(concerning performance, maneuverability, precision, distinguishability and 
completeness of visual and sonification output) showed that some of the most 
important issues raised, addressed the interaction with the virtual objects. 
The need was expressed to dynamically change the morphology of the virtual 
inspection tool. Other reported problems pertained to the use of a visual aid 
for a better perception of the user’s own movements. All these issues were 
dealt with in the implementation of the dance use case. The dance use case was 
Fig. 16 First phase (Left) where a user sets a trail by performing dance movements. Here the 
blue objects represent the trail defined by the movement of the head of the user. Second phase 
(Right) where another user explores the trail. The objects in red represent the objects in collision 
with the virtual microphone represented by the grey sphere. The radius of the sphere can be ad-
justed by the opening/closing of the elbow of the user.
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difficult for most users. Observations of the recorded footage show that the 
users experienced difficulties in reconstructing the trajectory, although they 
were able to rapidly locate the beginning, the end and the direction of the tra-
jectory through the sonification. A particular problem did arise when the move-
ment of the original dancer occurred at a previous spatial location. For users 
exploring the trajectory, it was hard to disentangle the two events occupying 
the same place. In future implementations, such difficulty might be avoided by 
increasing the resolution in the virtual inspection tool and/or by suppressing 
the generation of virtual path objects when velocity is below a given threshold. 
The latter would link the creation of virtual objects to the user’s energy level. 
A visualization of an exploration is shown in Fig. 17. In this figure, it is clear 
that the second user (exploring the choreography of the original dancer) can 
accurately locate the beginning, turning and end points and correctly recon-
struct the direction of the defined path.
Based on Nielsen’s guidelines for early stage usability evaluations [109], prelim-
inary tests were conducted with five users. According to Nielsen, this number is 
advisable to keep evaluations cost-effective. The number is sufficient to extract 
85 percent of the usability problems reported in early stage prototype evalua-
tion. Alongside the experiment, the participants were asked to fill out a ques-
tionnaire. This generic questionnaire encompassed standard user background 
information as well as a general appreciation concerning the used interface 
paradigms and technologies. The questionnaire was divided in two parts. A 
first group of questions dealt with the evaluation of sonic, visual content and 
the relation between the two. Additionally, this part questioned social interac-
tion (if applicable) and personal assessment of the tool operation. The majority 
of these questions used a six point Likert evaluation scale. By using an even 
number Likert-scale, which eliminates the middle option, the users were forced 
to make a non neutral rating of their level of satisfaction. The second part of the 
questionnaire contained questions concerning demographic information, (art) 
education, cultural profile and new technology use.
Concerning the users’ background for the described use case, the users’ gen-
der was predominately female (n = 4) and had an even age distribution from 
18 to 60 years old. All of the users received higher education and the majority 
(n = 4) had a background in artistic education for a duration of over five years. 
The users reported to regularly engage in cultural events (n = 4 for more than 
monthly activity). Most of the respondents, however, stated to have little or no 
experience with new media demonstrations or exhibitions (n = 4). Regarding ex-
perience and leisure-time involvement with digital communication devices (e.g. 
computer, smartphone, . . . ), most respondents reported manifold and daily 
usage of the described technologies (n = 2 to be- tween 1 and 3 hours and n = 2 
to over 3 hours per day). The users’ opinions on the interface were divided. The 
identification of the sonic output and the precision of sound control were found 
Fig. 17 Visualization of movement data recorded by the motion capture system of two users. The 
trail set out by the first user is visualized by the starred markers where the starting point is in black 
and the ending point is in light grey. The trajectory indicated with the dotted markers represent, the 
movement of a second user exploring and recreating the first user’s movement.
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to be difficult. However, the applicability of sound to actions was classified as 
rather suitable (n = 3) and the majority positively classified the aesthetic quality 
of the sonic output (n = 4). Regarding inter-modal relations, the majority clas-
sified the relation between visuals and sounds as clear (n = 3), attributing equal 
importance to both modalities (n = 4). In an overall personal evaluation regard-
ing tool manipulation, all users evaluated the functional usefulness between 
good and very good and stated that their attention was divided between the use 
of new technology and the combination of visual and sound.
In a post-interaction evaluation, participants were asked about their experienc-
es by rating different features of the sonification by means of a questionnaire. 
Concerning the sounds that were used, the most noteworthy findings were that 
participants reported to be quite able to discern different sounds, although the 
majority of participants complained about a lack of sonic control. The aesthet-
ic quality of the used sounds and the correlation between sounds and actions 
were evaluated as good. Participants were able to correlate movements to the 
visuals more easily than to the sounds. The level of accuracy in their control 
of the visuals, both functionally and aesthetically, was perceived to be high. 
Given the combination of sonic and visual feedback in the use-case, most of the 
participants reported the relation sonic and visual content to be clear and very 
complementary. Almost all the participants said to have paid equal attention to 
the sounds although, contrary to the reported poor level of sonic control, a mi-
nority of participants said to have paid the most attention to the sonic features 
of their exploration. The participants’ personal appreciation of the aesthetics, 
the perceived quality of interaction, its functionality and the ergonomics was 
overall quite positive. In a number of focus groups in between and after the 
interaction sessions, users were inquired in group about their opinions con-
cerning the operation of the system. Most of the users found that this use case 
was an apt means to link visual and auditory stimuli together. Most partici-
pants agreed that the visuals were primarily used to establish the trajectories 
whereas the sonification was used to gain a sense of direction (i.e. finding the 
high and low pitches, the beginning, the end and the course of the trajectory), 
and this was furthermore reported to be relatively easy. The assessment of sin-
gle objects was said to be too complex. The confusion stemmed from the fact 
that most participants were not used to derive 3D virtual positional information 
from 2D-representations projected on screens. Because of that, some of the 
participants found that they could better explore the direction of the trail using 
only the sonification. Although the trajectories were said to be clear enough, 
isolating discrete pitches through the manipulation of the scope was reported 
to be problematic. But the flexibility of the scope device was applauded. A sug-
gestion was made to shift to a sonification of discrete pitches when the scope 
of the inspection tool was at its largest because in the multitude of sonified 
objects, some resolution was said to be lost. A final positive remark, that was 
recurrently made during the discussion in all the sessions, was the sense of 
being completely unhindered by the technology used.
2.1.4  Discussion and future work
This paper exemplifies how an iterative development cycle, rooted in a user 
centered methodology, can serve as a guide towards the development of an 
interactive sonification methodology that is fully based on the paradigm of 
embodied music cognition. All through the development of the interactive soni-
fication tool, the design choices have been based on an integration of the three 
main components. They support a combination of electroacoustic techniques 
(sound), embodied space (body), and mediation technologies (tools). By con-
sidering the outcome of the user tests and the feedback recorded during the 
presented development stages, an evolution can be reported over the course of 
the two use cases. The user evaluation and the incorporation of the feedback 
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provide information about usability issues and their rectification in the subse-
quent development cycle. Starting with a prototype use case that focused on 
different levels of investigation of data (using pitch, interval and chord), the dance 
use case’s emphasis was on space occupation and how interactive scope varia-
tion allowed spatial access of the data. Though the focus of the use cases varied 
between iterations, features of the first use case were incorporated in the second 
use case. This approach led to a more meaningful way of interacting with mul-
tiple levels of sound, and ultimately to a better interactive sonification system.
The use cases reflect a work in progress. The feedback and user-tests leave 
room for improvement and user-requested design decisions made in the 
previous stages have to be re-evaluated. The concept of scope variance, for ex-
ample, proved to be too difficult to control, given the operational movements 
intertwined with natural dance gestures. Given the flexible nature of the two-
way sonification, the unpredictability of a user-inspired development process, 
the arbitrariness common in mapping strategies and reliability issues still con-
fining the technology [111], rapid usability breakthroughs can hardly be expect-
ed within a limited number of iterations. Only a limited number of issues can be 
addressed in one iteration. Nevertheless, as we are reshaping and refining the 
system, we are hopeful that future developments will occur. For example, in the 
near future we hope to re-evaluate the problem at hand because we envision 
a more weighted scope variation through an improved posture sensing. This 
way, users could listen with their torso to the macrostructure, and reach out 
with arm (sound chunks) or hand (sound grains), thus giving them control over 
multiple microphones while all listening to different levels of sonification.
2.1.5  Conclusion
A new conceptual framework has been 
presented, combining gestalt-based elec-
troacoustic composition techniques (sound), 
user and body-centered spatial exploration 
(body), and corporeal mediation technology 
(tools). The paradigm of embodied music 
cognition mediated the integration of these 
components into an implementation of a 
conceptual framework. By means of an 
iterative process, involving the development 
of several use cases, we showed that it is 
possible to investigate new approaches for 
structuring and interactively exploring 
multivariable data through non-speech 
sound communication and auditory scope 
variation.
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2.2.1  Introduction
The motivation for developing a software framework for multimodal interface 
prototyping is based on the idea that humans interact with their environment 
in an embodied way, which means that it is action-oriented and strongly de-
pendent on the capabilities of the human body and its use of tools [62]. Digital 
information can be seen as an aspect of the environment, and therefore, it is 
natural to assume that the exploration of digital information may profit from 
interfaces that take into account an embodied viewpoint on human interaction. 
Such interfaces can be called mediation technologies, as they aim at facilitating 
the connection between mind, body, and data [99].
The domain of our research is sound driven exploration and monitoring. There-
fore, we believe interfaces should be developed in such a way that they become 
non-obtrusive and have a variable resolution. Ideally, such interfaces extend the 
human body as a kind of prosthesis and allow the human explorer to access the 
digital realm in which the data resources are assessed in a most natural way. 
Furthermore, we believe that interfaces should extend the hierarchical nature of 
the human motor system and its implied coherent scope variation in performed 
actions, in such a way that digital information can be accessed on the basis of 
the human natural bias to consider multiple viewpoints and variable resolu-
tions of the objects in our environment [63]. The concepts of embodiment, non-
obtrusiveness, multiple viewpoints and variable resolution, put human behav-
ior, and therefore the user, at the center. Consequently, a software framework 
for multimodal interface prototyping has been implemented in close connec-
tion with users. In particular, we adopted a spiral development cycle based on 
case studies in which users had the opportunity (given the different constraints 
of available media technologies) to decide upon the technology and the con-
tent [39]. Our task was to provide a software framework that could integrate 
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different hardware devices and software programs together in such a way that 
users could deal with their content through embodiment, non-obtrusiveness, 
multiple viewpoints and variable resolution. in other words, our objective is to 
interconnect digital resources so that the interfaces can be adapted to the natu-
ral human way of data exploration.
This article presents the design strategies and implementation stages of a soft-
ware framework that aims at applying the above premises while respecting the 
performance, portability and versatility requirements necessary for its success-
ful usage. The next section introduces the conceptual background of JOINDER. 
This is followed by a state-of-the-art review of multimodal interfacing technolo-
gies and the framework’s general properties. The next section goes into more 
specific detail concerning the concrete functional components of the system, 
which is followed by a description of the development stages regarding the user 
centered development approach. Finally, a discussion and future work for this 
project is provided.
2.2.2  Conceptual background
The present software framework for multimodal interface prototyping is the 
result of research that was initially conducted in the field of interactive sonifi-
cation and auditory display. As defined by Hermann and Hunt, interactive soni-
fication is ”the use of sound within a tightly closed human computer interface 
where the auditory signal provides information about data under analysis” [73]. 
A major challenge of interactive sonification concerns the need for a more flex-
ible approach to data encoding and exploration techniques in order to cope with 
emergent possibilities of multivariate data. Furthermore, these techniques 
and related implementation must possess a dynamic nature so that they can 
mutually influence and redefine each other.
In [43] [45], an approach for the sonification of multivariate data based on the 
concepts of interaction and scope was described. Interaction implies that the 
perceptual viewpoint of the user can be controlled through body movement, 
while scope implies the possibility of zooming in and out for a discrimination or 
fusion of sonified levels. This enables a shared responsibility between precon-
figured relations of the data on the one hand, and the user’s expertise and intui-
tion on the other hand. Furthermore, it was shown that these concepts could be 
closely linked with electroacoustic gestalt-based composition and theories of 
musical embodiment. 
The work on interactive sonification generated a number of questions, which 
provided a background for the development of a software environment. These 
can be summarized in the following points:
• How to encode both the global and the detailed aspects of a dataset into 
sound objects?
• How to define relations between the resulting multilevel sound objects and 
human exploratory actions?
• How to design and implement proper mediation tools that will allow the 
user to explore a dataset through sound in a interactive and embodied way?
In order to research an answer to these questions, a central concept of JOIN-
DER concerns the use of virtual objects to represent both the users and the data 
within a 3D environment (see Fig. 18). Following Mulder’s 3D virtual sculpting 
as a metaphor for sound synthesis [108] the users can access the data in a way 
that mimics his natural and physical interaction with real world objects. This 
direct manipulation strategy [34] allows for multiple mapping layers, different 
viewpoints and degrees of resolution [129]. Such embodied approach aims at 
further enabling links between the explored data, its sonic representation and 
the semantic high-level representations of the user. 
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It should be added that JOINDER can also be used to develop prototypes and 
applications that don’t use the above mentioned virtual object mediation par-
adigm. In fact, the software facilities offered by the framework may be used 
for management, representation and synchronization purposes alone between 
multiple input and output devices. However, much of our work is conducted 
with the use of immersive 3D environment, as it provide an optimal way the 
representation of data through real world geometry. For instance, by employing 
dimensionality reduction (e.g. N variables represented as a 1D time based ar-
rays in a 3D space), the data can be positioned around and between the users. 
This superimposing of real and virtual world coordinates in the same interac-
tion space allows to take advantage of the natural constrains of the user’s body, 
according to personal space and extra personal space concepts. In summary, 
in our approach to interactive sonification, the goal is to optimize the media-
tion technology [99] as creative tool for data exploration, thus maximizing the 
human exploration’s natural capabilities. 
Given our approach (embodiment) to the application domain (interactive son-
ification), we believe that a technological support for the described research 
goals should provide a solution for the following conceptual requirements:
• The transposition of certain compositional concepts present in electroacous-
tic music theory, namely Schaeffer’s sound object theory [27], Stockhausen’s 
concept of unity [28], Wishart’s dynamic morphology [160] and Smalley’s 
spectromorphology [136], to the interactive sonification domain.
• The possibility of a dynamic exploration of data, so that virtual object me-
diation between data and sound can be handled from different perspectives.
• The possibility of using scope variation through virtual objects in order to al-
low the manipulation of multiple levels of detail present both in the auditory 
representation of the analyzed data.
• The use of an embodied interface in order to connect the bi-directional top-
down/bottom-up processes of human cognition to scope variation.
From the discussion presented above, it is clear that the research context and 
goals entails specific technological needs. It is our proposal that such needs to 
be met through the design and implementation of a software framework for Vir-
tual Reality based multimodal prototyping. Following a user oriented investiga-
tion methodology, top down considerations such as cross-modality representa-
tion and interaction through virtual object mediation are accessed and finetuned 
through use case driven bottom up exploration. Both the design and the technol-
ogy used to achieve this goal would have to be open to the inclusion of heteroge-
neous systems, in order to take advantage of such systems’ expertise and state of 
development in their specific field of action. Furthermore, the resulting software 
should not be closed to the original field of interactive sonification, as its appli-
cation in other related areas will certainly contribute to its further functionality 
development and fine-tuning. Finally, in order to comply with the above require-
ments and accommodate future extensions, the design and the technology used 
would have to provide a compatible solution in terms of real-time performance, 
scalability and portability. For example, the use of web based access and mobile 
compatible technologies can provide a suitable base for these two later items.
Fig. 18 Relational representation of the intervening domains and concepts of this project.
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2.2.3  Multimodal interfacing technologies
Within the auditory display realm, the need expressed in [94] for a generic ap-
proach to data sonification tools still maintains its validity today. In fact, even 
within the sound and music computing domain, there are only a few environ-
ments that partially address this issue. An example is the Max/MSP/Jitter and 
its open source fork, Pure Data. Both these environments offer a very good 
platform for real-time audio and 3D rendering through their interactive, visual 
programming paradigm. They also provide an extensive code base for multi-
modal devices given its popularity in the design and art communities. However, 
the often complex and scattered resulting code and the expansion through C/
C++ external programming constrains the reuse, extension and exchange of the 
implemented prototypes. Being so, the need for a software development that 
is based on an extensibility premise is still a pertinent one. This extensibility 
awareness is fundamental for maximizing code reuse. Additionally, this gap is 
even more visible when one considers the existence of software environments 
that enable multimodal interaction together with embodied mediation con-
cepts. Again, it is our opinion that, in order for an environment to support these 
concepts, it should adopt from the start a modality integration strategy in its 
core design and implementation process. In this way, the design weight of the 
original modality (e.g. audio synthesis and manipulation) on the system’s future 
development stages is minimized.
More broadly, the search for effective tools for development and prototyping of 
applications which apply virtual, mixed and augmented reality user interface 
paradigms has been an active topic of research in their related fields. Several 
reports can be found in survey articles [46] [51] [77] [119] [144], which give a 
panorama of the technological efforts in the past decade. Given the vast bibli-
ography available and the wide range of target scenarios, we will confine our 
discussion of the state-of-the-art to software packages that are closer to the 
focus of this article. The review (see Fig. 19) concerning the presented technol-
ogy is both based on the survey articles as well as the system’s original papers 
and websites, when available.
Fig. 19 A comparative analysis of multimodal interfacing technologies
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An overview of the different systems shows two main tendencies. First of all, 
most of the solutions in the sound and music computing realm focus on the 
development of specialized tools within one modality scope (e.g. audio synthe-
sis). Furthermore, even if they incorporate more than one modality, this results 
from an expansion effort (e.g. (visual) game engines) rather than from a top 
down methodology that aims at embracing the whole modality range and the 
research of commonalities and specificities between their nature and/or appli-
cations. This mono-modality often leads to a dependency between the system’s 
original modality and the rendering implementation used (e.g. CHAMBRE). As a 
result, custom solutions targeting other modalities different from the system’s 
primary one will more likely reveal component encapsulation issues. Addition-
ally, when a multimodal input routing service is the main functional target, most 
inspected systems don’t provide an independent state management solution. 
Again, when such functionality is present, it results from extending an already 
existing managing library (e.g. scene graph) of a rendering engine (e.g. Java3D).
Based on this critique of the existing systems, we believe that a software en-
vironment for interconnecting different hardware interfaces and software en-
vironments should possess an underlying design that favors a multithreaded 
distributed rendering per modality, element encapsulation through interface 
definition and a modality independent state management. As such, our efforts 
focus on the design and implementation of an object-oriented software frame-
work. On one hand, the choice for object-oriented paradigm is based on the 
intrinsic composed/hierarchic characteristics of all entities involved in the in-
teraction process (i.e. sound objects, virtual objects and human motor system). 
On the other hand, the framework strategy aims to provide an implicit archi-
tecture that defines the way components relate and interact. As a result, the 
system conveys a way to reduce the effort for development of customized appli-
cations, to provide state management and ultimately, to provide a platform for 
user-centered, rapid application development. For that purpose, the application 
of object-oriented design patterns is favored in this environment, contributing 
to improve quality, reliability, and interoperability of software projects. For in-
stance, all operations that act upon JOINDER’s elements should be encapsu-
lated into specific classes (commands). This will establish a standardization 
concerning both access to the core’s elements and inter-core communication. 
These guidelines are implemented respectively through the command and be-
havior classes (see Sections 2.2.5.2 and 2.2.5.4).
Further analyzing the previous table, some of the outlined requirements for 
our research purposes can be found in the referred systems. Examples are 
the interoperability-oriented design (ex. VHD++), distributed execution (ex. 
Studierstube; Corsaire), separation between application and rendering back-
ends (ex. JReality), functionality encapsulation through command classes (ex. 
Corsaire) and software framework as a design choice (ex. VHD++). However, 
the presence of all the targeted requirements (including portability) cannot be 
found in any of the freely available systems. Furthermore, although there are 
quite a number of frameworks that use different systems for each modality, 
few had their main focus on providing a meta layer for enabling the intercom-
munication between random heterogeneous frameworks. In fact, in order to 
comprise the whole multimodal spectrum, the re-implementation effort of the 
desired functionalities already existing in toolkits/frameworks/environments/
languages can be very high. If such external tools are well tested, to reach a 
comparable level of quality represents an enormous task in time and expertise. 
Therefore, the key issue here is interoperability. In fact, this design directive 
was pointed out as a matter of primary importance given the increasing number 
and specialization of frameworks developed over the last years. As stated in 
[6]: “To our knowledge this was the first time two AR frameworks were ren-
dered interoperable. We believe that this approach could start a positive trend 
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in the Augmented Reality community. An ongoing discussion of the advantages 
of interoperability as other frameworks develop and mature can only benefit the 
field as a whole”. However, despite the fact that several powerful frameworks 
have been proposed in the past, they mainly focused on specific areas within 
the augmented reality, distributed computing and environmental/ubiquitous 
computing domains. Although claiming to posses easily interfacing modules, 
few examples of versatile interoperability achievements have been reported. 
In summary, instead of trying to provide a comprehensive coverage and related 
implementation of one particular issue (e.g. multimodal input management), the 
JOINDER framework aims at developing a system that is capable of uniting expert 
tools. This target is pursued through both theoretical top down guidance as well as 
bottom up driven needs. As a consequence, it assumes only at present data repre-
sentation and functional strategies that are imperative for this integration effort. 
Throughout its development, the interface specification for the cores, elements 
and other components followed a need driven refinement while complying with the 
imposed constrains by global conceptual considerations previously addressed.
2.2.4  The JOINDER framework: general properties
The foundations of our solution is based on the following premises (see Fig. 20):
• The design of a supra framework for providing a common infrastructure and
 state management between heterogeneous technologies in order to better 
take advantage of their expertise and advance state of development. 
• The application of object oriented modular development and design patterns 
for the encapsulation of state of the art modality technologies.
In the following subsections, the JOINDER framework will be described on 
the basis of a number of properties, which include (i) integration, (ii) modular 
architecture, (iii) Java as enabling technology, (iv) levels of binding and (v) 
client-server model.
2.2.4.1. Integration
An important characteristic of our approach concerns the integration of soft-
ware technologies. In other words, the software technologies offered by the 
systems described above can be, when possible, integrated as a member of the 
framework and provide their specialized services (see Fig. 21). This integra-
tion strategy aims at not only to take advantage of the high degree of reliability, 
performance and functionality offered by the state of the art specialized tools 
but also to allow and promote the recycling of previous developments made 
with these tools, reducing the implementation effort of future applications. 
JOINDER
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framework
toolkit
language
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Fig. 20 JOINDER framework’s integration strategy for external technology
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Also, this approach promotes the usage of technologies adherent to a wide 
range of hardware devices. For example, a scene can be shared in real time by 
participants using CAVE environments with optical tracking systems, and by 
participants using desktop computers or smart phones, all running rendering 
engines according to their technical possibilities, degree and type of desired 
participation. The JOINDER framework provides the “translation” service 
between these heterogeneous nodes (see Fig. 22).
Max/MSP
JOINDER 
Core + Elements
Java3D
SuperCollider
Processing
Matlab
...
JOINDER 
Core + Elements
JOINDER 
Core + Elements
JOINDER 
Core + Elements
JOINDER 
Core + Elements
JOINDER 
Core + Elements
JOINDER 
management
dispatcher
Fig. 21 JOINDER framework provides intercommunication and state management to heteroge-
neous environments and frameworks.
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Fig. 22 Through centralized management and common data conversion, multimodal scenarios 
are obtained through multiple I/O devices integration.
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2.2.4.2 Modular architecture
Our system follows a plug-in based structure, which implies that the access 
of different technologies is conveyed through the use of generic interfaces and 
factory based class instantiation. Such encapsulation process leads to a loose 
coupling between the object access and his implementation. In other words, the 
application development is abstracted from the external software’s specifici-
ties when using a given element. However, as all the classes are a product of 
multilevel class extension, one can always access a specific functionality only 
provided by a certain software package. For instance, if a specific command 
or action targets a specific implementation (e.g. Java 3D), the class inherence 
allows the element/core to be type casted to the wanted implementation (e.g. 
IElementJava3D), which provides access the specific functionality, through a 
more specific interface (see Fig. 23).
2.2.4.3 Java as enabling technology
Oracle’s Java SDK 6 was chosen as the main base technology as it provides the 
industry standard solutions regarding integrability (Object oriented paradigm; 
JNI wrapping), flexibility (virtual machine’s multiple language support like Py-
thon; Real-time specification for Java), extensibility (design pattern prone; vari-
ous open source libraries), accessibility (standardized language specification; 
web oriented technology), portability (cross-platform; Web Start), availability 
(free; open source) and durability (strong rooting in the IT development prac-
tice). The application of this base technology allows the framework to operate 
at different levels of binding with the external software (see Fig. 24). 
Element IElement
IVisual 
Element
BoxJava3D
Visual
Element
Visual
Element
Java3D
IBox
IVisual
Element
Java3D
Fig. 23 An example of the framework’s class structure. The Java3D‘s implementation of the vis-
ual element BOX implementation based on fixed (above dotted line) and specific (below dotted line) 
parent classes (full arrow) and interfaces (dotted arrow).
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The four levels of binding are defined as:
• Strong - when the core and its respective elements are implemented using 
Java based libraries;
• Semi-strong - when the core and its respective elements constitute JNI/JNA 
wrappers to C/C++ based classes;
• Semi-loose - when the core and its respective elements constitute a network 
communication interface to the external environments;
• Loose - when specific core and elements do not possess a state and are not 
implemented. In this case, commands are directly generated and provided to 
the external environments through behaviors classes (see Section 2.2.5.2).
Through these adaptable levels of connection, it is easy to connect JOINDER 
with other heterogeneous frameworks and toolkits. An example of loose bind-
ing is exemplified in the NatNet protocol integration through the use of NatNe-
t2OSC driver and Natural Points’ Arena software while a strong binding example 
can be found in the use of Java3D (although using JOGL as a low level resource). 
These different levels of binding contribute to a versatile inclusion of external 
frameworks and environments. On one hand, it contributes to application level 
code reuse. For the application code, the command’s instantiation and execu-
tion process is independent of the element upon which it operates. The latter’s 
implementation can be based on any of the defined binding modes without re-
percussion to the application’s code while providing a best fit for the integration
of the external system. For example, a sound element class for rendering a 
string-like physical model implemented using SuperCollider 3 can be swapped 
for an implementation using JavaSound for web deployment reasons. Since both 
implement a generic interface IPluckedDataString that specifies the function-
ality for both cases (Ex. play()), this change has no effect in the remaining ele-
ments (visual and HI elements, triggering observers) of the system. So, while the 
JavaSound and the SuperCollider implementations would follow different levels 
of binding (respectively, strong and loose), the access and manipulation of the 
sound element base functionalities are independent of the chosen binding level.
2.2.4.5 Client-server model
The JOINDER framework follows a client/server model when the virtual 
core serves as an explicit mediator and certifies that all the information that 
circulates in the network is valid according to the user’s rules specified in the 
central virtual core. As such, in the case of novel information by the modality 
cores, the latter transmits the respective command to the virtual core, which 
can perform validation tasks and in turn broadcasts it to the relevant cores.
core
JOINDER
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core
external
technology
core
external
technology
java native interface
(C/C++)
core
java classes
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JOINDER
elements
JOINDER
elements
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Fig. 24 The different levels of binding for external technology encapsulation.
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2.2.5  The JOINDER framework: specific properties
In the following subsections, the working principles and modules of the 
framework are addressed. They are (i) synchronization, (ii) representation, (iii) 
scheduling, (iv) communication, (v) execution and (vi) creation.
2.2.5.1 Synchronization
In order to manage and update the core’s routing information in the system, a 
registry server is provided (see Fig. 25). The registry server is responsible for 
keeping track of the communication information (IP and connector’s ports) of 
every live core in the system. When a modality core (e.g. visual) is deployed, the 
registry stores its related information and sends it to the virtual core, which cre-
ates a dedicated connector for the new core concerning the updating process 
related to changes in the virtual elements. This way, the targets of the broad-
casting procedure are automatically managed in a transparent way to the end 
application developer. The communication between cores and registry is realized 
through the use of Kryonet, an open source library that provides simple TCP/
UDP server functionalities [96]. Furthermore, this component can constitute in 
the future a gateway for generic web based access, further enabling software 
as a service capabilities of JOINDER through automatic core lookup and access, 
and for inter-deployment synchronization with other running instances of the 
framework. The state logger class implements a mechanism for automatically 
storing executed commands. Although applicable to all cores, it is a default 
component in the virtual core. This functionality allows for a newly registered 
core to be set up-to- date in an ongoing interaction session, contributing to the 
“resources on demand” flexibility through dynamic setup functionality. Further-
more, it constitutes a storage base for session recording and playback as well as 
session mirroring between distinct virtual cores and respective modality cores.
Fig. 25 The Virtual (a) and Modality core’s (b) registration procedure in the Registry Server.
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2.2.5.2 Representation
The JOINDER framework is based on a functional division of modalities into in-
dividual branches around a virtual scene representation (see Fig. 26). Following 
a top-down approach, a first level is composed of abstract managing cores and 
their respective elements per modality - visual, auditory and human interface. 
A second level is then obtained by concrete implementations of these cores 
in correspondence to the external toolkits/frameworks/libraries/environments 
chosen by their particular capabilities. 
A similar decomposition process is also applied to the elements that map the 
targeted functional implementation. Both the cores and the corresponding ele-
ments that they manage implement generic interfaces according to their role 
in the framework. The resulting abstraction layer, combined with a command-
based access, enables the simultaneous use and undifferentiated access be-
tween elements through their specific cores independently from the specific 
library that implements them. So, as a result of this encapsulation, the concrete 
implementations of the virtual worlds, their visual and auditory representations 
and the human interfaces that enable the manipulation of the virtual objects 
can be either refined or substituted according to the desired performance, 
access or functional needs of the intended use cases. 
Further cores may be implemented as provider of extra functionalities and con-
figuration of the interaction context. As an example, collision detection between 
virtual objects can be provided through a dedicated physics core. Each core in the 
JOINDER framework manages a collection of related elements through which 
the user(s) interact. Since all cores inherit from the same common structure, 
undifferentiated access to each core’s managed data is provided. This includes 
both in and out connectors, executed command cache for remote updating (see 
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broadcast behavior in Section 2.2.5.3), the behavior and updater managers, the 
core’s element factory as well as registry related information (see Fig. 27).
The following description of the cores follows the package and classes struc-
ture imposed by the modality segregation described above. The virtual core 
holds a data representation of all the elements that interact in the virtual scene. 
Acting as a deployment global manager for a specific framework configuration, 
the virtual core enables the data access to the behaviors classes by mapping 
the state of all elements provided by the modality cores through the implemen-
tation of their respective interface. As such, the tasks defined by the behav-
iors classes are executed upon local and remote modality cores and elements 
locally in a transparent way, leaving the redundancy synchronization tasks to 
the internal mechanisms offered by the framework. The default virtual core 
implementation provides a simple scene graph structure for storing and access-
ing the state data of the modality core’s elements. The Vecmath library [152] 
is used for 3D attribute manipulation. Their common attributes are provided 
by a virtual element class, which is extended in order to supply element spe-
cific data in conformity with the related modality defined interface specification. 
For example, a virtual.Box object extends VirtualElement class and visual.IBox 
interface. However, within the virtual elements’ specification, a special type can 
be highlighted: the Bind element. The Bind element is defined as an element 
which some attributes are dictated by their children. For example, the position 
of an array of objects can be defined as the axis average of the positions of its 
child objects. The modality cores make available, along with their related ele-
ments, the concrete implementation of the virtual entities. As of now, visual, 
sound and human interfaces (HI) cores definitions are defined. Their purpose 
is to provide a common structure among all implementations regarding a giv-
en modality. As such, a specific deployment of the framework may contain, for 
example, two visual cores implemented through the use of different technolo-
gies (Java3D and Jitter), being their access undifferentiated to the remaining 
cores, elements and behaviors.
Although the human interface (HI) elements retain the basic generic element 
interface, they differ from a modality element as they perform a different role in 
the JOINDER’s architecture and consequently do not possess scene graph re-
lated properties. As expected, the instances of HI elements provide data input for 
the active participants in a scene, i.e. the modality elements. For that purpose, 
each HI core holds ID information of the existing virtual elements for input tar-
get assignment. This list is updated each time the AddElement command that 
results of an updating process originated in the virtual core. The addition of an HI 
element though is related to the same respective command only when executed 
in an HI core. For executing the binding process, a set of virtual elements can 
be declared as targets of an HI element. This is done through the AddHITarget 
command. After certifying that the target candidates are valid, through the HI 
core, the HI element enters the elements as subscribers for his data source 
Core ICore
IVisualCore
VisualCore
Java3D
ModalityCore
VisualCore
Fig. 27 The class structure of JOINDER’s cores, here exemplified through an Java3D based visual 
core’s implementation.
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and eventual manipulation and/or filtering operations. Finally, upon new data 
readiness, the HI element executes the publishing process through the creation 
and broadcasting of commands for the targeted element’s update (See Fig. 28). 
Even though the HI core does not always constitute a managing point for a mo-
dality in the strict sense (like visual or audio), it follows to a great extent the 
general core structure specified by the framework. By placing the HI core con-
ceptually alongside the modality cores, modularity and versatility features are 
gained concerning the connection and input management of hardware devices. 
For example, the adoption of the common distribution denominator makes 
it easy to use locally available devices in a remotely located scene (and vice 
versa) by detaching input management from global deployment management.
2.2.5.3 Scheduling
Synchronous and asynchronous tasks are encoded through Behavior and 
Updaters instances. All of the classes described below can be extended or 
re-implemented transparently since they all implement related interfaces and 
are instantiated in appropriate factories.
A Behavior is defined as the task execution component of the framework, 
being implemented according to the observer/observable pattern. For instance, 
whether awaken at a given user defined rate or asynchronously due to an exte-
rior event, a behavior instance can monitor the state of a given set of elements 
and, depending or not on a certain condition, generate a set of commands. As 
an example, consider a behavior who’s task is to activate a sound element if 
two virtual objects are below a given distance threshold. An Updater instance 
triggers the latter condition check in the Behavior class every n milliseconds. 
If a condition is met, the behavior is responsible for generating and schedul-
ing the proper command for the activation of the sound element. The behavior 
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subclasses extend the Observer interface. The behavior classes can function 
in close articulation with the updater classes but are not compelled to have a 
one to one relationship with the latter, as a single Updater class can serve as a 
timer for several Behavior instances’ execution. Management wise, a behavior 
manager is a container class for behaviors. It’s responsible for the creation, re-
moval and access to all active behaviors in a given core. The broadcast behavior 
constitutes the heart of the updating mechanism, which insures the represen-
tational coherence of the virtual scene throughout the modality cores render-
ing. This behavior is instantiated on the launch of every core. At a user defined 
refresh rate, all the commands that have been executed in the respective core 
and stored for broadcast are parsed by modality and send to all the applicable 
cores with which the core has active connections. The information flow between 
the virtual and modality is bidirectional as every core can generate instruction 
that affect the network, either from behavioral execution or user/external input. 
An example of this can be found in the human interface core, which manages 
inputs from external hardware sources into the framework. Another example 
can be found in a collision detection behavior, which can be hosted by a visual 
core. In this case, in order to prevent the loops occurring when a modality core 
sends a locally generated command to the virtual core (which then will forward 
it to the registered modality cores), a sender id was added in the command 
class, identifying from which core originated the instruction or if it’s source was 
external (e.g. user). The sender id is then equal to zero. 
Finally, as stated before, in order to prevent bottleneck effects when multiple 
cores send information to the virtual core at high rates, the virtual core pos-
sesses a dedicated threaded connector instance (along with a dedicated port) 
for each modality core belonging to the network. Consequently, the incoming 
actions perform updates to the information managed in the virtual core in a 
concurrent, synchronized way. An updater is a class of objects that extend the 
observable class, being implemented according to the observer and singleton 
patterns. Its envisioned main function is to trigger or activate the execution of 
one or more behaviors. A simple example of this class can be a single thread 
that triggers the execution of a set of behaviors each n milliseconds (perform-
ing a similar task as the metro object in the Max/MSP environment). The up-
dater manager supplies and manages the updater’s instances to the system. 
It functions according to the Pool pattern by which an updater is created if the 
required rate is not already supplied by an already existing one. If such is the 
case, a new updater is created. If that is not the case, the behavior is added 
to the observer list of an existing updater instance. Additionally, if at a certain 
point an updater is no longer need (i.e. its observer list is empty), the instance 
is terminated and removed.
Alternatively, the monitoring of elements and their properties can be processed 
through callback hooks. In this situation, all elements possess an observable 
field. The observer behavior registers in the respective elements he wants to 
monitor. Upon change in field, the observable notifies all observers and sup-
plies the updated value for the monitored property. This option can improve 
performance in the cases where the change in the element’s property is not 
regular as it avoids the unnecessary lookups from the method above.
2.2.5.4 Communication
The Connector package implements the high level syntax with classes that allow 
intra and inter core communication. It is accomplished through two main inter-
faces, the IConnectorSender and IConnectorReceiver. Classes that implement 
these interfaces have to provide translation and execution methods for their 
specific communication protocol. The provided implementations are examples 
of this. This allows each core to receive and send commands to other deployed 
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cores or external user apps in a transparent way, independently of the specific 
protocol or technology that the connector’s implementation uses. At present, 
two implementations of connectors for command transmission are provided, 
java object serialization and OSC (Open Sound Control protocol) through Java-
OSC [78]. The latter supplies an interface to a commonly used protocol in the 
sound and music computing research and development field. 
In addition to the class infrastructure made available by the JOINDER framework, 
further types of implementations can be added to give response to additional 
protocol or design needs for a specific deployment configuration. For example, 
the inclusion of web servicing through Remote Method Invocation (ex. Java RMI; 
CORBA/IIOP) for intra and inter deployment communication can be implement-
ed without any repercussions to the already existing connectors. Likewise, other 
web servicing paradigms as REST architectures can be incorporated in parallel 
with the implementations above mentioned. This expansion path will be further 
addressed in Section 2.2.8.
2.2.5.5 Execution
The command specification and its class hierarchy is a reflection of the modu-
larity requirements of the described design. Therefore, all actions are defined 
as commands classes as these constitute a processing unit to be executed by 
the cores. This allows the encapsulation of generic and implementation specific 
core functionalities in a self contained executable, serializable and log-enabled 
item. Additionally, it provides the composition of actions through macros and 
class inheritance and an easy conversion base for multiple protocol commu-
nication. The command classes encapsulate all the accessible functionality 
applicable to cores and elements, as well as core subsidiary components such 
as behaviors, updaters and connectors. A command is therefore an instruc-
tion and related data container that is executed by the framework’s cores upon 
reception. This design choice makes it easier to handle and implement a com-
mon task execution procedure. Additionally, it simplifies and structures the 
generation of instructions that induce state changes. Consequently, operations 
as instructions logging for state replication, recollection or analysis or “jump to 
state point” scripting are standard features. As such, the command design pat-
tern is closely related with the updating mechanism present in the core classes. 
Besides holding all the information necessary for its execution (ex. core refer-
ence, execution parameters), all commands implement a common interface, 
ICommand and extends Command abstract class, which implements both Se-
rializable and Runnable interfaces. The Command class specifies the execute() 
method, which serves as an execution macro. It instantiates the thread for run-
ning the command class that extends it, which on its turn implements the run() 
method of the Runnable interface. The usage of a command driven architecture 
furthermore facilitates thread based execution, networking (and related code 
mobility) and parallel processing, three base features targeted by the JOINDER 
framework.
2.2.5.6 Creation
The abstract factory pattern is applied in the creation of objects factories. This 
includes not only the creation of cores and their respective elements but also 
commands, behaviors, updaters, connectors and auxiliary packages (ex. OSC 
library wrappers). 
We have defined two types of factories: instance and static. The instance fac-
tories are specific to the core type and implementation as in, for example, 
the core’s element factory. For example, a “Box” entity is implemented by 
virtual.impl.Box in the virtual core and visual.java3d.BoxJ3D in the Java 3D 
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implementation of the visual core. The static factories are transversal to all cores, 
elements and further components in a given deployment of the framework. 
Nevertheless, the status of a given static factory can be changed to instance on 
need to basis through the core class inherence by adding the relevant field and 
access method and refactoring of the framework’s Factory class. For instance, 
a custom configuration might need to define the Command and/or the Behavior 
factories as core specific. In order to be able to easily exchange implementa-
tion classes of components, the factories in the framework execute their class 
instantiation through reflection. Reflection is a process available in several 
programming languages, including Java, by which software can alter its 
behavior at runtime. This is often achieved through instantiating and using a 
class without explicitly coding its definition type. 
So, each JOINDER’s component class is loaded on demand according to its 
specification on the configuration XML file and its usage is conducted through 
interfaces which the class implements. However, in order maintain the per-
formance requirements, a cache is provided for reducing the reflection class 
lookup’s processing costs. The factories perform only a class lookup, storing 
the respective class object in a cache. After this first instantiation, the reloading 
of a class can occur only by the explicit execution of two commands, LoadSys-
temFactoriesCmd that targets the static factories and LoadInstanceFactories 
Cmd, which targets the instance factories of a specific core.
All component class’s names are specified in a XML file and accessed through 
JDOM. This file constitutes JOINDER’s main configuration tool. Through the 
loadXMLFile method in the Factory class, it is possible at any point to reload 
the XML file. This allows the class redefinition of a given element, for example. 
Further configuration parameters are supplied through properties files. 
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Fig. 29 A summary diagram of all components of the JOINDER framework
These normally are specified according to user needs. The previous section de-
scribed the framework’s modules. A summary of the scheduling, communica-
tion, execution and creation components is presented in Fig. 29.
2.2.6  User-centered development
JOINDER has been developed on the basis of a user-centered development 
cycle that was based on several case studies. A first series of case studies had a 
focus on interactive sonification and includes work in virtual string interaction, 
data exploration/monitoring [45] and dance [43]. A second series of case studies 
had a focus on the SoundField art installation [39].
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2.2.6.1 Virtual string interaction
This case study targeted an assessment of the mediation principle described 
above, in which the user’s body parts were extended with markers that allow 
the manipulation of objects in a virtual environment. In addition, this case study 
tested both the design and the performance of the framework’s early imple-
mentation. The case study implemented “playing” a virtual string object, using 
two virtual objects that are controlled by the user’s hands (see Fig. 30). Thus, a 
physical space was mapped onto the virtual world in which a cylindrical object 
representing the sound producing string was positioned in the middle. Through 
3D positioning and orientation, by means of optical tracking, the users could 
“pluck” the string when it collided with the users’ tracked “hands” (also rep-
resented through virtual objects). A scheme of the software and hardware sys-
tems and components used in the virtual string use case is depicted in Fig. 31 
and an illustration of the data flow regarding this use case is shown in Fig. 32.
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2.2.6.2 Data exploration and monitoring
In a second case study, a sonification system was developed that targeted the 
interactive exploration of multivariable data through non-speech audio com-
munication [45]. The goal of this implementation was to investigate the pos-
sibility of establishing a unified context between individual sound streams that 
are exposed simultaneously through time. The sonification paradigm is based 
on concepts from electroacoustic musical composition. The inspection process 
was conducted through the interaction with virtual objects in an immersive 3D 
environment (see Fig. 33). This case extended the study of the relationship be-
tween the users’ embodied behavior and the virtual entities on one hand, and 
the different levels of sonic objects on the other hand, through the exploration 
of a test dataset. The conceptual design was founded on the combination of 
two main metaphors, namely, the virtual inspection window, providing access 
points to the variables and their values belonging to a given dataset, and the 
virtual microphone, which implemented a sonic inspection tool controlled by 
the user’s hand. This approach is inspired on Stockhausen’s work Mikropho-
nie I [141]. Each independent virtual object belonging to the virtual inspection 
window functions as a sound source. The sonic representation of its value was 
activated through collision detection when the inspection volume of the virtual 
microphone intersected the virtual objects. Moreover, two additional sonic rep-
resentations of the relationship between the data’s values were made available, 
interval and chord, in order to provide a sonic feedback of numeric proportions 
in the data. In addition, the position of the activated objects in the inspection 
volume of the virtual microphone influenced the respective output in terms of 
auditory relevance. This was implemented through distance based amplitude 
and reverberation real time adjustment, as suggested in [141] [160] concerning 
distance simulation. In summary, the adopted interface paradigms conveyed 
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Fig. 34 Technologies used in the data exploration and monitoring use case
Fig. 33 A user sonically exploring a dataset in an immersive environment. The room in which the 
user stands is depicted through the projection screen. The virtual scene contains the virtual inspec-
tion window (array of square shaped elements), which is activated (red elements) through collision 
detection with the virtual inspection tool (pyramid shaped element).
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multiple perspective views between different levels by representing the evolu-
tion of the sound object/data in time and in structure, and by establishing and 
comparing different groupings of variables. A scheme of the software and hard-
ware systems and components used in data exploration and monitoring use 
case is depicted in Fig. 34.
2.2.6.3 The dance use case
The dance use case [43] was derived from the previously described prototype. 
This time, the array is scattered in space, enabling users to vary their inspection 
in space and time even more. An extra bend sensor and wireless ADC allowed 
for the participants to vary the scope of the virtual microphone by changing 
their posture from an open (global) viewpoint to a closed (detailed) one. The 
sound diffusion of the microstructures was directly linked to the user’s scope 
variation approach (the inspection vector), using sonification ideas based on 
Smalley’s concept of spectromorphology and spatiomorphology [160]. Here, the 
interactive sonification implies the use of space in relation to a body-centered 
spatial exploration over time. (see Fig. 35)
The dance use case consisted of two parts, namely, a setup part and an ex-
ploration part. In the setup part, the data objects are set out in space. Here, 
the data objects represent dance movements. A sequence of these data objects 
thus represents a trace of the dance movements, as an occupation of space. In 
the exploration part, the user is given specific tasks in order to explore the trace 
of the initial movement. The users had no visual representation of when the vir-
tual objects creation took place within the choreography. Besides indicating the 
direction of the path through an increase in pitch, variation in the velocity of the 
original movement was conveyed by the variation of the pitch’s increase. This 
strategy is inspired on Stockhausen’s take on Information Theory [70].
A brief note concerning the need for multiple views visualization system. Within 
the visual modality, multiple views are regarded as an integrated feature of the 
visual modality within the JOINDER (IView). As a result, this feature can be ap-
plied for multiple display scenarios, either one view per visual core/machine (in 
case the complexity of scene and/or the rendering performance so requires) or 
simply multiple views in one single visual core instance. Furthermore, several 
instances of the same conceptual view can be grouped, providing a distributed, 
easy to manage functionality for group collaboration.
2.2.6.4 Preliminary evaluation
The user centered development strategy was implemented throughout the use 
cases above described. Participants were asked to perform exploratory tasks in 
order to evaluate the human interface used in terms of performance, maneu-
verability and precision. Additionally, they were asked to comment on the visual 
output completeness (used to find and interact with the virtual objects) and on 
the sonification output in terms of distinguishability, information carrying po-
tential and aesthetic design. In all use cases, the users reported having no prob-
lems interacting through the virtual object’s metaphor after a brief introduction 
Fig. 35 Users executing the dance use case. The first user (on the left picture) performs his dance 
choreography, which was later analyzed and mimicked by the second user (on the right picture).
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and exploration of the interface. This opinion was maintained through all use 
cases, despite their increasing level of complexity. However, some recommen-
dations were made in the two initial use cases for future development stages. 
For instance, some participants indicated the need for additional screens that 
would convey a better depth perception. This would facilitate the adaptation to 
the spatial 3D nature of the interaction (e.g. finding the virtual objects). Also, it 
was mentioned that the virtual objects’ morphology should be dynamically con-
figurable during the interaction sessions. These observations led to a further 
refinement of the framework element’s class structure, fields and access in 
order to comply with these requirements. Consequently, all these issues were 
addressed in the dance use case, in which more manipulation possibilities were 
given to the user resulting in a more controllable and fulfilling experience. As 
mentioned, real time configuration requirements were recurrent in both initial 
use cases (ex. dynamic morphology configuration). Additionally, the inclusion of 
multiple objects was desired, given the inherent collaboration aspect prone to 
the immersive environment used, and requests for more aesthetically attractive 
visuals were made. During the related implementation process, a performance 
decrease was observed on the initial single laptop running prototype. In order 
to prevent the system from reaching levels of latency that would be incompat-
ible with the interface’s real time compliance, an architectural improvement 
concerning the cores’ modularity was undertaken. In accordance with the re-
quired performance and platform flexibility goals, the rendering cores were 
made independent and completely detached from the central virtual core. As 
such, the rendering computational weight would be spread over multiple hosts, 
in a fully distributed system. Finally, concerning the sonification levels in use 
cases described in Sections 2.2.6.2 and 2.2.6.3, it was proposed that the rela-
tive distance of the virtual microphone and the object(s) under inspection could 
also be used for the activation and mixing of the sonification planes. This fea-
ture would be made available as an option to the standard regulation of the 
amplitude and reverberation parameters. These requirements also led to a 
refinement of the modular design to improve the communication between 
sound and human interface elements through the virtual core. Also, it provided 
structural directives for the definition and access of task specific packages (e.g. 
sonification mapping classes). Furthermore, additional changes in the factory 
classes were adapted to use reflection for enabling dynamic switching between 
core/element’s implementations.
2.2.6.5 SoundField Art Installation
In order to develop JOINDER as a rapid prototyping tool that would be useful 
by different users, there was a need for a broader, more ecological approach 
that would allow the development of features through a participatory design 
strategy [39]. In contrast with the predefined media setup and fixed content of 
the previous case studies, a participatory design strategy provides a greater 
freedom to what users want to do with different media and different contents. In 
this approach, software development in collaboration with users typically led to 
a focused and comprehensive bottom up development of software given the top 
down premises concerning background, mediation paradigms, and other pre-
liminary decisions (such as choice of different media technologies) (see Fig. 36). 
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Fig. 36  The initial domains of the JOINDER framework were expanded through the realization of 
SoundField, an interactive audiovisual installation.
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This participatory design strategy was fully deployed in a case study called 
SoundField. The first iteration of the user-centered development within the 
SoundField project context took place at the Destelheide Educational Cent-
er in Dworp, Belgium. This project’s focus was mainly on the exploration of 
interactivity in new media arts through social interaction principles [30], extend-
ing the virtual objects mediation approach discussed earlier in Section 2.2.2. 
The Destelheide Educational Center yearly provides workshops and courses 
in various disciplines such as dance, literature, music, theater, sculpture and 
audiovisual arts. Upon DHArts (a section of the educational center focusing on 
arts promotion) invitation, SoundField was presented as a work in progress 
artistic installation to a broad audience from October 2010 to May 2011, in close 
collaboration with the Flanders “Youth and Music” program. 
During this period, several fully functional implementations of the tech-
nology were developed according to the prospective users’ requirements, 
gathered during evaluation sessions (see Fig. 37). These requirements were 
incorporated (through rapid prototyping) and presented to the same user 
groups. After another set of tests and interaction sessions, the specifica-
tions of the given use case, and the experience of the users with the tech-
nology was recorded, in order to incorporate this knowledge in the following 
user-cases. In summary, the iterative development process, which includ-
ed 1) demonstration, 2) interrogation, 3) implementation, 4) interaction and 
5) evaluation was carried out throughout the entire duration of the project.
The use cases developed during the SoundField sessions encompassed vari-
ous interaction strategies through multiple implementation scenarios. A pro-
totype demonstration deployment, which expanded the interaction possibilities 
presented in the previous section, constituted the starting point for the 
development of the subsequent use cases. Here, the envisioned social dimen-
sionality, as a means of establishing cooperative interaction, was implemented 
through simple metaphors - point, line and plane (see Fig. 37). From that point 
of departure, 14 distinct deployments and additional variations were developed 
in close collaboration with their respective user group, ranging from 3D sound 
manipulation to theatrical audiovisual augmentation and multimodal rehabili-
tation tasks. 
The user-centered process applied throughout SoundField’s iterations pro-
vided a methodology for functionality expansion, interface integration and de-
sign re-factoring and consolidation. During the numerous sessions at Destel-
heide, the use cases requirement inspection and rapid prototyping provided 
cyclic in-house process through which a number of guidelines were formu-
lated. These guidelines mainly concerned the generalization and accessibility 
of functionalities. They can be partially summarized in additional re-factoring 
of class structure and fine-tuning some implementation aspects of inter-core 
communication (ex. dedicated port/thread per core pairing) and task execution 
performance (ex. command thread scheduling). Still on this latter item, other 
Fig. 37 A group of users testing a prototype implementation during the SoundField project 
sessions. After a short presentation and discussion, the recommended features made by the focus 
group were incorporated and evaluated after a second interaction round.
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optimizations included providing a cache for the core/elements factory classes 
and distance calculation behaviors. The first stem from the necessity to con-
tra-balance the performance toll resulting from reflection based instantiation 
in use cases with a high creation of objects rate (ex. dance use case). A class 
cache based instantiation was then implemented to reduce the reflection class 
lookup delay. This resulted in a considerable performance improvement upon 
the creation of cores and objects. The second aimed to improve the collision 
detection performance and limit the use of the Java 3D internal collision detec-
tion mechanism to complex forms. This optimization was achieved through the 
usage of a distance-based behavior when the used virtual objects’ morphology 
would allow it (ex. sphere shaped collider). Variations of the distance calcula-
tor behavior were also applied to proximity based activation and VBAP (Vector 
Based Amplitude Panning) mixing. Generally, the sessions supplied a fertile 
context for behavior and element gathering and increment, contributing for 
architecture validity assessment and code base expansion. As in the previous 
use cases, interaction was said to be fairly immediate and self-explanatory, as 
latent affordances were easily understood through interface consistence. Such 
verification stems from the fact that the use cases maintaining a common base 
of operation while increasing in complexity. This made it possible to make it-
erative transitions between setups, which involved the incremental inclusion of 
several software technologies and hardware resources as well as an increase of 
number of simultaneous participants, and tasks (e.g. from a laptop-based dem-
onstrator to immersive, multiple participant environment). Here, the JOINDER’s 
modular design and scalable technology provided a adequate platform for the 
expansibility-wise requirements of the project. Both new software elements 
and environments (ex. Max/MSP) as hardware devices (ex. ICubeX bend sen-
sor, WiiMote) were easily incorporated without any repercussion to the already 
present technologies, functions and data management facilities. 
The Soundfield sessions also allowed consolidating design choices. The up-
daters and behaviors classes for event monitoring proved to be adequate de-
sign choice for most use cases by its recurrent usage straightforwardness. 
Nevertheless, alternative programming strategies were developed envisioning 
the optimization of the system’s prototyping cycle (ex. the monitoring of virtual 
object’s through callback hooks). The integration of new technology and their 
respective articulation by elements and behavior specification was achieved in 
conformity with the levels of binding defined in Section 2.2.4.4. This process 
helped to circumscribe the applicability scope of these levels through imple-
menting the use cases’ interaction needs. For instance, new elements (and 
respective cores) definition would be reserved to the cases where state main-
tenance is necessary as behaviors, that communicate directly with external 
environments such as Max/MSP, would be chosen for stateless communica-
tion needs. Later that year, the Artbots festival 2011 provided an additional op-
portunity for further develop SoundField in terms of new use cases, which led 
to new technological additions and further implementation refinement, and 
collect participant’s appreciation and suggestions. The Artbots festival 2011 
was held on October 6th to 9th 2011 at UFO Ghent University (see Fig. 38). 
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previous iterations, new devices and functionalities were incorporated in order expand the frame-
work’s code base and test its performance with new interaction techniques.
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The participation in this event aimed again at collecting new interaction require-
ments inherent to a new interaction environment such as an artistic showcase. 
Consequently, additional interaction techniques were incorporated during this 
iteration of SoundField. These techniques aimed at further extend the manipu-
lation of the virtual objects possibilities beyond those facilitated in the previous 
use cases. These new interaction techniques included the “grabbing” of virtual 
objects, through position proximity to the user. 
As in the previous use cases, the addition of this functionality implied the addi-
tion of new fields in the Virtual Element class (dataMaster and dataSlave), the 
development of new behavior classes (to map the grabbing feature controlled 
by a Nintendo Wiimote) as well as a thorough verification of any incompatibili-
ties to the already available modes of interaction. The different hardware and 
software setups as well as the data flow concerning SoundField and the Artbots 
showcase are shown in Fig. 39 and Fig. 40.
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Fig. 40  Technologies used during the SoundField project sessions
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Fig. 39  Technologies used during the Artbots festival 2011 showcase
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2.2.7  Discussion
Up to the current point of development, the JOINDER framework has met the 
challenges outlined by the research context’s requirements. These comprised 
the development of a software solution that would provide a platform for VR 
based interactive sonification application development through a user cen-
tered oriented methodology. This software solution would have to supply data 
management facilities and comply with the research field’s requirements of 
multimodal interfacing, heterogeneous technologies integration and real-time 
performance. Furthermore, in order to accommodate future extensions, the 
design and founding technology would have to be flexible in terms of scalability 
(e.g. inclusion of standard web technologies) and portability (e. g. multi plat-
form compatibility). This result originates not only from using a scalable and 
mature technology but also from the refactoring process of the top-down driven 
“global” strategies with bottom-up, “on location” use case scenarios. As de-
scribed above, the use cases provided not only evolutionary means to re-factor 
the various design and implementation decisions that were followed but also 
a phased performance assessment throughout the development stages that 
validate the outlined methodology. 
In terms of design, the multi-threaded and distributed core environment was 
able to deliver solid platform where multiple devices fed data at a high rate (e.g. 
100 Hz sampling rate of the Natural Point’s Optitrack system) into a concurrent 
behavior environment, rendered simultaneously in heterogeneous modality 
cores. Additionally, the JOINDER’s modular approach allows independent and 
switchable assignment of input devices to virtual object’s properties. For exam-
ple, as depicted in figure 39, a webcam based position tracker was implemented 
through the Processing environment and imported as a pure java element to the 
framework’s interface code base. This device was used during the development 
stages as an approximated position input, which allowed a faster prototype 
development cycle by not having to always recur to the motion capture system 
for simple testing procedures. This example also illustrates the versatility con-
veyed by the distributed execution strategy concerning local and remote user 
participation in a given deployment. One can easily imagine a scenario where 
users simultaneously interact at a given location using a motion capture system 
and remotely via laptops and more accessible input devices such as a webcam 
or a mouse (see Fig. 41).
Although the immersion factor is considerably diminished in the latter case, 
the participation of the remote users is still possible which is, in our view, an 
overall positive balance. Furthermore, as tracking technology gets increas-
ingly available, one can expect that today’s state of the art devices will be 
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Fig. 41  Local and remote analysis scenarios via JOINDER
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tomorrow’s standard input paradigms. As such, the system’s architecture takes 
into account future integration demands in order to reduce consequent adapt-
ability efforts. Concerning output, the separation of the rendering tasks through 
independent cores enabled a distribution of the processing load within a given 
modality’s output. For instance, an implementation of two visual cores allowed 
for differently purposed feedbacks to be simultaneously presented to the user, 
one rendering the latter’s image in the virtual world and another providing aes-
thetically driven depictions. This multiple representations make it possible to 
furnish an interaction scenario with both interactive, latency sensitive contexts 
as with non-interactive, latency tolerable context. 
In terms of technology, the bet in Java paid off, successfully delivering a consist-
ence response to the performance and on-demand development needs, along 
with its widely proven stability, expandability and integration characteristics. 
Another factor for this positive outcome was an incremental approach to com-
ponent integration into the core processes of the framework. The default adop-
tion of enterprise ready subsystems could easily put an initial performance and 
resource strain that would be difficult to circumvent later. For instance, the in-
clusion of a multi-user enterprise scale system for the command broadcasting 
update behavior alone would represent an unnecessary computational weight in 
a deployment running on laptop based setup of a conventional research labora-
tory. Consequently, by valorizing architectural design over exhaustive features 
codebase, the result is an inviting, easy to understand architecture that allows 
a straightforward addition of functionalities.
In conclusion, both the development methodology (definition of context require-
ments, global requirements driven technology choice, top down context driven 
approach) and the implementation (user centered prototyping, bottom up com-
ponent integration) have proven to be successful choices.
2.2.8  Conclusion and future work
This article presented JOINDER, a software framework for multimodal inter-
face prototyping. Although the diversity of use cases as well as the design and 
methodology that were followed covered a relatively wide range of application 
scenarios, further expansions are ongoing. In fact, the requirements enumer-
ated in Section 2.2.1 envisioned accommodating not only the immediate sup-
port for the research goals in the field of interactive sonification. They aim at 
illustrating a way in which the inclusion of new participation and interaction 
mediums is naturally achieved, without refactoring the current architecture and 
implementation. That was, after all, the reason for applying several well-known 
design patterns in the first place and choosing Java as the base technology. 
Consequently, after a first phase consolidation of the base requirements through 
a user centered approach and an expansion of the initial application context 
- from lab based interactive sonification research to public space interactive 
art installations -, the inclusion of new technological features that will convey 
a significant expansion of the use case and application scenarios is ongoing. 
In the near future, these might include projects in the numerous areas such 
as interactive advertising, game implementation and web content distribution.
The ongoing and short term feature goals for this project include the develop-
ment of a GUI control panel in Processing [59], the addition of fully featured 
physics core with JBullet [80] as a reference implementation, a P2P network 
configuration as a configurable startup option (with the virtual core as an im-
plicit instead of an explicit mediator role), runtime scripting with Python (for 
increasing the environment’s accessibility regarding interactive control and 
debugging) and synchronization between multiple deployments (through the 
mirroring of each virtual core’s nodes and a master/slave conflict resolution 
policy) (see Fig. 42). 
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Fig. 43  A schematic representation of the RMI based communication with JOINDER‘s cores and 
elements.
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As medium term goals, the design and implementation efforts will target real 
time capabilities improvement (through the total or partial - ex. virtual core - 
inclusion of RTJS implementations [143] and high performance libraries such 
as Javolution [79] versus a portability impact assessment), persistence storage 
for data mining support (through Java Persistence API and Java DataBase Con-
nectivity) and web servicing (through RMI [162] connector’s incorporation (see 
Fig. 43), HTTP based RESTful [53] front-end’s design and implementation as an 
alternative to SOAP/WSDL based tightly coupled services and additional mes-
saging facilities through OpenJMS [115]. Regarding this last item, the inclusion 
for web servicing technologies has the main objective of expanding the con-
nectivity possibilities of the JOINDER framework, which rely until now on Open 
Sound Control and socket based transmission of standard java serialization of 
the command classes, towards a service oriented architecture (SOA). 
Although OSC can address most of requirements postulated for this project, 
there are various standards lacking proper implementation in this protocol, as 
expressed in [58]. As such, the framework interfacing possibilities would be 
broadened beyond the confined space of sound and music computing field and 
embrace, when applicable, web communication standards. For instance, an 
immediate application would be the support of the mirroring updating process 
concerning the synchronization between multiple deployments. 
Additionally, the adoption of such technologies can increase cross platform 
compatibility. For example, given the restrictions related to Java execution 
on Apple’s iOS, application development based on web standards like HTML5, 
CSS3 and JavaScript offer a viable solution for multi-platform compatibility. 
Lastly, the expansion of the human interface’s codebase (e.g. multi-touch and 
haptic devices support) will be a parallel task throughout these growth stages.
In conclusion, we are currently analyzing 
the technologies available in order to define 
the best extension strategy and related
implementation roadmap for the above 
mentioned functionality targets. This 
roadmap will define how to incorporate 
the above-mentioned functionalities so that 
the JOINDER’s original context of application 
and related performance requirements are 
not compromised.
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Abstract
This paper presents a conceptual foundation and a technological implementa-
tion of interfaces for electroacoustic music composition and performance. This 
concept has been developed in the context of interactive sonification. In this ap-
proach, theoretical conceptions of music composition are combined with theo-
retical insights of embodied music cognition, leading to interfaces that support 
operations such as multilevel mapping, scope variance and spatial interaction. 
A software framework was built for supporting a flexible wrapping and integra-
tion of different hardware and software solutions, providing a platform for the 
development of embodied, immersive interfaces for music performance and 
composition. The concepts and implementations of this framework have been 
tested and expanded using a participatory design within the domain of interac-
tive arts.
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2.3.1  Introduction
Non-speech sounds (such as warnings, commands, emotional utterances, mu-
sical sounds, etc.) form an important part of the way humans interact with their 
environment. However, not many tools are available that support non-speech 
sound-based communication in a convincing way. The problem mainly concerns 
the link between what is called “mapping” and “interaction”. Mapping is con-
cerned with how sounds are linked to meanings, whereas interaction deals with 
how human actions control the sounds and their meaning [72]. An integrated 
approach for the simultaneous development of these two poles is needed in 
order to provide more efficient tools that convey meaning based on intentional 
control of sound objects.
We believe that data sonification and music composition form two interesting 
domains of application in which tools, their related concepts and interactive 
devices can be studied. Data sonification stresses a more objective approach 
to listening as it aims at illustrating intrinsic structures and properties of 
data using sound as mediator. In contrast, music composition stresses on a 
more subjective approach to listening because here the goal is to reveal in-
trinsic properties of sounds and structures linked with particular intentions 
and emotions. However, both sonification and music composition have many 
common features. Sonification specialists may use certain sonic mappings to 
appeal to the users’ cultural background, in an effort to stimulate the users’ 
engagement and optimize their expertise. Likewise, composers may use all 
kinds of extra musical data (e.g. sounds that imitate particular devices) for their 
creative purposes. Consequently, by exploring alternatively both an objective 
side and a subjective side, non-speech sounds can be linked to specific inten-
tions and therefore serve in a communicative context. The connection between 
the sounds and their intentions is called a mapping.
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We believe that a technological platform can be developed for implementing 
these mappings, both for functional and aesthetic purposes, as applied in soni-
fication and music composition, respectively. Such mappings can be accessed 
through interaction metaphors, namely through specific ways of control that 
cope with the cognitive and corporeal capacities of human beings. Applications 
in sonification and music composition provide an interesting context for the de-
velopment and testing of tools for non-speech sound based communication. 
So far, the attention in the field has been focused mainly on mappings (e.g. 
auditory icons [60] and earcons [11]) but less on interaction metaphors. Yet, we 
think that interesting interaction metaphors have been explored in the context 
of electroacoustic music and that these interaction metaphors can be further 
developed in the context of non-verbal sonic communication.
In the presented study, we started from a musicological analysis of the com-
positional theories of Schaeffer, Stockhausen, Wishart and Smalley in order to 
identify interaction metaphors that could serve as guidelines for implement-
ing an auditory exploration of data. As the resulting interaction metaphors 
constitute mediation strategies between listener and auditory artifacts, their 
semantic content is not limited to auditory display. Indeed, the same interaction 
metaphors can be tested and expanded within an artistic context, more specifi-
cally in an interactive art context. 
As shown in this paper, we found that the same mediation strategies can be 
also used in the contemporary music production realm, as they are syntax 
driven and implement user centered strategies for gesture-based access to 
sonic entities. This application of the mediation strategies suggests the pos-
sibility for an overall validation of the developed tools, which will be based on an 
investigation of smalley’s spectromorphological and space-form classification.
Following a state of the art of immersive interfaces for musical expression, we 
first present the electroacoustic interaction metaphors that guided the inter-
face development for interactive sonification and related application results. In 
the subsequent part, we provide a description of an installation that aimed at 
exploring these metaphors within an artistic context. The installation is called 
SoundField, a long term artistic project undertaken to achieve an expansion and 
consolidation of the implemented techniques and technology. Afterwards, we 
present an analysis of these techniques through an in-depth spectromorpho-
logical based analysis. Finally, we address a preliminary space oriented classi-
fication and example applications of the discussed strategies to electroacoustic 
music composition.
2.3.2  State of the art
The use of virtual reality interfaces in the music domain has been fertile over 
the recent years in both performance and compositional scenarios. Ranging 
from software systems to components, recent developments illustrate their 
suitability for implementing sonic and visual interface elements through a 
unified conceptual strategy. In the following section, a selection of the related 
systems and their relevance for our proposed approach will be discussed.
Following the footsteps of pioneer works such as Enkel’s SoundSpheres 
installation [47] and Kaper’s M4CAVE [85] (system for music composition, score 
editing, digital sound synthesis, and sound visualization in CAVE settings), 
many software platforms were created for providing immersive, multimodal 
environments targeting musical creation.
 Among others, we can highlight: 
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• The WAVE system [150], a multicomponent low cost environment which ena-
bles sound synthesis and sample playing through a virtual desk like interface; 
• SoundStudio4D [133], a system using three dimensional drawing as a meta-
phor for composing spatial soundscapes in VEs;
• HarmonyGrid [1], a floor projected grid for creating and controlling a musical 
score; 
• The GAVIP [24] /CoRSAIRe [52], project, an auditory and visual interactive 
platform which explores space through gestures allowing 3D navigation au-
dio visual partition;
• DRILE [9], a virtual environment for hierarchical, interactive live looping;
• COSM [154], Networked, Max/MSP extensions for spatial electronic music 
within immersive audiovisual environment;
• The ToneWall/HarmonicField [142], an immersive 3D compositional environ-
ment based on volume data sonification); 
• MvM [102], a computer vision oriented framework for interactive installations 
and dance performance.
However, although the possibilities offered by the above referenced systems are 
quite extensive, none of these proposals present a comprehensive response to 
problems of portability and scalability (e.g. COSM and GAVIP), and distributed 
execution (e.g. DRILE). Instead, what we are aiming at, is a more solid and open 
technology that incorporates the means for interconnecting heterogeneous and 
specialized tools. In addition, such a technology should provide a more com-
prehensive infrastructure for creation plurality, ensuring further development 
beyond the demonstration stages and elevation of the referred platform to real 
world application development level. A similar concern has been expressed in 
relation to the software components employed in the Allobrain project (which 
COSM is a part of), where the authors [146] state that Max/MSP is unsuitable as 
a foundation environment for such a long-term strategy.
Finally, some inspiring, non-immersive oriented implementations are worth 
mentioning here. Frameworks3D [122] introduces a three dimensional work-
space for the traditional two dimensional DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) 
interface paradigm. While maintaining the standard track and time axis, the 
added depth dimension permits the hierarchical composition of sound objects. 
Additionally, it uses Max/MSP as a sound rendering engine to overcome the 
audio shortcomings of the central Java implementation. This strategy of using 
different environments to unite expert tools can also be found in the Versum 
system [5], an environment for creating 3D spatial compositions and perform-
ance. While the main coordinating process is Java based, the visual and sound 
rendering are delegated to specialized environments, respectively Max/MSP/
Jitter and SuperCollider3.
2.3.3  Interactive sonification development
2.3.3.1 Theoretical background
We aim at generating and controlling meaningful sonic interaction by exploiting 
principles of gestalt theory in the context of electroacoustic composition. This 
context is of particular interest because of the sound manipulation principles 
that have been developed in order to deal with the enormous variety of sonic 
material. As such, one could conceive electroacoustic composition theory and 
practice as an attempt to make, interface wise, a given dataset easier to mold 
and access according to the user’s inspection or monitoring goals. As previously 
addressed in [43] and [45], our musicological investigation was centered around 
the theoretical work and practice of Pierre Schaeffer and Karlheinz Stock-
hausen as well as on Trevor Wishart and Dennis Smalley. We believe that their 
compositional practices provide a structural framework for relating the 
components of sound based communication and embodied perception into two 
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interrelated approaches, which are called: “multilevel mapping” and “scope 
variation”.
Multilevel mapping concerns the consistent use of layered sonic mappings to 
individual or groups of samples within a given dataset in a consistent way. The 
Sound Object Theory [27] provided the initial basis for the implementation of 
this strategy. According to Schaeffer, a sound object is perceived as an object 
only in an enclosing context as ”every object of perception is at the same time an 
object in so far as it is perceived as a unit locatable in a context, and a structure 
in so far as it is itself composed of several objects” [27, pp. 58]. This imposed 
dialogue condition to sound objects and structure, constitutes a fundamental 
design directive for allowing the manipulation of multiples levels of complexity 
as in, for example, [129]. 
Additionally, Stockhausen addressed the unified control of material (low level) 
and form (high level) through transpositional techniques such as integral se-
rialism - where musical parameters (pitch, duration, dynamics, register) are 
derived from a series of values and are used in melodic, harmonic, and struc-
tural progression construction - and formula composition - where all aspects of 
a given work derive from an initial short composition [141]. As an example, his 
over twenty-nine hours long opera cycle ”Licht” is based on a three-part, eight-
een-bar only score formula. Also, Stockhausen’s take on Information Theory 
provided a valuable input as it focuses on the behavior of sound objects through 
time. In Stockhausen’s view, the sequence in which the auditory stimuli are pre-
sented is crucial for perceiving the musical discourse as different sequences 
can afford multiple views on the musical material. This interpretation provides 
the foundations for his “moment form”, a structuring paradigm based on a non 
linear distribution of ”gestalts” known as moments [70].
Scope variation is concerned with inspection mechanisms that allow both the 
triggering of generated sonification levels and an aural interpolation between 
them. For this matter, Wishart’s considerations and practice regarding the 
impact of sound recording technologies on our recognition of a sound’s source 
(e.g. the landscape of a sound) were taken into account. By changing the micro-
phone’s proximity, variations in aural perspective are created during the cap-
turing process [160]. This technique is also used by Stockhausen, namely in 
Mikrophonie I, where microphones are employed for providing sonic close-ups 
of tam-tam sounds [141]. This manipulation process leads to new sound objects 
that transcend its physical sources, becoming an entity in itself. Furthermore, 
additional transformations can be applied concerning simulation of depth and 
dynamics of the sound object. Finally, Smalley’s Spectromorphology classifi-
cation was incorporated as it addresses the concept of gesture as wrapping 
mechanism for scope transposition, providing a translation device between the 
listener and the sonic texture. The Spectromorphology theory will be the target 
of further analysis in Section 2.3.5.
Multilevel mapping and scope variation are metaphors for sound manipulation. 
In transposing these metaphors to a technological implementation, we relied 
on the theory of embodied music cognition [99]. This theory dictates that the hu-
man body plays a prominent role as mediator between the (subjective) musical 
experience and the (objective) sonic environment. Moreover, it states that the 
human body can be connected with technologies in such a way that the human 
mind considers these technologies as part of the body. As such, the human mind 
can operate in a virtual sonic environment, using extended body technologies. 
We believe that, through the expansion of the mediating role of the body with an 
immersive 3D environment, it is possible to turn the interaction metaphors of 
electroacoustic music into an interesting technological implementation for ex-
ploring sonification. By using physical space as a common representation of the 
real and virtual world, and as an access strategy for sonic objects, it becomes 
possible to explore direct manipulation [34] strategies that bring forward the 
user’s intention through an explicit manipulation of the sound objects as they 
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are afforded by the space and spatial setting. Additionally, an object oriented 
paradigm was chosen in order to better take advantage of structural similari-
ties between the variable resolution of the human motor system [63], the sound 
objects and data. Based on the above considerations, two main categories of 
interfacing metaphors were designed, namely, the virtual inspection window 
and virtual inspection tool.
• The virtual inspection window presents a strategy for representing a vari-
able’s values (or a subset of them) in a three dimensional environment. If 
the variable is time dependent, it can be used as a timeframe representa-
tion, in which an array of virtual objects follows a First In First Out manage-
ment (w(t) = [v(t), ... , v(t + !t*size(w))]). This strategy significantly increases 
the representational versatility of a given variable. For instance, the same 
variable can be represented by multiple windows (with the same or dis-
tinct time intervals), multiple window’s morphology (linear, circular, ...) 
and multiple window’s sizes to better fit the user’s inspection procedures.
• The virtual inspection tool allows the activation of the constituents of 
the virtual inspection window. Following a “virtual microphone” strategy, 
as suggested by the work of Stockhausen and Wishart (see above), such 
an activation can occur through collision detection or a spatial distance 
threshold approach. The spatial distance between the user and sound ob-
ject becomes a tool for foreground/background interpolation of the data. 
as well as for individual/group comparative analysis of data samples. 
The virtual inspection tool can be used with multiple instances of micro-
phones. For example, it is possible to apply different microphones on mul-
tiple points of the user’s body, and each microphone can be paired with 
one or multiple mapping levels. Additionally, a global (all microphones 
can activate all windows) or selective (microphone/window pairing) activa-
tion strategy can be explored.
A summary of the relationship between the presented electroacoustic tech-
niques, communication approaches and interfacing metaphors is illustrated 
in Fig. 44. Through these metaphors, multiple possibilities for exploration 
and monitoring perspectives are conveyed to the user. The application of the 
described multilevel mapping and scope variation strategies will be the focus of 
the following section.
Multilevel
Mapping
Virtual
Inspection
Window
Scope
Variation
Virtual
Inspection
Tool
Schaeffer
Sound Object Theory
Stockhausen
Integral Serialism
Formula Composition
Moment Form
Smalley
Spectromorphology
Wishart
Landscape Definition
Stockhausen
Mikrophonie I
Smalley
Spectromorphology
Fig. 44 Relationship between the presented electroacoustic techniques, communication ap-
proaches and interfacing metaphors.
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2.3.3.2 Sonification use cases
A sonification system was developed, targeting the interactive exploration of 
multivariable data through non-speech audio communication [45]. The goal of 
this implementation was to investigate the possibility of establishing a unified 
context between individual sound streams, simultaneously exposed through 
time. The sonification paradigm was based on concepts from electroacoustic 
musical composition. The inspection process was conducted through the user’s 
interaction with virtual objects in an immersive 3D environment (see Fig. 45).
Through several use cases, we investigated the user’s relationship with spatial 
sound object representation and the use of  different sonification levels upon his 
exploration of a test dataset.
The conceptual design was based on the combination of two main metaphors, 
namely, the virtual inspection window, providing access points to the variables 
and their values belonging to a given dataset, and the virtual microphone, which 
implemented a sonic inspection tool controlled by the user’s hand. This ap-
proach is inspired on Stockhausen’s work Mikrophonie I (see previous section).
In the first use case, each independent virtual object belonging to the virtual 
inspection window functions as a sound source. The pitch representation of its 
correspondent data value was activated through collision detection when the 
inspection volume of the virtual microphone intersected the virtual objects. 
Moreover, two additional sonic representations of the relationship between the 
values of the data were made available, namely, interval and chord, in order to 
provide a sonic feedback of numeric proportions in the data. In addition, the po-
sition of the activated objects in the inspection volume of the virtual microphone 
influenced the respective output in terms of auditory relevance. This was imple-
mented through distance based real-time adjustment of amplitude and rever-
beration, as suggested in [160] concerning distance simulation. In summary, the 
adopted interface paradigms conveyed multiple perspective views between dif-
ferent levels by representing the evolution of the sound object/data in time and 
structure, and by establishing and comparing different groupings of variables.
The second use case, called the Dance use case [43], was based on the previ-
ously described prototype. This time, the array is scattered in space, enabling 
users to vary their inspection in space and time even more (see Fig. 46). An 
extra bend sensor and wireless ADC allowed for the participants to vary the 
scope of the virtual microphone by changing their posture from an open, global 
to a closed, detailed viewpoint, which tied the use of space in relation to a body-
centered spatial exploration over time. 
Fig. 45 User interactively exploring a dataset, using two virtual inspection windows (e.g. array of 
cubes) and one virtual inspection tool (e.g. pyramid shaped object).
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The Dance use case consisted of two parts, namely, a setup part and an explo-
ration part. In the setup part, the data objects were set out in space by a user. 
Accordingly, the data objects represent dance movements in the sense that a 
sequence of these data objects illustrates a trace of the dance movements as an 
occupation of space. In the exploration part, the user is given the task to explore 
the trace of the initial movement. The exploring user had no visual representa-
tion of when the virtual objects creation took place within the choreography. 
Besides indicating the direction of the path through an increase in pitch, vari-
ation in the velocity of the original movement was conveyed by the variation of 
the pitch’s increase. This strategy was strongly inspired on Stockhausen’s take 
on Information Theory (see Section 2.3.3.1).
2.3.3.3 JOINDER, a software framework for interactive sonification
The developed software, applied in the above use cases, resulted from the need 
for generic data sonification tools for both research and applications [94]. The 
software aims at providing an infrastructure for integrating the concepts dis-
cussed above while addressing requirements related to auditory display, name-
ly, portability, flexibility and integrability. For that aim, a Java framework has 
been developed, based on a functional division of the multimodal interaction 
realm into individual branches around a state representation (see Fig. 47). In 
this framework, the concrete implementation of a virtual world, its visual and 
auditory representations, and the human interfaces, can be defined according 
to the desired performance, access or functional needs of the intended use 
cases, using external libraries and platforms, such as Java3D, Supercollider 3, 
Max/MSP or Ableton Live (see Fig. 48).
virtual 
core
visual 
core
sound 
core
hi
core
physics
core
Virtual Core - responsible for scene managing 
(all elements) and generic monitoring through behavior hosting
Registry - provides information to cores 
about location and servicing
Modality Cores - responsible for rendering a specific modality, managing 
their specific elements and specific behavior hosting
Additional Cores - responsible for 
rendering a specific modality/behavior
registry
Fig. 47  Schematic representation of the developed system. The virtual core serves as a global 
hub for coordinating the elements rendered by the modality cores (visual, audio, human interface) 
and other additional cores (e.g. physics).
Fig. 46 User investigating a choreography path in the Dance use case as part of a dance work-
shop at Destelheide educational center in Belgium.
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Fig. 48 Data flow between the system’s different cores and tasks implemented for the first soni-
fication use case.
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2.3.4  Expansion of the system and strategies through its 
application within an artistic context: the SoundField project
Given the limitations of a laboratory setup, where the first interactive significa-
tion use case took place, a need arose for a broader, more ecological-based 
design. This would allow the implementation of features through a participatory 
design strategy [39]. In this approach, software development is done in collabo-
ration with users, which typically leads to a focused and comprehensive bottom 
up creation of modules that complement the top down premisses concerning 
interaction metaphors, mediation paradigms, and other preliminary decisions 
(such as choice of different media technologies).
As a consequence, the SoundField project was conducted as a work in progress, 
artistic installation, involving a broad audience, who participated in the devel-
opment, from October 2010 to May 2011 at the Destelheide Educational Center 
in Dworp, Belgium. This event was organized in close collaboration with the 
Flanders “Youth and Music” program. The focus of the project was mainly on the 
exploration of interactivity in new media arts through social interaction princi-
ples [30], extending the above mentioned virtual objects mediation approach. 
During the referred period, several implementations were developed according 
to the users’ requirements, observations and evaluations, which were gathered 
during evaluation sessions. The requirements were incorporated (through rapid 
prototyping) and presented to the same user groups. After another set of tests 
and interaction sessions, the specifications of the given use case, and the ex-
perience of the users with the technology was recorded, in order to incorporate 
this knowledge in the following use cases.
In summary, this project combined new media art studies, interactive software 
design and participatory development. The Destelheide Educational Center pro-
vides workshops and courses in various disciplines such as dance, literature, 
music, theater, sculpture and audiovisual arts, throughout the year.
2.3.4.1 Expansion of the technological setup
The JOINDER framework was expanded in order to accommodate the require-
ments of the SoundField project. The following description presents an overview 
of the base setup used during this project (see Fig. 49). The Java-based frame-
work constituted the core of the system concerning virtual scene state repre-
sentation and monitoring. An Optitrack motion capture system was employed 
to capture the 3D position and orientation of IR reflective marker sets, which 
are typically attached to the human body. The data was transmitted through the 
NatNet protocol via the Arena software and converted to OSC by a custom driver. 
An ICubeX system was used for connecting various sensors (e.g. a bend sensor) 
in order to control the radius of the virtual inspection tool. The data is received 
Max/MSP/Jitter
Enviroment
Java3DJCollider
Virtual Core
Visual output 
Sound output
HI data
Sound output Visual output
Collision detection
behavior
SuperCollider
Server
Visual
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Visual/Sound
Behaviors
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Optitrack Driver
Natural Point
Optitrack Arena
Fig. 49 An overview of the interconnection between the software and the hardware components 
used in the SoundField project.
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in a Max/MSP patch. All the referred OSC formatted information is gathered in 
the virtual core and used to place and configure the virtual objects in the scene. 
Based on this information, collision detection and additional information (for 
example, the distance between virtual inspection tool and activated sound ob-
ject) is calculated and sent in the OSC format to, for instance, a Max/MSP patch. 
The Max/MSP (together with Ableton Live through MaxforLive) and SuperCol-
lider3 environments are responsible for the sound synthesis and/or spatializa-
tion based on the data transmitted by the Java framework. Java 3D and Max/
MSP/Jitter based implementations are used for the rendering of the scene’s 
visual projections. A summary of these components is presented in Fig. 49.
2.3.4.2 SoundField use cases
The use cases developed during the SoundField sessions encompassed vari-
ous interaction strategies through multiple implementation scenarios. A pro-
totype demonstration deployment, which expanded the interaction possibili-
ties presented in the previous section, constituted the starting point for the 
development of the subsequent use cases. In this prototype demonstration, 
the envisioned social dimensionality, as a means of establishing cooperative 
interaction, was implemented through simple metaphors - point, line and plane 
(see Fig. 50). From there, 14 distinct deployments and additional variations were 
developed in close collaboration with their respective user groups. These use 
cases ranged from 3D sound manipulation to theatrical audiovisual augmenta-
tion and multimodal rehabilitation tasks. A total of 77 users actively participated 
in the full evaluation process.
Given the wide range of use cases developed during the SoundField project, 
the following description will be limited to the most relevant examples that are 
pertinent to this article’s scope. A more in-depth presentation and analysis of 
the SoundField project in terms of user participatory development is under [40].
 For our current purposes, these use cases constitute an extension of the meth-
odology and interface design strategies that were presented in the above soni-
fication use cases, described in section 2.3.3.2.
The SoundPath use case was implemented within a dance workshop environ-
ment. The interface consisted of an array of virtual objects that were positioned 
in the 3D environment by a dancer while performing a free form dance rou-
tine. This array of objects illustrated the path of the performance and held the 
Fig. 50  Users interacting with the SoundField’s demonstrator.
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information concerning the original movement, which was followed and ac-
cessed by another performer. It presents a variation of the Dance use case de-
scribed earlier on. The main difference consists in the fact that the generation 
and exploration are condensed into one single stage, both occurring in real time. 
In addition, the trail would be limited to a predetermined number of objects, in 
order to avoid overpopulating the virtual scene. In practice, the SoundPath con-
figuration was used in dance choreographies where contrapuntal movements 
between the two dancers are emphasized (See Fig. 51). The sonic output would 
be the result, the reinterpretation or answer to the first dancer’s movement 
through the second dancer’s activation of the performance’s path. Also, the 
articulation between the use of personal and scene space, either in the crea-
tional or inspection tasks, created enough room for diversity of execution within 
this symbiotic setting.
Another variation of the interfaces previously used in the above sonification sce-
narios was SoundMaze and SoundGrid. These use cases consisted primarily in 
the recreation of a sequence of sounds (e.g. a melody) through the activation 
of virtual blocks, placed in a maze/grid-like way. These use cases originally 
targeted a rehabilitation workshop for patients with mental disabilities, and 
were valuable in evaluating the interaction paradigm within a constrained ac-
cess. The results led us to speculate on other applications where the activation 
objects would have a dynamic form and placement according to the temporal 
enrolling of a given performance.
The SoundObjects use case was based on the initial idea of SoundField, namely, 
to create an environment where collaboration of participants is a fundamen-
tal condition to unveil new form of interactions and sonic output. In this use 
case, each user can manipulate a virtual spherical object in the three dimen-
sional space. Using the position of the objects in relation to the other objects, 
it is possible to configure the morphology and sonic response of two addition-
al objects attached to the spheres, namely a 2-point line and a 3-point plane. 
Fig. 51 Users performing within the SoundPath use case. The first user generated a path which 
was in turn explored by the second user.
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The sonification parameters of the virtual objects mimicked the tuning 
parameters of a real string (2-point line) or a real membrane (3-point plane) 
and their respective central pitch was based on, respectively, the line length 
or plane area. A user can then trigger the objects in real time through colli-
sion detection. Other use cases mainly explored the three dimensional nature 
of the interface space through the placing and movement of the user-controlled 
virtual objects. For example, SoundSculpture used a three dimensional, abso-
lute position to control the sonic parameters. SoundStage, SoundScene and 
SoundTales used relative distance between user controlled and static interface 
objects to manipulate sonic landscapes. Similarly, the SoundMovie (See Fig. 52) 
and SoundTheater variants implemented audio/video selection and mixing to 
support scenic performances.
2.3.4.3 Results
The users’ participation was organized in different in different stages, which fol-
lowed the same development pattern in every use case. After the presentation 
of selected demonstrators, a pre-interaction meeting was conducted in order 
to access the requirements in relation to the workshop’s goals. This would be 
succeeded by an implementation of the gathered demands and the respective 
interaction session. Afterwards, a post-interaction evaluation collected feed-
back information concerning this session’s results through questionnaires, 
group interview and debate.
This series of iterations aimed at gathering new usages of the mediation para-
digm through an assessment of the user’s preliminary evaluation concerning 
early stage prototypes that implemented such new approaches. Technologi-
cally speaking, the main idea was to test the adaptability of the framework’s 
structure to rapid prototype development challenges. The results were to be 
used in incrementing the software code base (e.g. new device drivers) of the 
JOINDER framework, as well as in circumscribing possible refactorization 
areas (e.g. class structure, thread management, etc.). Additionally, this user 
participation strategy envisioned to collect new applications of the interface 
paradigms offered by the system. These applications were proposed by the pro-
spective users after a brief first contact with -often- no previous experience 
concerning multimodal/immersive technologies. Furthermore, these proto-
types often resulted from one day’s implementation effort. Consequently, they 
frequently contained faults, due to non-thorough testing, which at times influ-
enced the aesthetics, accuracy and performance evaluation. Nevertheless, our 
main drive was to evaluate the suitability and viability of these new interaction 
modes proposed within an artistic context into the interface’s (and underlying 
software framework) range of possibilities. As such, the participation of the 
Fig. 52  The SoundMovie use case. Using absolute position, participants controlled several at-
tributes of their movie while an auxiliary object would determine their participation in the final mix 
(e.g. the wall projection) through relative distance.
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users and their level of satisfaction contributed to valuable insights concerning 
the needs and the fulfillment of expectations with regards to the used interface 
strategies.
Concerning the interface paradigm, performance and requirements fulfillment, 
several tendencies were observed. Throughout the various use cases, the us-
ers’ apprehension of the interaction paradigms was swift, as the visual and son-
ic components of the interface were usually considered of a self-explanatory 
nature. As the virtual objects manipulation and behaviors triggering/monitoring 
persisted as a base paradigm across the demo and prototype testing phases, 
the user found that interface affordances could be discovered without problems. 
This allowed the exploration of the use cases’ specific features in a comfortable 
manner. Consequently, requirements and implementation were related satis-
factorily and the majority of the users rated the developed prototype positively, 
within the prototype stage boundaries. 
As a result, the configuration possibilities of the interface were extended as the 
participants of the workshops assimilated its underlying paradigms in a fairly 
straightforward manner. Within this scope, the JOINDER software framework 
functioned as foreseen, providing a scalable progression between single and 
multiple users environments as well as between simple and complex behavior 
handling. The framework’s modular design and scalable technology provided 
an adequate platform for the requirements with regards to the expansibility 
of the project. Both new software environments (e.g. Max/MsP) as hardware 
devices (e.g. iCubeX bend sensor, WiiMote) were incrementally incorporated 
without any repercussion to the already used technologies, as well as func-
tions and data management facilities already available in the JOINDER frame-
work. This made it possible to make iterative transitions between setups and 
to consolidate design choices.However, the SoundField iterations did lead to 
some concerns regarding the interface concept’s application. First, limitations 
regarding the number of participants in social interaction scenarios were pin- 
pointed during the evaluation of use cases with more than three participants 
due to technological constrains of the motion capture system. More specifically 
concerning the trackable area and usable number of rigid bodies. Additionally, 
when several users have the same virtual objects manipulation mapping to 
sound, the discernibility component of the interface is reduced and interaction 
becomes confusing. When there are more then the three critical participants, 
the outcome of a user’s own actions would often become cluttered by the global 
scene sonic output. As such, the contribution of the visual output has proven to 
be, in many cases, as important in terms of discoverability [111] as the sonic 
feedback. One can attribute this to two facts. First, the visual layer constitutes 
the first contact with the interface (as in the only perceptual output immedi-
ately before the interaction). Second, the sonic output was a consequence of 
the user’s manipulation (given that the artistic research within this interactive 
art research is centered on the emergence of the artistic content only upon 
interaction [30]). Also, in terms of accuracy and suitability [111], the reliance of 
the interface on an adequate representation of the virtual object’s real space oc-
cupation was highlighted as an important factor to account for (being essential 
to, for example, usable activation through collision detection).
In summary, these observations provide both a preliminary confirmation that 
the developed interactive sonification metaphors (and related software) can be 
used in artistic contexts. Consequently, these metaphors can provide useful 
guidelines for the development of music production immersive scenarios.
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2.3.5  Validation of the developed sonification tools
In this section, the tools developed in the previous stages will be compared 
to Smalley’s compositional theory of Spectromorphology, Spatiomorphology 
[134] and Space-form framework [137]. This comparison aims at accessing the 
possible use of new interactive multimodal interfaces, such as the ones that 
JOINDER framework provides, in the domain of electroacoustic music composi-
tion and performance.
2.3.5.1 Spectromorphology
According to Smalley, the sounding body is activated through energy-motion 
trajectories, which conveys its spectromorphological identification. This princi-
ple is based on a gestalt-theoretical insight that is also relevant to our frame-
work for interactive sonification. For example, while interactively investigating a 
dataset, the user’s intentionality may be transmitted through gestures that pro-
vide energy-motion trajectories. By describing the user’s exploration of data, 
these trajectories may contain information that can be used to fine-tune the 
way in which the user explores his goals or reveals unexpected phenomenon 
in the data.
However, this approach assumes an interface that can represent the data on a 
“human scale”, that is, a scale reachable by the user. In addition, we have to ac-
knowledge that an electroacoustic gesture is more than the sum of its compo-
nents. As in the tonal tradition, the use of chord as an identity mark (e.g. Tristan 
chord) goes beyond the function that is dictated by its constituent pitches, as the 
chord may serve as a pointer or trigger for an association that is external to the 
chord. In sonification, exploring a dataset can be a very difficult task by merely 
supplying auditory information about every sample. Therefore, the sonification 
process should provide hierarchical levels of feedback and tools for their inter-
polation. During the inspection stage, interactive control should be made avail-
able to allow the switch between the different levels of sonification in a dynamic 
way and to allow the user to establish relations between the dataset’s elements 
(e.g. spatial selection/activation of elements, sample grouping, etc.). It is this 
combination of gestural framing (actions upon the data) and sonic texture set-
ting (scope of the actions) that can pave the way for a spectromorphological 
analysis of a dataset through an interactive and embodied sonic exploration.
As stated above, we believe that the concept of gestural framing, and its related 
sonic motion, constitutes a meaningful concept for interactive sonification. Ges-
tural framing entails a multidimensional spectral occupancy that, in agreement 
with Schaeffer’s dualistic classification of the sound object and its enclosing 
structure [27], is composed by multiple layers or levels. The transposition of 
Smalley’s motion classification (unidireccional, cyclic, etc.) [134] to the inter- 
active sonification domain is supported by the virtual object’s morphology and 
mapping configuration. Our explorations in different use cases suggest that an 
embodied use of these morphologies and mappings can facilitate the discovery 
of group patterns within the dataset’s samples. For instance, the configuration 
of the virtual inspection window enables iterative, granular or sustained texture 
motions by configuring the amount of samples or selecting different types of 
virtual object (e.g. array or a line), using the own body as point of reference.
Through this framework, embodied involvement can be supported through an 
interactive scope activation (via multiple virtual inspection tools) that offers a 
spatial control strategy. As such, the user can control mappings in a hierarchi-
cal way, for example, from body center (larger scope) to arm (medium scope) 
to hand (small scope). In addition, these different scopes are typically comple-
mented by the assignment of hierarchical sonification levels. When in use, the 
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user’s active listening establishes a dialogue where expectations concerning 
the behavior of the data are reflected (or not) in the sonic result of the explora-
tory movement and adapted through a continuous adjustment of the gesture. 
The detection of meaningful data can be related to the presence of a “musi-
cal” function. However, since the presence of such “musical” functions is often 
undefined, interactivity offers a tool for disambiguation, applicable wherever it 
may be found to be relevant.
The basic stages of a gesture (onset, continuant, termination) are determined 
here by the user’s action, which controls both the activation and ceasing of the 
sonic activation. In addition, the relative position of the user within the interac-
tive interface framework, typically modulates the level of participation in the 
total sonic output, creating the spectromorphological body of the elements that 
are explored in the interaction. By shifting the activation pattern, the motion 
and growth characteristics of the dataset (e.g. the temporal evolution of am-
bient temperature data in a given location) can be exposed. Both motion and 
growth patterns convey directional information, from which structural functions 
(e.g. sonic markers) can be attributed regarding expectation. As such, the dy-
namic scopes of the interface aim at maximizing the user’s objective, by provid-
ing multiple perspective views on the evolution of the dataset. For example, 
in the Dance use case, not only directionality, but also the rate of change was 
conveyed to the user, which created the grounds for a task execution that was 
based on musical expectation. It illustrates how the application of Smalley’s 
classification concerning directionality and density of sound sources were used 
for guiding the user during his task.
In summary, by moving away from the temperate scale-based granularity and 
the fixed timbre classification scheme (e.g. instruments) that are typically used 
in sonification projects, it seems that the spectromorphological framework 
encompasses a fuller scope of auditory display possibilities. Such a framework 
considers a spectral content that is defined by the gestural behavior of users. 
Its temporal evolution provides the basis for an identity assessment of the data 
in relation to gestural control and sonic feedback.
In this approach to gestural framing, motion and growth are used as a refer-
ence for the implementation of interactive sonification tools that interconnect 
hierarchical sonic levels to interactive, dynamic scope tools. They established a 
methodology that is rooted in embodied interactions (that use the own body as 
reference), which can enable the interpretation of discrete, low-level elements, 
through higher-level relations. As such, individual samples of a dataset can be 
grouped through configurable scope adjustment, allowing perceptual interpola-
tion. Having clear analogies with the physical inspection of real world objects, the 
virtual microphone metaphor affords a correspondence with real world explo-
ration. One can easily compare the browsing through an array of virtual objects 
representing a dataset with hitting or scraping the surface of a set of objects.
Concerning the two components of the spectromorphological framework, 
namely the spectral and the morphological component, we can say that in 
our approach, the spectral component is portrayed by the multilevel mapping 
whereas the morphological component is rendered through the gesture-based 
interaction. Both are interconnected through the virtual object mediation and 
the variable scope strategies.
In terms of the spectral domain, the different classifications of source type 
(note, note collectives, and noise) are incorporated into the sonification strat-
egy. Here, the main component is scope variation. This mechanism allows the 
simultaneous activation of different samples. This perceptual interpolation, 
along with the sonification levels, conveys a variation of granularity of the sound 
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sources that allows the user to, for example, hear large chunks of data (direc-
tional, colored noise) and zooming in to a specific group (note collectives) or 
single value (note) when alerted to the presence of a given numerical relation 
(ex. interval) between the elements of a dataset.
Additionally, the higher levels of sonification reveal a distinct spectral signature 
that can help the user to pinpoint a region of interest within the dataset. For that 
purpose, the implemented alerts in the above described dataset sonification are 
based on pitch, as intervalic relationships are deeply embedded in our cultural 
background. As stated by Smalley, “Even with a pitch-drone, the actual pitch (as 
opposed to the fact that it is high, low, or a stable reference-point, or its motion 
is textured) is unimportant if intervallic pitch relationships are absent” [134, 
pp. 14]. By confronting the highlight of external relations (abstract language) 
[48] with the relations contained on the dataset (abstracted language), this af-
fords a multilevel inspection by the user. Furthermore, relative anchoring plays 
a fundamental role in assessing the identity of the sonic artifact and thus the 
represented dataset.
Referred by Smalley as “rooting”, sonic markers highlight the variation in the 
dataset by establishing a spectral framing upon which one can infer the behav-
ior of the analyzed data. As such, these elements may be used for comparison 
purposes. By analyzing different points of a dataset, through multiple inspec-
tions tools, the user establishes a sonic ground from which the relevance of the 
presented data can be inferred by comparison. For example, one window with 
the average daily temperatures of a given month may provide auditory root- 
ing to analyze the variance concerning the hourly temperatures of a given day. 
These sonic markers help to foreground dataset behaviors in a similar way that 
the presence of key sound objects can be used to establish musical functions 
within the discourse of a work.
Concerning the spectral space and density (e.g. the rate and quality of the 
spectrum’s occupancy), both the concepts of sound object perception (as a re-
sult of sonic description through time) and gesture (as an user’s action) are 
closely linked within the dataset representation strategy and interactive scope 
activation. These attributes are incorporated as descriptors of the dataset’s 
sonic identity and behavior. The first is related with the already discussed 
motion and growth types. Density is transposed as a guideline for a detailed 
assessment while overviewing a dataset. Again, the higher levels of sonification 
function as an alert for searched relations and as a marker for exploration guid-
ing, as they pierce through the high density feedback of wide scope activation. 
Furthermore, density parsing is also related with spatial placing of the dataset’s 
virtual objects. This allows the user to step back and forth and to reposition the 
listening focus within multiple perspectives. As stated by Smalley, “Spectral 
density is related to distance perspective” and “same density set further back 
will free space closer to the listener so that it can be occupied by other spectro-
morphologies” [134. pp. 15].
2.3.5.2 Spatiomorphology and Space-form
This section addresses the concept of Spatiomorphology [134] and Space-form 
[48], and its correspondence to the developed interactive sonification model. 
Spatiomorphology deals with the categorization of changes in the spectral 
space, used by a sound object in a given environment. Since this spectral 
occupation is time dependent, it is intimately related to density and dynamic 
levels as well as motion and growth processes. In addition, spatiomorphology 
also addresses the listening space in which a work is physically diffused. In this 
sense, “spectromorphology becomes the medium through which space can be 
explored and experienced” [134, pp. 16].
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In our sonification framework, this definition is applied by making the virtual 
world a physical space of interaction. As such, multiple perspectives of the 
sound space are afforded to the user by the relative position and distance of 
the user’s body to the virtual dataset in space. For example, in the Dance use 
case, the real space becomes populated with virtual elements, resulting from 
the dance movements. This space is then transformed into a composed space 
and accessed by the user through spatial exploration and user-centric scope 
variation. As the composed and listening space become one, the user investi-
gates the listening space by direct interaction with the composed space. The af-
fordance of multiple perspectives is a base component of sonic perception and 
cognition as “listeners can only become really aware of the variants if they have 
had an opportunity to compare perceptions of the same work under different 
listening conditions” [134, pp. 16]. The Dance use case is an example of a trail 
that first transforms the dancer’s gesture into a spatial trajectory by conveying 
directionality, energy and velocity information about the sound object. The in-
spection process then allows the user to apply further concepts such as image 
definition in which scope variation becomes a means to reduce the listening 
space to a certain region and alternate between different spatial textures of the 
dataset.
The acknowledgement of space as a primary component for stimuli integration 
and structure analysis is central in Smalley’s classification framework. In the 
space-form theory [137], the spectral content-driven classification is extended 
as the composed and listening space are given a center role in the acousmatic 
interpretation and production framework and are subject to a more thorough 
investigation. One of the key considerations is that time can be subservient of 
space. As such, immersive virtual reality and real world geometry interfaces 
can be of service here. Given the fact that music is a time dependent construc-
tion, the interface action space can serve as a placeholder for time-stamped 
samples of one given dataset. Time is, therefore, represented in space and the 
creation of source-bonded spaces is based on the user’s direct manipulation 
of the entities at play. The application of this theoretical viewpoint can be seen 
in the interactive sonification use cases, where the co-inhabitance of the same 
space by user and virtual objects allowed the user to explore an interface, based 
on space as a time-browsing device. This configurable representation, founded 
on placement of virtual objects within the interaction space, conveys a suitable 
environment for transmodal perception and actuation. As mentioned previous-
ly, the sound’s spectral evolution, as well as its motion and placement within 
a given space, is deeply related with the physical act of sound making in both 
natural/cultural environments. Visual and sonic phenomena are intimately con-
nected with our proprioceptive capabilities and gesture making. This puts the 
human agent at the core of the perception activity, where meaning inferences 
direct us to acknowledge any gestural information that a sound might suggest 
as we virtually mimic the necessary conditions and actions to reproduce the 
received auditory event. In this sense, the “materialization” of sonic elements 
through spatial occupancy combined with human centered scope interaction 
merge virtual/real world elements and behaviors as equally important compo-
nents of the same process.
Acknowledging the crucial role of embodiment and cross-modality in the as-
similation of sonic stimuli, Smalley defines space-form as a framework for 
classifying multimodal stimuli through the spectromorphological content of 
sound sources and their evolution’s relationships. This classification borrows 
a proxemic spatial definition from Hall [68], which encompasses four human 
centric volumes, namely: intimate, personal, social and public human centric 
volumes In addition, it encompasses the idea that our perception is based on a 
dynamic shifting of these ranges. Through expansion and contraction, the in-
ner, proprioceptive scope of the individual is contrasted with the social arena. 
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This process allows a conversion of the sonic landscape to our human scale. 
Again, by magnifying spectral content and gestural behavior, the microphone 
space is referenced as a primary tool for interconnecting the visual and au-
ral elements. Our application of a virtual microphone metaphor with a variable 
scope range puts this facility at the user’s command. Here, the concept of scale 
is fundamental in the creation of changes in perspective, such as overture ver-
sus enclosure, within an immersive space.
This feature, along with positioning, affords the definition of multiple vantage 
points and this perspectival articulation allows for the listening user to estab-
lish an interconnection between the attentional focus (prospective space) and 
the surrounding aural environment (circumspace). Consequently, the incorpo-
ration of proper technological tools facilitates the exploratory task by afford-
ing the accumulation of information from multiple viewpoints, resolutions and 
scales to be processed at a high level of perception. As such, it facilitates the 
extraction of the visual, sound and spatial elements’ identity and, consequently, 
their comparison.
In this approach, spectral content is regarded as a provider of perspective and 
movement. Through resolution, quality and dynamic level manipulation, proxi-
mal and distal spaces can be connected in order to relate position, movement 
and behavior of sonic sources. According to Smalley, these attributes are as-
signed to a note/noise continuum and are bounded to our pitch based musical 
cultural basis. Nevertheless, they represent a point of departure for a more 
global analysis, which comprises concepts such as gravitation (an extension 
of the cadence compositional device) through the representation of attraction 
poles and directionality (e.g. glissandi) and the creation of spectral lines and 
planes. Often used to represent musical tension and relief, the concepts can be 
helpful in highlighting events and behaviors of interest that direct the listening 
user’s attention.
Generically speaking, the application of these methods are useful in generating 
interface objects that co-inhabit the spectral, virtual and physical space. Also, 
the concept of circumspace entails the possibility of multiple/simultaneous 
subspace creation. Combined with processes related to positioning and scope 
variation, they allow a more versatile “polyphonic” assessment of the elements 
at play. As stated by Smalley, circumspectral spaces enable “greater flexibility 
in the use of perspectival shifts to create spatial forms that seem to turn in 
three dimensions” [137, pp. 17].
All of the above mentioned strategies contribute to a dynamic selection of van-
tage points during user’s analysis, operation or performance. Furthermore, 
Smalley highlights immersive spaces as a type of circumspace that appeals to 
such type of inspection as “the listener gains from adopting, and is encouraged 
to adopt, different vantage points (...) freeing aural elements from continuous, 
concentrated scrutiny” [137, pp. 18]. Our proposed methodology of interaction, 
based on virtual objects mediation and immersive exploration, conforms with 
this view. It offers the user the necessary freedom and means to better apply his 
expertise and intentions. Through active exploration, “acousmatic space-form 
is centered on us, not only as receivers and perceivers, but also as producers 
and inhabitants of space” [137, pp. 21].
Within this framework, the above-mentioned concepts have been incorpo-
rated into our interaction design through real space geometry virtual objects 
(which enables the use and configuration of geometric planes/string, as in the 
SoundObjects use case), through multi-level sound mapping of virtual objects 
(by allowing the sonic highlighting of points of interest) and variable scope 
definition (in facilitating the activation selection of the scene elements via 
mechanisms as proximate vectorial wipe and distal interpolation).
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In conclusion, the perception and reasoning processes based on spectral 
energies and shapes, along with their motion and growth processes, are in 
conformity with the developed methodology and tools applied in the interactive 
sonification use cases. These concepts were implemented through a frame-
work design that highlights multiple perspective spatial interaction and user 
defined scope activation. As such, the musical functions of singularity and 
regularity were transposed to data exploration and monitoring, which were 
then translated into sonic feedback. As hinted during the SoundField project, 
it is our claim that the same functional strategies and related implementation 
are applicable within the electroacoustic composition and performance realm 
since they rest on enabling the user with the appropriate tools that adequately 
support his scientific expertise as well as his artistic intentionality. A summary 
of the concepts addressed in this section is depicted in Fig. 53.
2.3.6  Conceptual Framework for composition 
environment development
In electroacoustic music, the concept of musical gesture as a materialization 
of the composer’s inner musical intention has always been present at different 
levels of conception, both within the non-realtime compositional and realtime 
performance levels. For example, one can point out the expressive use of the 
mixing board’s faders in both the mixing and spatialization processes. It is a 
trivial, but nevertheless good example of an embodiment-based discourse that 
incorporates the physical factor in the creational process. Even more interest-
ing is the fact that this process can be used across different levels of granularity 
throughout the musical work, ranging from individual amplitude envelope of a 
sound object to post-production panning of entire sections.
2.3.6.1 Expansion of developed framework within a compositional scenario
In relation to the above faders example, consider the extension of an embod-
ied driven interface to a full body scale, through the application of direct ma-
nipulation and object oriented interface concepts. The use of physical faders 
is a significant step towards direct action from obtaining the same results by, 
for example, drawing amplitude envelops in a 2D DAW interface software. The 
same principle can be obtained by the user following a path object represent-
ing an audio track in a immersive 3D environment while drawing the respective 
amplitude envelop (in which amplitude is encoded by distance to the object of 
3D point markers which are created at a certain rate or on demand and then 
interpolated) [4]. The immersive 3D environment combined with these tech-
niques enables the use of simultaneous, multiple control which doesn’t require 
visual focus. For example, both the hands can be used for concurrent control of 
different actions as probing a specific region of the dataset with one hand and 
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Fig. 53 Summary of the Spectromorphology and Space-Form concepts and their relationship 
with the interaction metaphors, technological components and application areas.
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adjusting its amplitude in the global mix or modulation rate with the other. Such 
an environment also stimulates cooperative analysis as multiple users can be 
“around” the dataset(s) as if they were around a meeting table, simultaneously 
analyzing multiple documents. 
The virtual inspection window concept can be used for accessing sound objects 
and/or functions through a time-based, dynamic palette of, for example, activa-
tion and modulation of sound samples or sound effects. Taking as a reference 
the previously described sonification use cases, the selection and activation of 
sonically represented data can be expanded to sound object (sample) activation, 
allowing the control of both synthesis (additive, subtractive, spectral, granu-
lar, physical model, ...) and modulation algorithms (effects, filtering, envelopes, 
...) in a corporeal way. For example, the user’s left hand could select a sound 
object (composed by an individual or a set of sample/synthesis, depending on 
the radius size of the virtual inspection tool) while the right hand would select 
a modulation algorithm (e.g. sound effect) for applying to the selected source. 
As in the interaction sonification cases, the physical distance between the user 
(virtual inspection tool) and activation points (virtual inspection window) would 
provide the mixing of both source amplitude and effect participation in the 
mix. This methodology goes in the direction of facilitating a better connection 
between user and sound by establishing a bridge between physical behavior, 
musical gesture and sound object. As advocated in [151], it puts the user in 
close contact with the compositional material where the latter is morphologi-
cally configurable in order to maximize gestural interaction within a embodied, 
real-time interaction scenario.
Additionally, by founding this interaction on the manipulation of virtual objects 
in space, one can take the further advantage of everyday life interaction met-
aphors. It allows the extrapolation of real world interaction by applying it to 
the manipulation of objects that would be impossible to handle in real life (for 
example, a tree size drum stick hitting a pool size snare). These fictitious 
performance scenarios are a good example of the exclusive possibilities afford-
ed by the use of immersive virtual environments.
2.3.6.2 Preliminary categorization and example applications
In this final section, we will present two main proposals for the categoriza-
tion of immersive interfaces based on the Space-form categorization, namely 
space centered and user centered, and a related example of their application. 
This division is routed on the interaction relationship between space and user. 
These two categories can support both individual and collaborative applica-
tion scenarios. In either case, the interface provides the means to convey the 
interpretation previously addressed in section 2.3.5.1 of spectromorphological 
classification of gestural/aural elements towards their application in immersive 
interface development.
The first category “space centered” applies to the use cases where users share 
and operate a common set of interface elements. As such, it emphasizes the 
social and public spaces of interaction. Related applications of this category can 
be found in some of the previously presented use cases of SoundField, namely 
SoundPath and SoundMaze (see section 2.3.4.2). The virtual objects are dis-
tributed in space and are accessed by the user by means of exploration and 
occupancy (through scope variable, virtual microphones). Consequently, the 
interaction space, constituted by the superposition of the virtual scene onto 
the real room, can be regarded as an enacting prone, composed circumspace 
that affords perspectival shifts. It conveys the possibility of the user to enjoy 
multiple views and vantage points of the visual and aural scene. Lastly, it em-
phasizes the application of scaling processes to allow the creation of micro-
phone spaces, aurally magnifying the sound objects under the user’s scrutiny. 
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As an example, consider an interface that is built around a set of virtual object 
types that are placed on a three dimensional grid (See Fig. 54). Together they 
construct a latent composition that can be explored both globally or in detail 
using a variable scope or microphone space. The change of perspective of each 
individual user defines the sonic outcome. Users, changing the scope, blend 
objects within their reach into the overall sound-palette. They can further be 
controlled in detail by grabbing or releasing the individual objects. 
There are two types of virtual objects available in the environment, namely 
cubes and beams. Cubes represent monophonic sounds that can be manipulat-
ed by rotation, dynamically changing three parameters attached to the X, Y and 
Z axis of the object. Apart from the rotation, the objects can be repositioned in 
the environment, enabling the clustering or dispersion of the rendered sounds. 
The beams, available in the environment, represent stereo sounds, which 
behave similar to the cubes. However, their orientation distributes the sound 
over a pair of opposing speakers. A user defines the actual position of the sound 
by moving his along the virtual object.
The second category, “user centered”, applies to the use cases where users 
operate an individual interface in common space. A prototype of this category 
can be found in the previously presented SoundObjects use case (see section 
2.3.4.2). The virtual objects are placed at different angles around the user and 
follow his position throughout the interaction process. Furthermore, the vir-
tual objects can change their morphology according to the user’s intentions and 
are accessed through limited scope, virtual microphones within his reach. This 
category emphasizes the use of the personal and ensemble space as well as a 
proprioceptive based interaction. It allows the creation of two distinct levels of 
interaction, one concerning the manipulation by each user of their respective 
individual interface, and a second related to the relative position of the users 
within the interaction room. In this second example, each user can add four 
layers of a composition (See Fig. 55). The four sound-layers are mapped onto 
an open cube’s Z and X planes.  By touching the plane in front of him, the user 
activates one or two possible X/Y-controllers (resembling the functionality of a 
trackpad). A user would change orientation to face whatever plane he  wants to 
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access. For this, the open cube’s orientation stays fixed. A user has two ways 
of interacting with the sound in front of him; either reaching out with the hand 
faced down, enabling the control of two parameters controlled by moving in 
the X and Z axis, or by reaching out with his palm facing away from him, ena-
bling the control over two additional parameters in the X and Y axis. With the 
palm faced down, the user controls the panning of the sound, moving the hand 
from left to right and the amplitude, moving the hand, and thus the sound, fur-
ther away or closer to him. The other set of controls, determines the timbre of 
the sound using a resonant filter, controlling both cutoff frequency (X-axis) and 
resonance (Y-axis). Furthermore, the bounding box with the four layers follows 
the user when he repositions himself, making a spatial positioning possible. In 
this way, each individual user gains direct control over a subset of the individual 
layers composing the overall sound, while their relative position adds a second 
more global dynamic level of control.
2.3.7  Conclusions
Based on the commonalities between electroacoustic music theory and inter-
active exploration of data through sonification techniques, we have presented 
a framework that allows for the exploration of user-centered interfaces for 
immersive musical composition. Following a musicological exploration of the 
electroacoustic practice of Schaeffer, Stockhausen, Wishart and Smalley, we 
identified relevant representation strategies and interaction metaphors based 
on multilevel mapping and scope variation. These constituted the point of depar-
ture for the design and implementation of a software framework that supports 
immersive interface prototyping within an embodied music cognition approach. 
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The software framework satisfies useful 
requirements pertaining performance, 
integrability and scalability, that have been 
identified as key for the interactive sonifi-
cation field of research. Following a user 
centered iterative approach, the interaction 
metaphors were expanded and successfully 
applied in an interactive art domain. 
This led to an in-depth validation of the 
developed solutions from a musical produc-
tion/ performance point of view, based on 
Smalley’s Spectromorphological and Space-
Form classification framework. As a result, 
we obtained a preliminary framework for 
musical interfacing, based on direct manipu-
lation, spatial mapping, and collaborative 
participation.
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3.1 Discussion and Future Work
In this thesis, a conceptual framework and related technological implementa-
tion for non speech sound-based communication has been presented. The main 
purpose of this work is to propose a bridge between sound design, interaction 
strategies and software tools. By combining these domains into a consistent 
framework, this proposal discloses the ability to both prototype multimodal, 
interactive interfaces as well as interconnecting the rendering backends within 
a unified conceptual and technological middleware development approach.
Rather than focusing on one single aspect of the framework (for example, 
a usability study regarding all the morphological variations of the virtual in-
spection tool metaphor), the discussed results have been achieved by follow-
ing a broader development plan that interconnects several aspects of sound 
design, interaction strategies and software tools. As such, this work represents 
a point of departure for the development of sonic spatial interaction where both 
the interaction metaphors and the technological realizations proposals offer 
room for further expansion and improvement. 
The main achievements of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
•  A conceptual framework for the representation and access of sound  
objects has been developed. This conceptual organization was in-
spired by an exploration of the theories and compositional practices  
developed by Schaeffer, Stockhausen, Wishart and Smalley regarding 
electroacoustic music’s analysis and production. Through an analysis 
of the relationships between the sonic, spatial and human elements,  
interaction metaphors were identified and formulated based on the  
concepts of multilevel mapping and scope variation, namely the virtual 
inspection window and tool. Following an embodied music cognition 
approach, we developed a methodology for sonically representing data 
within an interactive, multimodal scenario.
•  The described use cases in interactive sonification and interactive art 
aim at illustrating the potential of the developed interaction metaphors. 
As such, they constitute a demonstration of the versatility and appli-
cability of these metaphors within multiple interaction scenarios. Fur-
ther variations of the virtual inspection window and tool can be explored 
in terms of  morphology (until now, the virtual objects’ morphology is 
confined to basic geometric forms - sphere, cube, line, etc.), and in 
terms of spatial positioning and layering (for multilevel mapping). As 
such, immediate future work can take the cases presented here and  
expand them through the study of gesture to sound correspondence  
based of electroacoustic music realizations. For example, one can  
imagine a scenario where a user defines the morphology of a virtual 
inspection tool by gesturally interpreting musical examples of Smalley’s 
spectromorphogical classification. 
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    Then, the user can assign the targeted dataset to the one that,  
according to theuser’s expertise, maximizes the performance of the 
exploratory or monitoring tasks. Additionally, further investigation can 
address the perceptual added value in the application of spatialization 
techniques used in electroacoustic practice concerning the manipula-
tion of virtual elements in space.
•  A technological framework, JOINDER, has been developed. This soft-
ware framework constitutes a foundation for multimodal and interactive 
interface prototyping through a user centered development methodolo-
gy. This software solution delivers data-management facilities and com-
plies with the research fields’ requirements of multimodal interfacing, 
heterogeneous technologies integration and real-time performance. 
Furthermore, in order to accommodate future extensions, the design,  
implementation and founding technology are in conformity with the main 
requirements for auditory display, namely: scalability (e.g. distributed 
multicore setups) and portability (e.g. multi-platform compatibility).
•  Both the development methodology (definition of context require-
ments, requirements driven technology choice and top-down contextual  
approach) as the implementation strategy (user centered prototyping  
and bottom-up component integration) have proven to be successful  
choices. However, by valorizing architectural design over exhaus-
tive codebase development, the current number of features offered 
by JOINDER is lower than the one supplied by mature, single modality 
 
 specialized tools, such as the systems presented in the state of the 
art. Nevertheless, by laying down an infrastructure that embraces the  
different modalities (vision, sound, proprioceptive human interfaces)  
in an equalitarian view, it provides a versatile hub for interconnecting 
the referred technologies and an integrated platform for multimodal 
prototyping. As such, future developments can follow along several 
paths. They can range from incorporation of new input devices to web 
servicing access (see discussion and future work in JOINDER dedicated 
section). Furthermore, specific issues concerning the trackable area 
and the usable number of rigid bodies that were used during the Sound-
Field iterations as well as the suitability between hardware devices and 
the properties of the virtual elements they control (e.g. the use of a 
bend sensor controlled the scope radius of the virtual inspection tool) 
can be further investigated and expanded. In addition, the standardiza-
tion of the user centered development methodology combined with the  
extension of the application domain into other areas beyond interactive 
sonification and art installations can further strengthen the maturation 
of the technology presented in this thesis. These areas can include, for 
example, interactive multimedia presentation, multimodal technology 
development, interactive advertising, gaming development and enter-
tainment industry.
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3.2 Conclusion
In this thesis, a conceptual and  
software framework for non-verbal  
sound communication within the domains  
of interactive sonification and musical  
composition has been developed. Driven by 
the theories of electroacoustic music and 
embodied music cognition, the importance 
of interaction in top-down and bottom-up 
cognitive processes constitutes the primary 
directive for this work. As such, a human- 
centered, integration-oriented methodology 
was presented that provides an alternative 
to previous developments in data to sound 
translation tools.
As such, the development of human/space 
multimodal symbiosis expressed in this work 
is expected to provide a human centered 
foundation for the design and implementa-
tion of more efficient tools within the auditory 
display and musical production community.
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